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Declaration by the scientific representative of the
project coordinator
I, as scientific representative of the coordinator of this project and in line with
the obligations as stated in Article II.2.3 of the Grant Agreement declare that:
• The attached periodic report represents an accurate description of the
work carried out in this project for this reporting period;
• The project (tick as appropriate) 8:
 has fully achieved its objectives and technical goals for the period;

□

has achieved most of its objectives and technical goals for the period
with relatively minor deviations.

□

has failed to achieve critical objectives and/or is not at all on schedule.
• The public website, if applicable
 is up to date

□

is not up to date
• To my best knowledge, the financial statements which are being
submitted as part of this report are in line with the actual work carried
out and are consistent with the report on the resources used for the
project (section 3.4) and if applicable with the certificate on financial
statement.
• All beneficiaries, in particular non-profit public bodies, secondary and
higher education establishments, research organisations and SMEs,
have declared to have verified their legal status. Any changes have
been reported under section 3.2.3 (Project Management) in
accordance with Article II.3.f of the Grant Agreement.

Name of scientific representative of the Coordinator:
Christian Joachim
Date: 22/02/2012

For most of the projects, the signature of this declaration could be done directly via
the IT reporting tool through an adapted IT mechanism.
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1. Publishable summary
AtMol (Atomic Scale and Single Molecule Logic Gate Technologies) is working on a
comprehensive process flow for the construction of a molecular chip, i.e. a molecular
processing unit comprising single molecule(s) of surface circuitries connected to external
mesoscopic electrodes with atomic scale precision constructed dangling bond wires or single
molecular wires. The integrity of the atomic scale constructed logic gates and circuitries must
be preserved down to the atomic level after the chip encapsulation. Logic functions are
incorporated in single molecule logic gates or performed by a single surface dangling bond
atomic scale circuit using either a quantum Hamiltonian or a semi-classical design approach.
AtMol will also explore how the combination of classical and quantum information inside the
same atomic scale circuit increases the computing power of the final logic circuit. Logic gate
design will be supported by DFT calculations to understand better the transport properties of
surface dangling bond atomic scale wires and by N-ESQC semi-empirical calculations to
simulate complex logic gate surface circuits including the influence of the supporting semiconducting surface. Atomic scale logic gates (either surface dangling bond or single
molecule) are constructed using atom-by-atom manipulations techniques (STM or NC-AFM)
and/or on-surface chemistry. A unique UHV transfer printing technology will be employed to
bring the required contacting metallic nano-pads in electronic interactions with the surface
logic gates. The AtMol research programme necessitates the state-of-the-art UHV atomic
scale interconnection machines comprising, within one integrated UHV system, a surface
preparation chamber, a UHV transfer printing device, an LT-UHV-STM (or a UHV-NCAFM) for atomic scale construction and a multi-probe system with its companion SEM or
optical navigation microscope. Three of these systems are housed within the AtMol
laboratories. These UHV systems will be used to interconnect molecular logic gates one-byone in a planar atomic scale multi-pads approach on the top, atomically reconstructed, surface
of the wafer. For this molecular chip, the back face of the wafer will incorporate nano-tomicro-scale interconnections using nanofabricated vias which pass through the substrate to
the top face. The hybrid micro-nano back interconnect approach to be developed in the AtMol
project will enable the full packaging of the molecular chip preserving the surface atomic
scale precision of the gates.
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2.1 Project objective for the period
The first AtMol objective for Unit 1 was to stabilize the atomic scale surface preparation of
simple atomically passivated surface low gap semi-conductor. This is essential for
constructing dangling bond surface logic gate and to prepare the interconnection of semiclassical and quantum Hamiltonian molecule logic gate. One process will be developed in a
nano-fabrication NanoFab environment with the goal to find a convenient way to protect and
de-protect the surface while the wafer being transferred in or out of the UHV. This process
will be also combined with back interconnect nano-fabrication to get a first evaluation on the
transfer of this back interconnect technology from a research lab to a NanoFab working at a
wafer scale. Large atomically flat and ordered terraced of those passivated semi-conductor
surface will have also to be mastered directly in the UHV for constructing in-situ the logic
gates and to probe them using the 4-UHV-STM nanoprobe systems used in AtMol. Those
surfaces will also be used to develop further UHV atomic scale processes.
Unit 2 must develop the theory, the design of new QHC molecule logic gates and of dangling
bond atomic scale logic gates. A peculiar emphasis will be put on dangling bond atomic wires
electronic transport regimes. Tunnelling inelastic effects through a single surface atomic wire
or through a single molecule will be modelled going back to quantum basic. Those are able to
trigger single molecule logic gate for inputting data on atomic scale logic gates. Logic gate
design will be based on either semi-classical circuit rules or quantum Hamiltonian computing
(QHC) time circuit rules. Chemical synthesis will target new monomer design and synthesis
for on-surface oligomer synthesis. For Unit 3, it is important to prepare a systematic set of
conjugated oligomers whose length dependence conductance are measured molecule per
molecule using the STM pulling technique. New QHC molecule logic gates will be also
synthesised to be probed in Unit 3 using single metallic ad-atoms like digital logical input.
After the preparation of atomic scale passivated semi-conductor surface in Unit 1, the AtMol
Unit 3 objective is the UHV construction of atomic scale circuits either using dangling bond
circuitry or single molecule logic gates. Atomic scale STM and NC-AFM single atom and
molecule manipulation techniques will be further developed in the UHV. The problem of
imaging and understanding dangling bond states with the STM and the NC-AFM imaging
complex atomic scale circuits or molecular states will be worked out. A comparison between
the two type of images will be very important to determine the good location of the metal
atom input on a single QHC molecule logic gate. Latching effect will be studied during this
period starting from metal surface and reaching progressively low gap semi-conductor
surfaces. In this Unit 3, STM molecular manipulation techniques will be used to measure the
conductance of long molecular wires by the LT-UHV-STM pulling technique. This is
essential to prepare the design of better molecular wires working in a pure tunnelling transport
regime. This is also essential for confirming semi-classical intramolecular circuit design rules
in designing classical single molecule logic gates.
The LT-UHV nanoprobe systems recently set up in AtMol must be stabilized in Unit 4. The
objective is here to learn how to perform 4 probes measurements at the atomic scale with an
inter tip distance well below 20 nm under a UHV SEM. This supposes very good STM tip
apex preparation and the ability for one LT-UHV-STM among the 4 of the nanoprobe to show
atomic resolution. UHV tools like a wafer de-bonder or a UHV transfer printer are going to be
7
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designed and integrated on line with the nano-probe system. This is also the case of the Unit 3
LT-UHV-STM capability of constructing atom per atom dangling bond surface atomic wire
or of manipulating a single molecule logic gate and its contacting metallic nano-pads on an
atomically clean and passivated semi-conductor surface as prepared in Unit 1 or 3. On the
theory side, AtMol partners will start exploring how much leakage current intensity is passing
through the supporting passivated semi-conductor surface as a function of the metallic nanopad surface distance.
The diffusion and dissemination of knowledge objectives for Unit 5 will lead to the
introduction of a regular series of AtMol workshops (one each six months) on a subject of
interest to AtMol researchers and also to external groups. This will create a good forum of
discussion and will beneficiate to AtMol. A book series will be created to support and diffuse
the proceeding of the AtMol workshop. The AtMol website will be created with the objective
to be the first occurrence appearing on the web when asking for Atomic Scale technologies or
Atom Tech. AtMol partners will be encouraged to let their PhD students and Post-docs to visit
other AtMol labs.

The AtMol work flow per Unit
8
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First year AtMol report lecture guide
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2.2 Work progress and achievements during the period
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Unit 1– Surface preparation for atomic scale contact and nanopackaging
For atomic scale construction and electrical interconnects of surface stabilized logic gates and
circuits, it is essential to preserve the topside atomic scale surface preparation while keeping
at the same time all the back interconnection nano and micro scale precision. For a future
introduction in a standard nanofabrication clean room process line and in the newly developed
UHV micro clean room facilities, this Unit 1 regroups all the nano-processes to (1) prepare a
passivated semi-conductor surface at a wafer scale, (2) directly grow or UHV transfer-print
the metallic nano-contact pads to pass from the atomic scale to the mesoscopic scale and (3)
pass from the mesoscopic to the micron scale electrical wiring using a unique to AtMol back
interconnect process without perturbing the atomic scale ordering of the top side of the wafer.

1-WP1- Surface preparations
(P1-Toulouse WP manager)
This WP explores the different ways to prepare atomically clean semi-conductor wafer
surface (passivated or not) in a NanoFab like environment and to protect the topside of this
wafer by a wafer bonding like technique with a systematic UHV-STM characterisation of the
top surface at each steps of the process. The 3 Tasks scheduled for this first AtMol year were:
Task 1-T1.1: Si(100) full surface preparation (cap and substrate) and silicon direct bonding
Task 1-T1.3: Debonding under UHV and STM characterization of SiHx bonded wafers
Task 1-T1.4: Large gap epitaxial surface preparation
The main goal of these tasks was to prepare the Si and AlN substrates, which will be used
during the AtMoll project and to characterize their surface in situ for the AlN wafer or after
transfer in the UHV equipment of the different AtMol partners for the Si wafers. For the Si
samples, AtMol is using the large clean room facilities of P2-Grenoble to obtain the Si-H
surface protected by a direct top wafer bonding. The samples were characterized in air after
opening by P2-Grenoble and by UHV-STM by P1-Toulouse and P10-Krakow. For the AlN
substrates, the growth was supposed to be performed in the P1-Toulouse UHV factory
equipped with a dedicated nitride MBE chamber coupled under UHV to AFM/STM. Due to
delay in the assembling and connection to this UHV-MBE chamber to the P1-Toulouse UHV
Factory, this task 1-T1.4 will start in May 2012.

1-T1.1: Si(001) full surface preparation (cap and substrate) and silicon direct
bonding
(Man month real/ Foreseen P1: 0,1/0; P2: 13/3)
The expected work for this task consists in:
- Obtaining smooth and hydrophobic surfaces (50 nm wide terraces separated by atomic step)
- Preserving this top side atomic scale surface preparation by bonding onto another wafer
- Insuring that subsequent de-bonding of the two wafers is possible without damaging the
surface
- Exchanging sample with P1-Toulouse, P10-Krakow and P11-Singapore for surface analysis
11
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a) Surface preparation and hydrophobic direct bonding:
The overall bonding process of Si smoothed surfaces consists in 3 main steps: wet chemical
cleaning, smoothing process and direct bonding of smoothed surfaces. All the experiments
were carried out with 200mm p-type Si(100) wafers.
 The wet chemical cleaning aims having wafers free of any particles and contaminants.
Hydrocarbon contaminants were removed by a standard process based on a "Caro"
(H2SO4 : H2O2) etching treatment. Wet treatments used to eliminate most of the particles are
based on lift off effects. Two cleaning processes leading to hydrophilic surfaces have been
investigated. The first one uses the well known SC1 (H2O : NH4OH : H2O2) cleaning. The "as
received" native oxide is progressively etched and replaced by a thin clean native oxide. The
second approach allows lifting off particles by removing the as received native oxide in a HF
etching solution. After rinsing in DI water, one can note the presence of a thin clean native
oxide at the wafer surface. These two processes deserve to be evaluated because of their
various efficiency for particle removal (which is necessary to be taken into account before
surface smoothing) and because the thin native oxide induced by the various cleaning could
play a different role in the subsequent Si surface smoothing or reconstruction.
 The smoothing process itself takes place in a reduced pressure chemical vapour deposition
reactor (Epi Centura). Wafers are submitted to several H2 anneals and thin Si epi-layer
deposition with dichlorosilane (SiH2Cl2) precursors. The first H2 annealing aims at removing
the thin native oxide. The second H2 annealing aims at reconstructing the thin Si epi-layer
previously deposited. This process had been previously developed at Leti in order to smooth
or reconstruct Si wafer surfaces. By the way it enables to obtain hydrophobic surfaces. The
target is to obtain SiH terminated [2x1] reconstructed surfaces.
 Prepared wafers are then bonded under air at room temperature in a clean room
atmosphere. In this case, direct bonding consists in stacking two prepared wafers face to face
and then in applying a slight pressure to initiate a bonding wave, which crosses the stack from
the initiation point to the structure edge. The aim is to reach a bonding energy suitable both
for sample shaping and for a subsequent de-bonding step.
For this specific direct bonding of Si smoothed surfaces, P2-Grenoble had to adapt existing
standard bonding processes. This led to consider two process flows as described hereafter:
- process 1 (referred as P1)
Wet cleaning made of Caro treatment, followed by a standard cleaning 1 (SC1)
Surface smoothing enabled by annealing under H2 at 1100°C, followed by the epitaxy of a
thin Si layer, and by a final annealing under H2 at 950°C
Direct bonding
- process 2 (referred as P2)
Wet cleaning made of Caro treatment, followed by a HF etch, and a DI water dipping.
Surface smoothing enabled by annealing under H2 at 1100°C, followed by the epitaxy of a
thin Si layer, and by a final annealing under H2 at 950°C
Direct bonding

12
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b) Characterizations and results:
P2-Grenoble had operated the bonding at room temperature and under clean room ambiance.
Bonded structures were then diced. Surface smoothing and its effects on direct bonding were
evaluated by diverse characterisations:
1) Concerning the surface smoothing efficiency, surface micro-roughness measurement and
surface topography investigations were done by atomic force microscopy (AFM) at air.
2) SiHx surface bond density has to be also evaluated to insure that (2x1) reconstruction has
been properly performed. This has been done by Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR)
characterization at air.
3) Strengthening effect linked to the direct bonding of smoother surfaces was evaluated by
bonding energy measurement.
4) Analysis of the surface reconstruction by P1-Toulouse and P10-Krakow partners : after debonding at air or under UHV and then introducing into UHV equipments, the surface has been
characterized by Reflection High-Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) and by Scanning
Tunnelling Microscopy (STM).
Measurements on AFM, RHEED and STM are performed on debonded samples. For each
characterisation, bonded structures made of “HF-last” wafers were used as reference. These
wafers were prepared by dipping them in HF and were not subjected to the smoothing
process.
•

Micro-roughness and surface topography:
This characterization was done with a Multimode Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) at air.
The samples used for this analysis were bonded and stored for 2 months. They were then
de-bonded and analyzed. This procedure has been chosen in order to simulate samples which
are sent to partners and subsequently de-bonded before working on them. AFM observation of
this surface didn't allow observing any terraces for the samples subjected to the process 1 as
shown on Fig.1. For samples subjected to process 2, silicon large terraces with atomic step
edges were observed as shown in Fig. 2. Most of step edges are indeed 1.35 Å high only. The
width of terraces ranges between 100nm and 1µm. The presence of those terraces is due to the
small and non-intentional miscut of Si(001) wafers. The on-terrace roughness was measured
by 1µm x 1µm scanning with typical RMS values of about 1.1Å. Such a difference in AFM
surface observations could be due to the use of two different wet cleaning solutions for P1 and
P2 processes. Further work is under progress for a better understanding. For the comparison,
“HF-last” as-cleaned surfaces exhibit a root mean square (RMS) roughness of 1.3Å without
any terraces.

13
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The stability of the surface according to exposure time at laboratory ambient atmosphere was
also investigated. The terraces were still observed after a 12 hours exposure at ambient
atmosphere, without any micro-roughness degradation. No oxide growth was put into
evidence in AFM observations at air.
•

Bonding energy measurement:
Bonding energy measurement informs on the strength of the bonding. In this case, a bonding
energy suitable both for sample dicing and for a subsequent de-bonding step is required. The
bonding energy is measured by a blade-insertion inducing a crack opening. This technique
consists in introducing a razor blade in between the two wafers and of measuring the debonded length (a) (measured thanks to an infra-red camera). By knowing the blade thickness
(y), Young’s modulus of silicon (E) and the Si wafer thickness (t), the bonding energy is
given by:
3 E.t 3 . y 2
Ebond =
.
16 a 4
Bonding energies of H2 smoothed surface bonded structures were compared with the values
measured for “HF-last” silicon wafers. Bonding energy measurements as a function of
annealing temperature are shown in Fig. 3.

14
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At room temperature the bonding energy of the reference is very low (< 20mJ/m²). Such
bonding energies are not suitable for dicing 1cm² samples (typical dimension required for
STM studies under UHV equipments of P1-Toulouse, P10-Krakow and P11-Singapore).
Typical energy values around 100mJ/m² are currently needed to allow efficient dicing. Such a
value is obtained at room temperature with bonding of smoothed surfaces as pointed out in
Fig. 3. The bonding energy of smoothed surfaces is indeed 5 times higher than that of “HFlast” surfaces at room temperature. As long as the annealing temperature remains below
200°C, the bonding energies increase only slightly. Thanks to the surface smoothing, the
bonding has been strengthened. Nevertheless it remains weak enough to be suitable for a
subsequent de-bonding step without surface damaging as shown by AFM measurement (cf.
Fig. 2).
•

SiHx density:
The bonding interfaces were characterized by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
(FTIR) using signal integration after Multiple Internal Reflections (MIR) of IR light through
the bonded structure. This analysis provides the density of each SiHx group (SiH, SiH2 and
SiH3) at the bonding interface. Before performing this analysis, samples were submitted to a
specific cleaning (UV-O3) in order to passivate the outer surfaces of the bonded structure and
thus to analyse the density of SiHx only present at the bonding interface. Results for samples
subjected to process P1 are shown in Fig. 4 and for samples subjected to process P2 are
shown in Fig.5.
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For both cases, HF-last bonded wafers (without additional smoothing) were used as a
reference. For this reference, the three types of silicon hydrides were detected at the bonding
interface. The signal obtained for the references are not exactly the same in figure 4 and 5
because of a slight variation in surface preparation of references prepared for process 1 and
later on for process 2.
For the smoothed hydrophobic bonded structures (process 1 and process 2), only SiH peak
was detected at the bonding interface. The difference in shape and location for the SiH peaks
put in evidence for P1 and P2 samples deserves more investigations to understand the
mechanisms involved. For smoothed surfaces, these SiH peaks lead to think to a partial or
total (2x1) surface reconstruction.
c) Sample Exchanges with the AtMol partners
The samples for characterization by the AtMol partners have been designed and shaped
according to (1) the critical size required to allow dicing without damage (such as
spontaneous de-bonding) and (2) the requirements for UHV manipulation. In the final sample
design, the cap shape is a square (10mm x 10mm) and the base is a rectangle (10mm x 12mm)
as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6 - Sample design for UHV experiments into UHV equipments of AtMol partners
A first set of such samples was processed and used by the P1-Toulouse, P10-Krakow and
P11-Singapore as test vehicles for both the validation of the UHV holder and the dicing step.
We have chosen to use standard hydrophilic bonding for these samples because this type of
bonding is well-known in P2-Grenoble and can be performed routinely. Moreover the
bonding energy of this bonding type at room temperature is in the same order of magnitude as
the one obtained in bonded structure made of smoothed hydrophobic surfaces (i.e.
~100mJ/m²).
A second set of bonded samples with smoothed surfaces (P1 and P2 samples) were also sent
to P1-Toulouse and P10-Krakow for STM and RHEED characterizations at the end of this
first AtMol year. Main results of these characterizations are summarized hereafter and will be
more detailed elsewhere (see Task 1-T1.3 below).
d) Conclusions and future work
The work done during this first year enabled P2-Grenoble to obtain an efficient direct bonding
of smoothed surfaces and to establish a characterization methodology, which consists in
analyzing the micro-roughness and topography by using a multimode AFM , measuring the
16
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bonding energy with the blade-induced crack opening method and measuring the density of
SiHx by FTIR-MIR spectroscopy. The P2-Grenoble smoothing process exhibits low
roughness (1.1Å RMS value) and terraces have been observed on samples submitted to
process P2 by AFM observation. The smoothed surface stability has been shown over 12h
after de-bonding under ambient atmosphere. After bonding at room temperature in a clean
room, bonding energies measured for P1 and P2 process are 5 times higher than the one
measured for the “HF-last” reference. This result highlights the bonding strengthening
induced by the smoothing process. This leads to a bonding suitable for dicing and for debonding without surface damaging.
The FTIR-MIR spectroscopy analysis indicates that only SiH are detected at the bonding
interface of samples submitted to smoothing process. This leads to interpret those data as
coming from a partial or total (2×1) reconstruction. The (2x1) reconstruction was then
confirmed by STM and RHEED analyses performed by the AtMol partners. Step edges and
dimer rows were observed. STM images put also in evidence a high density of surface defect.
The origin of these defects and their nature require further investigation. Finally both the P1
and P2 processes fulfil AtMol requirements such as: (1) surfaces with terraces separated by
monoatomic steps, (2) surfaces covered by SiH only and (3) bonding energies suitable for
sample dicing and for subsequent debonding without damaging the surface.
For the second AtMol year, the study on processes P1 and P2 will go ahead. The effect of wet
cleaning before the smoothing process and the origin of surface defects imaged by STM will
be further investigated. Additionally a smoothing process at lower temperature and a process
compatible with SOI wafers will be investigated by P2-Grenoble in order to be compatible
with the nano-via process flow (see 1-WP2 below). This will lead to adapt the smoothing
process. As a first trial, a smoothing process at 950°C will be tested. All theses studies will be
done in a close interaction with partners in charge of characterizing the surface and with the
AtMol partners in charge of processing the nanovias.

1-T1.2: Si(001) patterned cavities surface preparation and silicon direct bonding
No input this year, start month 13

1-T1.3: Debonding under UHV and STM characterization of SiHx bonded wafers
(Man month real/ Foreseen P1: 3.13/2; P10: 6/2.5 and P11: 0.5/0.25)
The expected works of this task consists in :
• Designing and fabrication of dedicated Omicron plate for high temperature SiH
sample preparation under UHV
• Designing and fabrication a specific UHV tool for opening the bonded SiH sample
fabricated by P2-Grenoble
• Characterization by STM under UHV of the SiH sample prepared by P2-Grenoble in
order to verify the presence of a SiH (2×1) reconstructed surface
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a) The design and fabrication of dedicated Omicron plate for high temperature SiH
sample preparation
In the case of SiH sample preparation under UHV, the different partners will need to open the
Si bonded sample and to heat the sample at a high temperature of 900°C. The Si sample will
also be transferred on AFM or STM under UHV. The P1-Toulouse, P10-Krakow and P11Singapore are all equipped with Omicron UHV-STM and NC-AFM systems. The base for
designing the Si sample support is the Omicron sample plate holder. After a first design, P1Toulouse had determined the size of the Si bonded samples as explained in the previous
section by P2-Grenoble. The specific Omicron plate should respect the following technical
specifications: (1) a mechanical clamping of the Si bonded sample, (2) Heating at high
temperature until 1200 °C to reach 900 °C on the Si sample and (3) an access on one or two
sides of the Si bonded for a UHV opening.
From a mechanical point of view, the main problem for the design was specification (1).
Indeed it’s difficult to design a mechanical clamping which can stay good after several low
(4k) and high (1500 K) temperature cycles. A first design was done and a prototype made by
metallic laser sintering. In this first design the clamping of the sample was realized with a
0.5 mm tantalum wire. The tests of heating cycle done by P1-Toulouse on this first design
have shown a bad behaviour of the mechanical clamping. A second more complex design was
then created with now the use of 0.5 mm tantalum foil has a spring for clamping the sample.
A first prototype has been realized by metallic laser sintering, and some modifications should
be done before testing under UHV. As presented on the Fig. 7, this new design allows an
access by two sides of the Si bonded sample, which allow the possibility of opening the
sample in two ways. P10-Krakow (who has already designed their UHV opening tool) had
access to the sample from the backside of Omicron plate. This work will be achieved during
the year 2 of the project, and then the dedicated Si bonded Omicron plate will be sent to the
others partners.

Figure 7: The second high temperature Si bonded sample career with front side and backside
access for the UHV de-bonding tool
b) The design and fabrication of a specific UHV tool for opening the bonded SiH sample
fabricated by P2-Grenoble
SiHx bonded sample prepared by the partner P2-Grenoble consists of 2 SiHx surfaces
bounded together due to weak van der Waals forces between the wafers. For opening the
sample in UHV , P10-Krakow has developed a dedicated UHV tool placed in the preparatory
chamber attached to the P10-Krakow Omicron multi-probe system. The design drawing and
the photographs of this UHV tool are presented in Fig. 8 A-D.
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Figure 8: The design drawing and photographs of the UHV de-bonding tool, manufactured in
the mechanical workshop of P10–Kraków. A) Technical drawing of the tool. B) Photograph
of the blade holder for opening the SiH bonded sample mounted on a standard Omicron plate.
C) The inside view of the UHV chamber with the opening tool: the Omicron plate kept by the
woobble-stick is approaching the de-bounding UHV tool. D) The inside view of the UHV
chamber with the opening tool: the sample holder in the de-bounding position.
The routine operation of the tool for opening the SiH bonded samples prepared by P2Grenoble is presented in the movie available at http://www.if.uj.edu.pl/ZFD/test/movie.wmv.
It should be noted that once the two samples are separated, the normal experimental procedure
of SiHx surface characterisation in UHV can be performed, since the wafer is already
mounted on a standard Omicron sample holder, ready to be moved into other parts of the
multiprobe system, such as the cryogenic STM/AFM microscope, SEM/SAM UHV
microscope and 4-probe STM station for conductance measurements.
c) Characterization by STM under UHV of the SiH sample prepared by P2-Grenoble
A first series of bonded SiH sample was sent by P2-Grenoble to P1-Toulouse in November
2011. P1-Toulouse did not have at this time the P10-Krakow UHV de-bonding tool and has
chosen to do the opening under a nitrogen flux and then to enter rapidly on the load lock
chamber for UHV-STM characterization.
As described above in Task 1-T1.1, P2-Grenoble has processed two kinds of sample. The two
first samples P1 and P2 have been glued with epotek H21D and heated at 50°C during one
night, then 100°C during 2 hours to allow the gluing. The samples have been de-bonded in air
under a stream of nitrogen until their introduction on the load lock chamber. P1-Toulouse had
first performed a RHEED study using the MBE chamber of the UHV factory. Both P1 and P2
samples have the same RHEED signature (Fig. 9). 4 azymuths are visible: (010), (130), (110)
and (210). The azymtuh (110) is the only one that has a two fold symmetry, which is the proof
of a (2×1) surface reconstruction. The RHEED study of these samples opened first in air
without any annealing shows clearly the presence of a (2×1) reconstruction, which is the sign
of a predominant SiH surface.
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Figure 9: The Rheed patterns observed along the axis Si(010) and Si(110) with two fold
symmetry on the P2-Grenoble samples.
These two kind of samples has been then characterized by STM under UHV at room
temperature. The Fig. 10 below is presenting the images obtained on the P1 sample. This
sample has many surface defects (about 1-2Å high and 1-2nm long) and there is also a
phenomenon of charge and discharge on some areas. However, the succession of rotating 90°
steps is clearly seen. This step edges organization is specific to a (2×1) reconstructed Si(001)
surface in agreement with the RHEED observations.

Figure 10 - filled states STM images of Si(100)-(2×1):H P1 sample, (left) 200×200 nm2,
I = 20 pA, Vsample = -2 V ; (right) 15×15nm2, I = 15 pA, Vsample = -2 V.
At higher magnification, the dimer rows of the (2×1) reconstruction are also visible but no
atomic resolution has been obtained because of the high amount of defects on the surface,
which probably has induced a bad behaviour of the tip. P1-Toulouse had annealed again the
same sample at 200°C during 1 hour then 300°C during one night to try to reduce the number
of defect, but no improvement had been noted.
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Figure 11 - filled states STM images of Si(100)-(2×1):H P2 sample, (left) 200×200nm2,
I = 40 pA, Vsample = -2,5 V ; (right) 15×15nm2, I = 40 pA, Vsample = -2,5 V.
The samples P2 were cleaner than the P1. There were fewer defects in 1-2Å high but bigger
defects (about 1-2nm high and 10nm long) have appeared. Nevertheless P1-Toulouse had
succeeded to obtain atomic resolution STM images showing the atoms inside the dimer rows
that confirm clearly the (2×1) Si(001) reconstructed surface. This first room temperature STM
study had shown that the SiH surface is predominantly (2×1) reconstructed. However a lot of
defects were present that could be attributed to topographic or electronic defects. To have
more information a second characterization was then performed by P10-Krakow with the
UHV de-bonding tool presented above. The next figures are presenting empty states LTUHV-STM images obtained by P10-Krakow at 4K after the UHV de-bonding of a P2 sample.

Figure 12: Empty states STM images of the UHV opened Si(100)-(2×1): Hx P2 samples at
4K. (left) Large area (100 nm x 100 nm) Vtip = -2V, I = 10 pA. (right) High resolution 7 nm x
7 nm, Vtip = -2V, I = 100 pA.
These STM images confirm what was seen at room temperature by P1-Toulouse: the step
edges rotated at 90° + the dimer rows are typical of the (2×1) Si(001) reconstructed surface.
The atomic resolution STM images shows clearly the presence of the SiH dimers with the
presence of few “native” defects: a single DB (green oval corrugation at the right top of the
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Fig. 12B and two Si vacancies (dark “empty” contrast within the rows) at the lower part of the
same image. The presence of the defects on the large area image can be correlated to the
observation shown previously. Indeed the Fig. 11 STM images are filled states STM images.
Therefore, the small defects appear as black holes. The empty states images Fig. 12 show
white agglomeration with the same density.
The Fig. 12 LT-UHV-STM images obtained after a UHV de-bonding do not show the
presence of high defects as in Fig. 11. Therefore, a UHV de-bonding is clearly compulsory to
avoid the contamination of the surface with large defects. It is not yet clear if the large defects
presented Fig. 12A are due to the P2-Grenoble process or to the UHV de-bonding. But a
solution will have to be found in the second AtMol year since these intrinsic defects will be a
problem when UHV growing or UHV transfer printing metallic nano-contacting pads on
those surfaces. These nano-pads must be insulated from the Si wafer by the Si-H interface.
The presence of these electronic defects will create a large surface leakage current.

1-T1.4: Large gap epitaxial surface preparation
(Man month real/ Foreseen P1: 6.66/3; P5: 0/2)
This task is dedicated to the growth of AlN(0001) surface and its characterization by Non
Contact Atomic Force Microscope (NC-AFM). The main goal was to obtain enough
information at atomic scale to be able to identify the AlN reconstructed surface structures that
are unknown at the moment. All this experimental work should be done under UHV on the
UHV factory of P1-Toulouse. Once a possible AlN surface structure proposed, P5-Barcelona
will perform DFT calculations to confirm the stability of the proposed AlN reconstruction
surface model.
The growth of AlN surface can only be performed on a Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)
chamber with an NH3 gaz precursor. Furthermore, this MBE should be connected under UHV
to the UHV STM/AFM microscope. The UHV factory of P1-Toulouse was designed
especially for this purpose. At the beginning of the AtMol project, the technical and electrical
assembly of the MBE chamber was in progress and started to be operational in September
2011. The P1-Toulouse team in charge of this UHV factory has decided to start the
qualification of the MBE chamber with the preparation of the more simple SiC surfaces for
the French ANR project MolSiC. This study has been very useful to detect and to solve
different electrical and mechanical problems inside the MBE chamber. At the end of year
2011, the results obtained on the SiC surface at high temperature (heater temperature for
substrate = 1400°C) had demonstrated the efficiency of the P1-Toulouse MBE chamber. Now,
studies on AlN growth will start in May 2012 but after the major move of the complete UHV
factory to the new P1-Toulouse building. This new building (the Pico-Lab of P1-Toulouse)
will be fully operational with its dedicated clean room end of April 2012.
As a consequence, Task 1-T1.4 was delayed together with the corresponding deliverables:
- D11.41, GaN(0001) and AlN(0001) growth and characterization by NC-AFM:
initial delivery date : M12 delayed to M24
- D11.42, reconstructed surfaces of GaN(0001) and AlN(0001):
initial delivery date : M24 delayed to M30
Another consequence is that there will also be a delay of the workpackage 4-WP2 which is
requiring the AlN surface preparation and structure indentification to be started.
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Conclusion for workpackage 1-WP1
The results obtained on the first series of SiH sample were presented and discussed in a
special meeting organised by P1-Toulouse at the P2-Grenoble location with P1-Toulouse,
P10-Krakow and P11-Singapore and with the help of a videoconference system with P9Nottingham. From the different characterizations obtained in air and under UHV conditions
(RHEED, STM), it was clear that the Si(001) prepared by P2-Grenoble is an SiH (2×1)
reconstructed surface. But the presence of numerous electronic or topographic defects on the
surface will be a problem for the use of such surfaces in AtMol. The discussion around these
defects has highlighted two possible origins: 1) the two weakly SiH bonded surfaces can have
locally strong atomic bonds that create defects during the de-bonding and 2) the use of
SiH2Cl2 as a precursor for the 30 nm Si epitaxial growth can create electronic defects on the
surface. But there is no bibliographic information on this subject. Therefore, the solutions to
decrease the number of surface defects is: 1) to wait for the new SiH samples with cavity by
P2-Grenoble in the framework of Task 1-T1.2 during AtMol year 2 or 2) the fabrication by
P2-Grenoble of new samples with an SiH4 precursor instead for the 30 nm Si epitaxial
growth. This last series of samples will also be fabricated during the AtMol year 2 and then
characterized by P1-Toulouse and P10-Krakow. It is essential to pursue 1-WP1 because it
opens the way to produce Si(100)H wafers ultra clean and with large terrace which will totally
simplify the work performed in Unit 3 and Unit 4 which are still relying on standard but very
lengthy passivated semi-conductor surface preparation. Such mastering of the surface
preparation is also essential when entering in the UHV process of interconnecting the atomic
scale devices with metallic nano-contacting pads (see 1-WP3 below in this unit 1)

1-WP2- Micro-nano via technology for stacked structures with full cap and cap
with cavities
(P2-Grenoble WP manager)
This WP focuses on the micro-nano via technology, which has to be developed in order to
fabricate a chip enabling the adsorption and the electronic interconnects of molecule logic
gates and/or dangling bond atomic scale circuits as designed in 2-WP1. Both from the design
and the process parts, the micro-nano vias technology must be compatible with the surface
atomic scale preparation (see 1-T1.1 and 3-WP2 pre-requisites) required for the molecule
adsorption & interconnects and for atomic scale circuit construction (See 3-T2.2). This
implies a compatibility with both the surface reconstruction (in other words the withstanding
of a high thermal budget) and the surface preservation (in other words a full backside process
with no open access from one part to the other).
From the bottom of the chip, the micro-nano vias technology must also ensure the electrical
interconnects with the top circuit. This is demanding per interconnect an electrical resistance
lower than the electrical resistance of the molecule logic gate or of the atomic scale circuit
input/output and power supply drives. Moreover these interconnects must be compatible with
the distances between the metallic nano-interconnects pads to be construct on the top of the
surface (see 1-WP3 below).
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1-T2.1- Micro-nano via technology
(Man month real/ foreseen P2; 13/7)
A micro-nano back interconnect architecture meeting all the previous criteria is proposed in
the following pages. Two process flows had been considered by P2-Grenoble: a process flow
with nano-vias fabricated with a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) (referred to as the “FIB flow”) as
already explored by P11-Singapore and a process flow with the nano-vias fabricated with
more conventional microelectronic techniques (e-beam lithography and dry etching) (referred
to as the “e-beam flow”).
The FIB flow enables the fabrication of a first demonstrator, with a simple design. The FIB
technique has moreover the advantage of being flexible and versatile which particularly suits
this innovative approach. On the other hand, the e-beam flow uses standard microelectronic
techniques, which are less flexible but more reliable and more mature. It enables to take
advantage of the technological developments of the MOS circuits. The proposed demonstrator
is a bit more complex, but is more generic and enables future adaptations (connection of
several atomic circuits together as it will be explored in 4-WP3).
a) The two AtMol back-interconnect technologies on a SOI substrate
From a design point of view, the chip will be equipped with a silicon protective cap,
positioned as soon as the surface is reconstructed. All the process steps will be performed on
the backside (considering the front side is the side where the molecule or the atomic circuit is
adsorbed and atomic scale interconnected). In order not to damage the reconstructed surface,
the electrical contact will be taken on the back-side thanks to a through silicon
interconnection technology. In the FIB flow, a cavity is designed on the substrate backside in
order to connect the nano stage to the micro stage, whereas on the e-beam flow, the chip does
not show any cavity, the nano-micro connection being ensured by a [line + via] technology.
Fig. 13 below is presenting the two type of molecular chips.

(a) Chip1 from the FIB Flow

(b) Chip2 from the e-beam Flow

Figure 13: The two proposed back interconnected chip configuration, ready for the
adsorption of a molecule and/or the construction of an atomic scale circuit.
The substrate is a silicon on insulator substrate (SOI), chosen for its thin silicon film, which
will help confining the doping species into the nanopads, and thus ensure better localisation
and electrical isolation of the interconnection system.
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b) The FIB flow
i) Description of the process flow
In this process flow, nanovias are etched and filled from the back side of the chip starting with
a FIB drilling. A summary of the process flow is presented in Fig. 14. It is composed of 6
main steps:
- Cavity fabrication (1-6): the cavity is patterned by UV lithography and wet etching. Prior
to the patterning, the substrate front side is protected with a SiN layer whereas substrate
backsides are thinned down to 500µm (mechanical grinding) in order to ease the cavity
etching. This step ends with a thermal oxidation, for the isolating of the cavity sides, which is
required when fabricating the micropads.
- Nanovias etching (7): this step is performed with a dual-beam FIB. Nanovias are etched at
the bottom of the cavity in the buried oxide (BOX). This layer is of particular interest as it
ensures nanovias isolation and as the Si/BOX interface is used as an etching stop during the
nanovias etching
- Nanopads fabrication (8): nanopads are the electrical interface between the silicon
interposer and the atomic circuit or the molecule. In addition to their electrical function, they
have to be visible to the SEM and STM navigation and characterization tools while avoiding
any surface atomic scale perturbation (see Unit 4). They thus consist in locally doped silicon
areas. Doped species are implanted from the backside in order not to damage the front side
surface (implantation usually generates the amorphization of the first crystal layers).
Implantation is performed through the masking generated by the nanovias, so that the doped
areas are very localized and located at the tip of nanovias: any uncertainty on nanopads /
nanovias alignment is thus avoided. As nanovias are buried in oxide, there is no shortcircuiting. There is no post-implantation activation in order to limit doping species diffusion:
as the surface is reconstructed in the next step, the same process will indeed be used for both
the smoothing of the Si surface and the activation of the doping species.
- Surface reconstruction (9-10): the SiN protective layer is chemically removed, in order to
free the front side surface and let it be reconstructed. As specified in Task 1-T1.1 above in this
Unit, the Si surface is prepared before undergoing a thermal treatment (1100°C as a first step,
950°C as a second step) under a reduced hydrogen pressure. This treatment enables the Si
surface reconstruction and H-passivation, and the further temporary bonding of the interposer
with a Si substrate cap. This step is used as well for the doping species activation. It will
nevertheless have to be experimentally validated as an auto-diffusion phenomena can appear.
- Nanovias filling (11): nanovias are filled under the ion beam of the FIB, with tungsten. The
filling step is localized into the nanovias. This filling step is located in this position in the
integration scheme for both a material and a technical reasons: being located earlier on the
integration flow would have needed for the filling material to withstand a high thermal budget
(due to the surface reconstruction) and the technical reason is the possible contamination of
the microelectronic equipment used for the surface reconstruction (no metal should be
introduced in this equipment furthermore used for the fabrication of MOS circuits).
- Micropads fabrication (12): the interposer is completed with the fabrication of micropads,
using either standard techniques of microelectronics (gold deposition and patterning for
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example), or FIB deposition. It should be noted that the process temperatures used for the
nanovias filling and the micropads fabrication will not exceed 200°C, in order not to
consolidate the temporary bonding.

1-

SOI substrate 205nm Si / 400nm BOX

2-

Deposition of a protective SiN layer on the
frontside

3-

4-

Thinning of the backside (grinding)

Deposition of hard mask (SiO2)

5-

Cavity wet etching

6-

Thermal oxidation of the cavity sides

7-

Nanovias FIB etching

8-

Doping species implantation

9-

Removal of the SiN protective layer on the
frontside and surface reconstruction
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10-

Hydrophobic bonding of a temporary cap on
the frontside

11-

Nanovias FIB filling with W

12-

Micro-pads

Figure 14: Presentation of the FIB flow
All these steps will be performed at the wafer scale. After the micro-pads fabrication the
200mm SOI substrates with their Si cap will be diced into 10 x 12 mm² chips and sent to
partners for further characterization and molecule adsorption or atomic circuit construction.
ii) The 2011 achievements for the FIB flow
The P2-Grenoble first year objective was to develop the know-how on the nanovia fabrication
(etching, filling, characterization). As described in details Fig. 15 below and before adapting
them to Si substrates with cavities and further on to SOI interposer, the first objective was to
reproduce the P11-Singapore results obtained before the starting of the AtMol project to
transfer the process from P11-Singapore to the P2-Grenoble nanofabrication large facilities.

Figure 15: The 2011 FIB flow objectives
Step 1: Nanovias in Si bulk substrates
200nm x 1µm (Aspect Ratio 5 (AR=5)) FIB-etched nanovias have been previously reported in
literature on a SOI substrate [1]. As a first step, the study has consisted in developing the
etching and filling processes in a FIB equipment in order to reproduce similar nanovias. Bulk
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Si substrates with a 1µm thick oxide layer were used for this purpose. This study has been
conducted in a dual-beam FIB equipment: nanovias were etched and filled using the Ga ionic
beam whereas positioning and observations were done with the electron beam. The study
focused on the control of the etching stop, the nanovia geometry and the control of the
nanovia filling, adjusting parameters such as the deposition scan window set-up and the ion
beam set-up.
Regarding the etching phase, etching stop at the SiO2/Si interface can be controlled while
monitoring the transmitted current through the Si substrate with an accuracy of 5% (which is
satisfying regarding the final SOI structure). Nanovias with AR=5 could be successfully
reproduced (Fig. 16).

Figure 16: FIB etched and FIB filled nanovias with AR=5 (200nm x 200nm, 1µm thick SiO2)
The etching process is highly reproducible for nanovias with AR≤5 (Fig. 17a), and the size of
the smallest nanovia achieved during the etching step is 160nm wide (AR6) (Fig. 17b).

Figure 17 : Etching of nanovias with 3≤AR≤ 6, in 1µm thick SiO2 (a white TEOS-oxide layer
is visible on top of the nanovias and on the nanovias sides, this layer has been deposited for
the cross-section cutting).
Regarding the filling phase, a W-based gas (W(CO)6) is decomposed under the Ga ionic
current to fill the etched nanovias. One of the difficulties here is the over-etching control
(Fig.18): during the filling step, etching and filling phenomena are co-existing and a
compromise on the nanovia size has to be reached to get a nicely filled nanovia.
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Figure 18: Illustration of the competition phenomena between etching and filling:
observation of an over-etching after the filling step.
Moreover, a void is often observed at the bottom of the nanovias, due to the premature closing
of the nanovia during the filling step (Fig.19). However the filling mechanism has been
optimized so that a complete filling of the nanovias can be ensured for nanovias with aspect
ratio ≤ 3. Nanovias with an aspect ratio as high as 5 can also be filled up. But the filling
process is not fully reproducible.

Figure 19: Nanovia filling: illustration of a partial filling (a) vs an optimised filling
The electrical resistance of the deposited W has been measured on an appropriate structure
and the experimental material resistivity is 2.4 .10-6 Ω.m, which is two orders of magnitude
higher than the resistivity of bulk W. The deposited W comes from the dissociation of
W(CO)6 gas under the ion beam, which is partial. A thermal treatment is usually conducted to
improve the material resistivity.
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As a conclusion of the nanovias etching and filling in 1µm thick SiO2, nanovias with AR≤6
can be etched, whereas nanovias filling is complete for AR≤ 3. The smallest nanovia that
could be successfully etched and filled has an AR=5.
In a second step, nanovias etching and filling processes have been adapted on 400nm thick
SiO2. Standard SOI (Silicon On Insulator) substrates with 205nm thick Si and 400nm thick
BOX (Buried Oxide) have indeed been chosen for the fabrication of the chips, which results
from a compromise on the Si and Box thicknesses: thin Si and BOX layers facilitate the
nanovias patterning but greatly weaken substrates and complicate the substrates handling,
whereas thicker layers facilitate the substrates handling, but induce larger nanovias and
connecting areas (as the thicker the Si film, the larger the lateral induced dopant diffusion).

(a) AR2 nanovia
(200nm)

(b) AR3 nanovia
(150nm)

(c) AR4 nanovia
(100nm)

(d) AR8 nanovia
(50nm)

Figure 20: FIB-etched and FIB-filled nanovias in 400nm SiO2
Tests on nanovias etching and filling were thus carried out on Si substrates with a 400nm
thermal oxide layer, in order to mimic SOI substrates. For nanovias with AR≤ 3, etching and
filling are well controlled (Fig. 20a & b)) and fully reproducible, for nanovias with 3≤AR≤ 5,
the etching step is well controlled too but the nanovias filling is sometimes partial (Fig. 20c),
whereas for nanovias with AR≥6, the nanovia geometry is not certified and filling is often
partial (void at the nanovias bottom) (Fig. 20d).
Step 2: nanovias in Si bulk substrates with cavities
Cavities are needed in the FIB flow in order to etch and fill nanovias from the substrate
backside. Cavities are etched by wet chemical etching of the Si substrate, based on a TMAH
solution. A mask has thus been designed in order to pattern such cavities. Cavity sizes range
from 100µm to 1.5mm, which ensures a square opening on the BOX between a few tens and a
few hundreds of micrometers (depending on the thickness of the Si bulk substrate) (Fig. 21).
Si substrates with such backside cavities have been fabricated. The optimisation of nanovias
etching and filling processes with the FIB at the bottom of such cavities is under work. SOI
substrates with backside cavities are being fabricated as well.
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Figure 21: Design of a mask for the cavity etching

Figure 22: Photos of a 200mm Si substrate with cavities
The presented study on nanovias FIB-etching and FIB-filling has been conducted at the
sample-scale on off-line equipment (meaning this equipment is located outside of the
cleanroom), which enables experimental optimisation. The processes have to be transferred to
a wafer-scale on-line equipment (in cleanroom) in order to meet contamination and process
compatibility requirements. It involves a new optimisation of the nanovias etching and filling
processes especially as this FIB set-up and performances are less adapted to nanostructures.
Preliminary tests are carried out at the wafer scale, and the first results are promising (See Fig.
22).
iii) The 2012 objectives for the FIB flow
The second year objective is the development of the [nanovia + nanopads] module on a SOI
substrate as specified in Fig. 23. Implanted and reconstructed samples are planned to be sent
to P1-Toulouse and P11-Singapore partners for surface characterization.
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•

Nanovias in 200/ 400nm SOI substrate
with cavity

•

Doping species implantation through
nanovias
Surface smoothing and doping species
activation
Hydrophobic bonding of a temporary
cap

•
•
3-

•
•

Nanovias filling
Surface characterization (roughness,
autodoping, doping species location,
surface passivation)

Figure 23: the FIB Flow: 2012 objectives
c) The e-beam flow

i) Description of the process flow
In this process flow, nanovias are patterned with e-beam lithography and dry etching. They
are filled with chemical vapour deposition (CVD). A summary of the process flow is
presented in Fig. 24. It is composed of 3 main steps:
- Nanopads and nanovias fabrication (1-5): the nanovia patterning step is performed with ebeam lithography and dry etching on a deposited oxide layer (400nm as for the FIB Flow).
Nanopads consist of doped species which are implanted through nanovias as in the FIB flow,
in order to avoid alignment issues. Doping species are planned to be activated during the
surface reconstruction step in order not to double the annealing steps (and avoid extra
diffusion of the doping species). Nanovias are filled with doped polysilicon (T≤600°C) in
order to withstand the surface reconstruction thermal budget. Polishing and subsequent
deposition, lithography and etching enable the patterning of a line, further filled with
polysilicon. The option of nanovias and line filling with a metal (W for example) has been
discarded for contamination reason: in this integration scheme, the surface reconstruction
takes place after nanovias filling and metals are not allowed in the surface reconstruction
equipment, dedicated to front-end technology (MOS circuit technology).
- Surface reconstruction and preservation (6-7): the substrate backside is bonded on a
wafer handle (direct and permanent bonding), in order to remove the Si bulk and BOX on the
frontside (grinding). As specified in task 11.1 (WP11), the Si surface is prepared and baked
(thermal treatment at 1100°C / 950°C under a reduced hydrogen pressure), to enable the Si
surface reconstruction and H-passivation. A temporary cap is bonded in order to preserve the
reconstructed surface.
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- Micro-vias fabrication (8): Micro-vias are fabricated from the backside, on a thinned
substrate, and a TSV-last technology (Through Silicon Via) is performed: TSV are opened by
dry-etching and they are filled with Cu by ElectroChemical Deposition (Cu-ECD).
Redistribution layer (RDL) and micro-pads are fabricated with standard microelectronic
technology. In this step, Cu filling and Cu deposition processes take place at low temperature
(T <200°C) in order to maintain the temporary cap bonding (higher temperature would
reinforce bonding forces, and possibly damage the surface when removing the temporary
cap).

1-

SOI substrate 205nm Si / 400nm BOX

2-

SiO2 deposition and nanovias patterning
(e-beam lithography and dry etching)

3-

Doping species implantation

4-

Nanovia filling : Polysilicon deposition and
CMP

5-

6-

Line patterning and filling: SiO2
deposition, UV lithography , etching,
PolySilicon deposition and CMP

Direct bonding of a wafer handle
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7-

Frontside substrate (Si bulk) thinning
Surface reconstruction and doping species
activation

8-

Hydrophobic bonding of a temporary cap
on the frontside
Backside substrate thinning
Via last + RDL technology (Cu TSV)

Figure 24: Presentation of the E-beam Flow (CMP= Chemical Mechanical Polishing and
RDL= ReDistribution Layer)
This process flow is conducted at the wafer scale. Substrates and Si cap are finally diced into
10 x 12 mm² chips and sent to partners for further characterization and molecule adsorption or
atomic circuit construction.
ii) The 2011 Achievements for the e-beam flow
The first year objective was for P2-Grenoble the sizing of nanovias and nanopads (steps 1-3),
which depends mainly on the doping species diffusion (in the limits of the e-beam lithography
resolution and dry etching capability). Considering the thermal budget needed for surface
reconstruction, the diffusion of doping species is expected to be enhanced and nanopads to be
enlarged and possibly short-circuited. The first objective is thus to calculate the expected
resistance of the interconnection system and to simulate the doping species diffusion.
The expected resistance of the [nanopads + nanovias] has been calculated in order to evaluate
the influence of the front side doping concentration. Nanopads of 200 nm in a 200 nm thick Si
film and nanovias of 200nm in 400nm thick oxide layer have been considered for this
calculation. Both W and Polysilicon filled nanovias have been taken into account. Results are
presented in Fig. 25. This calculation shows for that a doping concentration of 5.1019at.cm-3
would be required to get a [nanovia + nanopads] resistance below 100Ω. It should be noted
that contact resistances have not been considered in this calculation. In view of the lateral size
of those nanopads, it is not yet possible to start an atomic scale calculations of their
resistances as is was started in Task 4-T3.1 using the N-ESQC routine.
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Figure 25: The Calculated resistance of the nanopads and the [nanopads+ nanovias]
A 100Ω resistance for the [nanopads + nanovias] is fine if the molecule or atomic circuit
resistance is in the order of 1MΩ. However the Si film should be resistive enough, not to get a
short-circuit in the Si film. Standard Si substrate resistivity is in the order of 1-50.104 Ω.µm,
namely 25kΩ – 1.25MΩ for a space of 100nm between nanovias. This means that the
resistance of the Si film might be in the same order of magnitude as the resistance of the
molecule / atomic circuit. LT characterization might thus be needed.
Simulation with S-Process (Synopsys) software has been performed to calculate the impact of
the reconstruction process on the doping species diffusion and therefore adapt the nanovia
geometry, the reconstruction process and the electrical characteristics on the substrate
frontside. Two doping species have been taken into account: As, which has a low diffusivity
in silicon but creates a lot of crystal defects when implanted, and P, which generates a lower
defectivity but has a higher diffusivity in silicon. Regarding the simulated structure, a SOI
substrate was considered (200nm thick Si, 400nm thick BOX), with a backside implantation,
and a reconstruction process at 950°C during a few minutes. Regarding the simulated
nanovias geometries, diameters ranging from 50nm to 200nm, and spaces between 200nm and
500nm were tested.
Those results were analyzed considering the two following criteria: (1) the space between the
doped areas after diffusion: a few tens of nm are ideally expected, while avoiding a shortcircuit and (2) the doping concentration on the frontside: a flat doping profile is ideally
expected, while avoiding to the amorphisation of the silicon film (a thin crystallized layer
should thus be preserved to enable the Si film reconstruction).
Simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 26, for an As implantation through nanovia of 100 nm
diameter and spaced of 350 nm. In this case, the distance between nanopads after As diffusion
is 100nm (no-short-circuit) (Fig. 26b), and the doping concentration on the front side is 8.1018
at.cm-3 (Fig. 26 b & c). With Monte-Carlo simulation, the Si film appears amorphous on
180nm after implantation (Fig. 26d), which lets 20 nm crystalline Si to enable the film
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reconstruction. In this example, a right compromise has been found on the doping profile
since a crystalline surface is preserved, but low doped nanopads, corresponding to a resistance
of 350 Ω, are resulting on the front side.

Figure 26: Illustration of As diffusion in the Si film after implantation and surface
reconstruction
Regarding the space between the nanopads, a detail analysis of the simulated configurations
shows that nanovias with diameters 100 nm min and space of 200 nm min should be designed
in order to avoid the short-circuiting of the front side nanopads. Phosphorus and Arsenic can
both be used as doping species. Phosphorus enables to reach slightly higher doping level (in
the order of 1.1019at.cm-3 on the frontside) and shorter space between nanopads (<50 nm
according to the simulated data) but diffusion control might be experimentally difficult.
Arsenic diffusion is easier to control but no flat doping profile can be reached if defectivity is
controlled (preservation of a crystalline layer on the front side).
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The process duration (6 min vs 12 min in the simulation) has a minor influence (in this range)
on the diffusion profile (fig. 26c). A 6 min process is however preferred for a P doping, as this
doping species has a high diffusivity, whereas a 12 min process appears more appropriate in
the case of As doping in order to increase the surface doping on the front side.
As a conclusion of this pre-experimental part, nanovias with min diameter of 100nm and
space of min 200 nm should be designed in order to avoid short circuit due to doping species
diffusion. Nanopads can be implanted with both As or P (adapting slightly the reconstruction
process). A compromise has to be reach on the doping profile in order to get reasonable
nanopad resistance and a well reconstructed surface. Nanopads resistance is expected to be in
the order of a few hundreds of ohms.
An e-beam lithography mask is being designed by P2-Grenoble according to the simulation
results. This mask also includes specific patterns to enable the doping areas location and
measurements for AFM and STM characterizations.
iii) The 2012 Objectives for the e-beam flow
As on the FIB flow, the second year objective is the development of the [nanovia + nanopads]
module, as specified in Fig. 27. Implanted and reconstructed samples are planned to be sent
to P1-Toulouse and P11-Singapore partners for surface characterization.

1-

2-

• Doping species implantation (As and P)
• Surface reconstruction and doping species
activation
• Surface characterization: AFM (roughness,
autodoping), SSRM (doping species location),
STM (surface passivation)
• Surface reconstruction and doping species
activation
• Surface characterization: AFM (roughness,
autodoping), SSRM (doping species location),
STM (surface passivation)

Figure 27: The E-beam Flow2012 objectives

1-T2.2- Surface reconstruction on sample with µ-nano-via
(No input this year, start month 30)

1-T2.3- Surface reconstruction on wafer before micro via process
(No input this year, start month 24)

1-WP3 Metallic nano-pad fabrication
(P10-Krakow WP manager)
The nano-imprint, the nano-stencil or the e-beam nanolithography techniques are not atomic
scale in precision. They are also very destructive for the atomic scale quality of the surface
supporting the atomic scale devices. Therefore, it is necessary to develop new nanointerconnection techniques which are free of any masking procedure to pass from the atomic
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scale to the mesoscopic scale. Then for laboratory experiments and at the mesoscopic scale,
the electronic contacts will be taken using the UHV multi-probes interconnection machines at
work in P1-Toulouse, P10-Krakow and P11-Singapore (see AtMol Unit 4). For the molecular
chip technology, contacts to those metallic nano-pads will be taken from the back of the wafer
as explored by P2-Grenoble in Task 1-T2.1. To master those contacts without any nanolithography step, two solutions are explored by AtMol: (1) a UHV transfer printing technique
where the grown metallic nano- pads are transferred from a UHV stamp to the passivated
semi-conductor surface and (2) the direct growth of metallic nanopads on the passivated semiconducting surface. Those two solutions can be fully explored on standard passivated semiconductor surface before using the back interconnected ones when ready from 1-WP2. Notice
that developing a UHV transfer technique is also very important for UHV printing molecular
wires and molecule circuits as explored in 3-WP1 by P6-Berlin also with P11-Singapore.

1-T3.1: UHV contact transfer of metallic nano-islands on a passivated
semiconductor surface
(Man month real/ foreseen P1: 0.35/0; P11: 4/0.5)
The objective of this task is to generalize the Au nano-island transfer-printing technique
already demonstrated by P11-Singapore in air from a clean room environment to a UHV
environment. Since Au nano-islands cannot be grown directly on an hydrogen passivated
Si(100) 2x1 surface without destroying the atomic structural order of this surface, a process
was previously optimized to grow first triangular Au single crystal nano-islands with a lateral
size between 20 and 50 nm on an MoS2 surface. Those nano-islands were subsequently
transfer-printed on a hydrogen silicon surface in standard cleanroom environment. But the
atomic scale quality of the Si(100)2x1H surface is very difficult to maintain in air. It was
therefore decided by P11-Singapore to build a UHV transfer printer and to integrate it into its
UHV multi-probe system. As a consequence, the growth of the Au nano-islands on the MoS2
stamps will have also to be performed in the UHV with some different evaporator and heater
characteristics during this growth as compared with the previous cleanroom conditions. The
growth parameters will have to be adjusted by P11-Singapore to get to the same results as in
the cleanroom.
a) The UHV transfer printing technique
P11-Singapore has developed during this first AtMol period a UHV compatible transferprinter and had installed it on its multi-probe interconnection machine (see the Fig. 28 below
and also Task 4-T1.1). This atomic scale interconnection machine is regrouping different
UHV equipments around a 4 LT-HUV-STM head inserted under a high resolution (4 nm)
moderate voltage (10 KV) SEM.
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Figure 28: An overview of the nanoprobe system in P11-Singapore with highlights on the
different UHV equipements. Inset (bottom right): a schematic representation of this system
with the principal equipement of interest. When necessary and all along this first year AtMol
report, a red dot will indicate the portion of the machine in used during the discussed Task.
The UHV transfer printer was developed by P11-Singapore around an Attocube piezo
manipulator as the main mechanical element (see Fig. 29 below). The Attocube piezo stack is
translated by a stick-slip motion with a maximum 5 N force. This limits the pressure during
the transfer-printing process and ensures minimal damage to the samples as it will be
discussed later.

Figure 29: the concept of the transfer-printing technique based on an Attocube piezo stack as
the main UHV compatible component.
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The whole system was designed and built to be incorporated in a dedicated UHV chamber on
the P11-Singapore UHV interconnection machine presented in Fig. 28. Some modification
were made on the commercial plate holders in order to have better stability and to ensure that
the sample and the stamp remain nicely parallel to each other when they are pressed together
for the transfer printing process (see Fig. 30).

Figure 30: left: design of the UHV printer. The 6” flange has electrical accesses to connect to
the Atticube piezo stack. The whole system is supported by a stainless steel beam. Right: a)
Omicron plate holder (left) modification for better stability (right). b) the two sample holders
used for the stamp (right) and the silicon sample (right). Inset (lower left) shows the location
of the sample in the nanoprobe system.
The sample holder receiving the stamps with Au nano-islands grown on top of the MoS2
pillars was specially made with a elevated block for the transfer printing process in order to
form a cross during contact (see Fig.30b). The contact area is kept to a maximum of 3 mm x 3
mm. Since the Si(100)2x1H sample is kept in a bridge position on the direct heating sample
plate, the maximum force of 5N provides by the Attocube piezo actuator limits the risk of
breaking the fragile silicon substrate surface. A photo of the mounted system is presented in
Fig. 31.

Figure 31: top view of the UHV printer chamber with the printing device and the different
sample plates. Also at the bottom is the evaporator for the gold deposition. Inset (lower right)
shows the location of the sample in the nanoprobe system.
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b) Transfer-printing in UHV using ex-situ stamp
To test the UHV transfer printing system, a MoS2 stamp with pillars and Au nano-islands was
fabricated by P11-Singapore similar to the previous experiment performed in air. The steps
and resulting transfer printed silicon surface are shown in Fig. 32 below. The transfer is
positive and large area of Au nano-islands are found on the silicon recipient surface. At first
approximation, the printing efficiency is similar to the one found for a transfer printing in an
ambient environment.

Figure 32: a) Regaular array of MoS2 pillars with Au nano-islands on the surface. b) The
same pillars imaged the transfer-printing process. The darkness of some pillars, as compared
to (b) suggests that the Au has been transferred. c) Images of the recipient, the silicon surface.
The transfer-printed Au nano-islands retains the overall shape of the pillars. Insets (lower
right) shows the location of the sample in the nanoprobe system, here under the high
resolution UHV SEM.
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Some residue of the MoS2 pillars stamp are also found on the silicon surface, which can be
interpreted as a delamination of the MoS2 pillar stamp stack during the transfer-printing
process in UHV. The exact moment at which the contact between the stamp and the Si surface
recipient occurs is not precisely controlled in the actuam P11-Singapore set up as presented in
Fig. 31. Therefore, a stamp stick-slip motion is likely to happen while the stamp and Si
surface recipient are already connected. It might pose a problem in the later stage of
encapsulation.
The Fig. 32 results prove the suitability of a UHV transfer printer. However, LT-UHV-STM
images of the silicon surface Fig. 33 recorded before and after the UHV transfer-printing
process shows that the surface had been contaminated badly by the transfer printing step. Here
it is the LT-UHV-STM of the nanoprobe which was used to characterise a representative area
of a few hundred nm accross of the surface. This is a nice example of a complete use of the
P11-Singapore atomic scale interconnection machine where after its preparation in the UHV
prep. chamber, the Si(100) sample had been circulating in the UHV from the UHV printer
(Fig. 31) to the LT-UHV-STM (Fig. 33) passing by the UHV high resolution SEM (Fig. 32).

Figure 33: LT-STM images of the Silicon surface before (a: -2.4V; 50pA, 250x250nm2) and
after the transfer printing took place (b: 2V; 40pA; 298x298nm2). Note the loss of atomic
resolution on the Si(100) 2x1 surface. Inset (lower right) shows the location of the sample in
the nanoprobe system.
The contamination is most likely due to the ex-situ deposition of Au and the transfer in air of
the stamp MoS2 sample to the nanoprobe system. This points out the need of preparing the
MoS2 stamp in-situ also in the UHVchamber to preserve the atomic cleanliness of the stamp
MoS2 surface before the growth of the Au nano-islands. Fortunately, the P11-Singapore
nanoprobe system is able to cope with this requirements because an opening in the printer
UHV chamber of the nanoprobe was designed in case an evaporating system will be needed.
With the installation of an electron beam (e-beam) evaporator for the deposition of Au via a
99.99% pure 1 mm in diameter Au wire, the first tries of the growth of Au nano-islands in
UHV on an MoS2 surface is described below.
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c) In-situ fabrication of MoS2 stamp for transfer-printing process
For the atomic scale to the mesoscale electronic interconnection, regular triangular shape
single crystal of Au nano-islands are required. The conditions for the formation of these nanoislands in HV were previously established by P11-Singapore as summarised in Fig. 34.

Figure 34: a) Influence of the deposition and degassing temperature on the growth of Au
triangle nano-islands on an MoS2 surface. b) TEM cross-sectional view of an Au nano-island
on an MoS2 stamp as previously obtained in HV.
For P11-Singapore, the goal was now to find the good parameters for the formation of these
nano-islands in UHV conditions and in the peculiar geometry of the Fig. 31 UHV transfer
printing chamber. The evaporation technique is already different because an e-beam
evaporator (EFM-3T type, about 9cm away from the sample) was used. The MoS2 sample
heating stage is also smaller than for the cleanroom process and the stamp sample is also
mounted on an elevated sample holder. This will vary the MoS2 stamp surface temperature.
With all these changes in mind, a run of three in-situ depositions was carried out by P11Singapore at different temperature and deposition time (at the same flux). This should provide
information on the growth of the nano-islands in UHV conditions on an MoS2 surface and
help in determining the deposition time needed to achieve a decent density of Au nanoislands.
Fig. 35 shows the SEM images of the Au nano-islands grown on MoS2 in different conditions
of temperature and thickness deposited. From the density of clusters, a deposition time
between 30s and 60s would seem sufficient to get a decent coverage of gold. The second
observation is that no triangle crystals are noticeable in any of the images. This is a cause for
concern as they are a requirement for the successful completion of the project. The annealling
time, i.e. the time the sample is left at a certain annealing temperature, should be increased to
favorise the formation of the nanostructures. Indeed this will allow the diffusion and possibly
the condensation of the gold atoms in bigger structures.
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Figure 35: a) summary of the Au deposition done in the UHV nanoprobe at a temperature of
400°C for an evaporation time of 2mn30s (SEM image b), 250°C and 60s (SEM image c) and
39°C and 30s (SEM image d). From the SEM images, no triangle are yet apparent, but the
density of gold particles increases with the deposition time as expected.
The change of pressure from high vacuum to UHV should not influence the growth of the Au
nano-islands as noticed. But the cleanliness of the MoS2 surface is of utmost importance. The
samples used by P11-Singapore being of goelogical origin, some difference in contamination
between the lamella could result in some changes in the surface gold nucleation which may
explain the growth problem encounter up to now by P11-Singapore in fabricating those MoS2
Au nano-island stamps.
d) Future work on the UHV transfer printing technique
The transfer printing equipements have been successfully adapted to the UHV environment of
the P11-Singapore atomic scale interconnection machine. The remaining problem is the
growth of nice Au triangle nano-island on MoS2 in the UHV. From the preliminary
experiments, the Au deposited on the MoS2 is large enough for the formation of nano-islands
to occur. To solve the problem P11-Singapore will first try to adjust the annealing time post
deposition to allow the Au atoms/clusters to diffuse on the surface to favor the growth
mechanism. If it is not enough, an inert gaz will be introduced in the UHV transfer printing
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chamber to increase the pressure up to the standard HV pressure for the growth process to
occur.

1-T3.2 Fabrication of metallic nano-pads on a semi-conductor surface
(Man month real/ foreseen P10: 12.1/8)
The P10-Krakow goal was here focused during this first AtMol period on obtaining a
complex system of well separated Au nano-islands, either on a well reconstructed Ge(001)
surface or interconnected by conductive 2D wire domains (see also Task 4-T1.1). In order to
accomplish this goal, P10-Kraow performs direct Au deposition at low temperature on an
atomically well prepared Ge(001) surface. Subsequent thermal annealing of the Au
clusters/Ge(001) surface system leads to development of a mixed crystallographic structure of
flat Au nano-islands distributed over well-ordered wire domains. For example, if the sample
temperature is increased and kept at 720 K for 15 minutes, Au meso-islands with an average
diameter of 150 nm are found on the Ge(001) surface with an uniform coverage of welldefined and oriented wires as presented in Fig. 36B. LEED image (see Fig. 37) taken after the
heating shows different structure from that obtained for clean germanium. Additional spots
indicate c(8x2) structure symmetry.

Figure 36: (1-T3.2). SEM images of gold on germanium surface. The topographic defects are
shown to compare the differences between next steps of sample preparation. First image on
left (A) shows the surface covered with gold after deposition and before annealing. The
second image (B) shows the surface after annealing at 720 K for 15 minutes which produces
the surface fully covered with reconstructed gold wires and gold islands with diameter of 150
nm visible as bright spots. After annealing to 770 K for 15 minutes gold islands become
bigger and a dark halo surrounding islands indicate surface covered with well reconstructed
gold chains (C). The light grey places in (C) are areas where the gold atoms disappear
exposing defected Ge(001) surface.

Figure 37 (2) (1-T3.2). LEED patterns for the electron energy of 43 eV. (a) pattern of clean
Ge(001) and (b) of Ge(001) after Au deposition and annealing at 720 K. Additional spots
show 4x2 and c(8x2) reconstructions with dual domains.
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STM imaging of the areas between the gold islands reveals a regular structure of 1D wires
assembled on Ge(001) as seen in Fig. 38. The adjacent germanium terraces (Fig. 38A)
covered with regularly spaced structure of anisotropic wires are separated with monatomichigh steps. The sharp terrace edges aligned to the wires indicates that the terraces are newly
formed upon the annealing process. The wire structures on the adjacent terraces are rotated by
90 degrees with respect to each other due to the reconstruction of the substrate surface. The
wires are not uniform along their length and exhibit bright features with the average
separation of 2 nm (Fig. 38B). The wire orientation follows the direction of Ge(001)
reconstruction rows with the spacing of 1.6 nm (see the upper cross-cut profile on Fig. 38 C).
Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (dI/dU) taken at various locations on the wire covered area
(Fig. 38E) reveals that there is no gap in the band structure of the surface domains containing
the wires.

Figure 38: STM images of gold-induced nanowires on germanium surface after annealing to
720 K for 15 min. A and B Sample bias: -2 V; tunnelling current: 0.2 nA. C) Cross-cut
profiles along the lines indicated in the image B. D) High resolution STM image of the
nanowires taken at LHe temperature. E Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (dI/dU) at various
locations indicated in image D.
In Fig. 39, the STM topographies of neighbouring domains of regular nanowire structures and
that of the bright contrast in SEM image are shown. The high resolution STM imaging of the
bright contrast areas (Fig. 39 B and C) reveals the structure of highly defected Ge(001).
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Figure 39 (1-T3.2). High resolution STM images of the Au/Ge(001) sample after annealing at
770 K (A), and 820 K (B, B). Tunneling parameters: V = -2 V; I = 0.2 nA.
The distribution of the system components (Au and Ge) over the surface can be examined “in
situ” by Scanning Auger Microscope (SAM) utilizing the Gemini column as a primary
electron source (Fig. 40). The left scan in Fig. 40 shows SEM image of islands surrounded by
the dark halo next to the light gray area. Figs. 40 (A-F) show SAM maps of the same area
obtained for electron energy analyser set at the Auger transition for Ge (1145 eV, Fig. 40 A),
and for Au (2015 eV, Fig. 40D). Figs. 40 B and E are taken at energies corresponding to the
background signals in the vicinity of Ge and Au peaks respectively. A map obtained by
subtracting the peak and the background energy images and dividing the result by the sum of
the two signals for Ge (image C =

A− B
A+ B

) is shown in Fig. 40 C and for Au (image F =

D−E
D+E

)

in F). A comparison of the resulting maps C and F indicates that the islands seen at the SEM
image are built with gold and surrounded by dark halo, which is enriched in gold in
comparison to the light areas.

Figure 40: SEM image on the left and a set of SAM images on the right taken at the same
area of the Au/Ge(001) surface annealed at 895 K (brighter data points correspond to higher
signal). Image A was obtained for the energy corresponding to Ge Auger transition (1145
eV), image B shows the background of Auger spectrum in the vicinity of Ge line and image C
is given by C = A − B . Images (D-F) are obtained by the same procedure taken for Auger
A+ B

transition of Au (2015 eV).
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Conclusion of 1-WP3
In conclusion to this task, P10-Krakow had demonstrated that assembling of atomically
structured conductive nanopads on Ge(001) semiconductor surface could be obtained by Au
deposition on the Ge(001) surface at low temperature and after a subsequent thermal
annealing of the Au/Ge(001) surface system at temperatures above 720 K. The nanopads
consist of regularly spaced structure of anisotropic wires aligned along the direction of
Ge(001) reconstruction rows with the inter wire spacing of 1.6 nm. Unique properties of the
system, i.e. co-existence of Au islands on nanowire domains seems to offer good Ohmic
contacts for multi-probe conductance measurements as required for Task 4-T1.1. Tunnelling
current spectroscopy measurements reveal that there is no gap in the surface band structure of
the wires and the 2-probe conductance measurements indicate a 2D surface character of the
nanopad resistance dependence on separation.
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Unit 2: Design and chemical synthesis
The main design issue for AtMol is to determine how a single molecule can perform a
complex Boolean logic function by itself or if it is better to rely on a surface dangling bond
atomic circuit. Both solutions are explored by calculating (1) the transport properties of a
single molecule wire, of a single molecule circuit or a surface dangling bond atomic scale
circuit for a semi-classical circuit design approach and (2) the logic truth table in case of the
quantum Hamiltonian computing approach (QHC). A special emphasis will be given to
understanding how to confer control the switching of a molecular latch to mechanically hold
the input data on an atomic scale logic gate.
Synthetic organic chemistry will follow either by synthesizing monomers (for the on-surface
synthesis described in Unit 3) or a complete molecule logic gate synthesis which will be
subsequently sublimed onto a metal or semiconductor surface (see Unit 3). The corresponding
surface dangling bond atomic wire circuit (semi-classical or QHC) will be atom-by-atom
constructed as part of Unit 3. The molecular latch designed and synthesized in Unit 2
Theory and simulation are used to model STM and NC-AFM atomic and molecular
manipulation (lateral, vertical by pulling) performed with an atomic scale precision in Unit 3
and later in Unit 4. It is important to model the interactions of a molecule logic gate and of the
corresponding latch with its underlying supporting surface and also with the metallic nanointerconnecting pads studied in Unit 1. DFT and semi-empirical approaches are developed
starting from the ESQC, NESQC and TRANSIESTA codes coming originally from P1Toulouse and P5-Barcelona.

2-WP1: Wires and logic gate design
(P5-Barcelona WP manager)
2-WP1 is devoted to fundamental theoretical issues arising in constructing molecule logic
gate at the surface of a semi-conductor (or a atom by atom surface logic gate). In designing
such logic gates and whatever the architecture of the logic gate (classical, semi-classical,
quantum), two typical active parts are essential on the supporting surface: the atomic scale
electronic interconnects and then the adsorption of the logic gate itself. For the interconnects,
the Task 2-T1.1 below deals with two kind of wire like interconnects: a chain of atoms
stabilized by a surface in a long row to create atomic wires or molecules giving rise to long
molecular wires. The Task 2-T1.2 below deals with the way of manipulating the above
objects with an atomic scale precision, how to modify them by conferring energy and
momentum to these atomic-size objects, how to analyze them on the same scale, how to create
a molecular latch effect mechanically to hold the input data on the logic gate. The Task 2T1.3 below directly tackles the 2 different ways of designing a logic gate at the atomic scale
either with a molecule or with a surface atomic scale circuit. Finally, the Task 2-T1.4 explores
the interactions of the molecule logic gates and the corresponding latch with its mesoscopic
metallic interconnect pads and with the underneath supporting surface.
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2-T1.1: Surface atomic wires, conjugated molecular wires
(Man month real/ foreseen P1: 0.7/1.5; P5: 14/4.5; P11: 2/0)
Two types of atomic scale wires have been studied theoretically by P5-Barcelona, P1Toulouse and P11-Singapore during the first AtMol period: surface-supported dangling bond
wires and self-sustained long conjugated molecular wires. Aside from the problem of the
underneath surface leakage current between the nano-pads for their interconnects (see Task 4T3.1), the voltage dependent conductance of an atomic scale wire is given by the well known
expression:
Ef + eV
G (V ) =
∫ 2e / h.(To( E ) exp− β ( E ) L)dE
Ef

(1)

2

where 2e /h.To(E) is the contact conductance and (E) the tunnel inverse decay length
through the wire. Both To(E) and (E) are V bias voltage dependant via E = eV relative to the
electrodes Fermi level Ef with:

β (E ) =

2m * (E ) (E − E h )(E l − E )
Eg
h2

(2)

where Eh is the top of the valence band, El the bottom of the conduction band, Eg= |Eh-El| and
m*(E) the effective mass of the electron passing through the wire.
2

For a ballistic transport regime, β(E) = 0 and G(V) can reach a few 2e /h quantum of
conductance. It is obtained when the contact nano-pads are of the same material than the
contacted wire and when the electronic coupling between the two is so optimised that there is
no scattering of the electronic Bloch waves at the contact.
For a pseudo ballistic regime, the atomic scale wire and the nano-pad materials are different
in composition or atomic scale structure. In this case, β (E) = 0 at many very specific resonant
energies. But in average and over the bias voltage range of interest, G(V) will not reach
approach one quantum of conductance.
For a tunnel transport regime, β(E) is different from zero over the full bias voltage range of
interest with no resonance in this interval. In this transport regime, the challenge is to reach a
-1
-1
β(E) as small as possible as compared to β(Ef) = 2.1 Å for vacuum and β(Ef) = 1.2 Å for a
long alkane chain.
The structural and chemical composition of the atomic scale wires to obtain those 3 types of
transport were studied in detail by P1-Toulouse, P5-Barcelona and P11-Singapore during this
first period to guide the construction of the dangling bond wires and to determine the
monomer chemical composition of the molecular wires. Measurements of G(V) and
consequently β(E) by the STM pulling technique for a molecular wire are presented in Task
3-T2.2. G(V) planar measurements for a dangling bond or a molecular wire will be started in
the next AtMol periods in Task 4-T1.2 and Task 4-T1.3.
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a) Surface dangling bond wires.
Two types of passivated surfaces have been selected to study the dangling bond wire atomic
scale structure and transport properties: the Si(100)H and the Ge(100)H surfaces. For the
Si(100)H one, it was already know from previous P11-Singapore calculations and using the
ESQC semi-empirical scattering transport calculations that the transport can be pseudoballistic in a direction parallel to the Si(100)H dimer rows and tunnelling with
β(Ef) = 0.20 Å-1 in the direction perpendicular to the dimer rows. During this period, P5Barcelona had fully calculated the atomic surface structure of the Si(100)H dangling bond
wires using the SIESTA DFT calculation technique together with corresponding transport
properties and P11-Singapore the Ge(100)H ones.
On the Si(100)-(2x1)-H surface
The study of atomic-size wires has been the first task undertaken in P5-Barcelona with strong
support from P1-Toulouse. The researchers at both places have met several times and perform
a systematic study of the minimal wire that one can envisage on a Si (100) surface in order to
characterize electronic transport through these wires. As a result, two publications have been
submitted. The first one deals with a thorough total-energy calculation regarding the physical
properties of wires of Si dangling bonds (DB) formed by removing H-atoms from a totally
passivated Si(100)H surface. The second one studies electronic transport on the several types
of wires revealed in the first study. These studies are based on density functional theory and
are state-of-the-art calculations with predictive value. The P5-Barcelona work reveals a rich
variety of possibilities for these wires: the wires can be distorted due to the electron-vibration
coupling, strongly affecting the electronic conduction properties, or it can undergo a magnetic
transformation to an anti-ferromagnetic ordering of the dangling bonds. Both solutions are
against electronic transport and would be detrimental for the use of dangling-bond wires in a
technology that uses them for interconnecting molecule logic gates with contacting metallic
like nano-pads. However, P5-Barcelona had demonstrated during the period that new
electronic states develop along these DB wires with large electronic transmission coefficients.
Tuning these resonances by an applied bias voltage can increase the electronic current by
several orders of magnitude. In combination with a wisely chosen molecule, the wire can
serve its principal purpose of electronic transport but also be part of the active device.

Figure 1. Atomistic scheme of a dangling-bond wire formed by removing passivating H
atoms from the Si(100) surface in (a) to form a row of dangling bonds in (b).
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Ab initio calculations are performed within the density-functional theory (DFT) framework as
implemented in the VASP code. The PBE form generalized gradient approximation is used
for the exchange and correlation functional. Wave functions are expanded using a plane-wave
basis set with a cut-off energy of 300 eV. Core electrons are treated within the projector
augmented wave method. The surfaces are modelled using a slab geometry with eight silicon
layers in the unit cell. The bottom surface is passivated using two hydrogen atoms per silicon
one. Different unit cells are used for each calculation. The k-point sample is varied
accordingly to the unit cell, and tests are performed to assure its convergence. The geometries
are optimized until the forces were smaller than 0.01 eV/ A. In order to check the consistency
of the results, some calculations have been repeated with the SIESTA implementation of DFT
using Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials a double-ζ polarized basis set to expand the valence
wave-functions and an energy cut-off of 200 Ry to set the real space mesh size. For the
transmission calculations we use the TRANSIESTA method within the non-equilibrium
Green’s function (NEGF) formalism. In all cases, an energy cut-off of 200 Ry for real-space
mesh size has been used. In order to reach a better understanding of the transport properties of
the DB silicon wires, subsequent transformation of the Kohn-Sham orbitals to maximally
localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) has been applied. This scheme allows one to obtain a
localized orthogonal basis sets. As a consequence MLWFs offer an extremely convenient way
to translate the problem in terms of an orthogonal tight-binding approach. Furthermore, an ab
initio evaluation of the on-site energies and hopping integrals becomes available. The
numerical calculations of MLWF have been run with the WANNIER90 code used as a postprocessing tool of SIESTA.
These tools open the way for P5-Barcelona to have a complete characterization of electronic
transport along the dangling-bond wires without using any adjustable parameter which is very
important to certify for example the DB logic gates as discussed in 2-T1.3. With this aim in
mind, P5-Barcelona had first studied the ballistic transmission of an ideal infinite DB wire.

Figure 2. Scattering states of eigen-channels for (a) a dangling-bond wire at an electron
energy resonant with the Fermi energy. The phase jumps by π over the dangling bonds,
explaining the different colours of each lobe, centred on the dangling bonds. (b) The electron
energy is increased and the phase becomes uniform. (c) a H atom is added as a passivating
impurity of one dangling bond. The wave coming from the left is basically backscattered and
only a small (exponentially decaying) amplitude is transmitted showing that transmission
takes place basically in a tunnelling-like regime.
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Fig. 2a shows the eigenchannels associated with such a DB wire. Since an eigenchannel is an
eigenstate of the scattering matrix, it recovers the open-boundary conditions needed for
ballistic electron transport. In the present case, eigenchannels are also eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian, hence having a well-defined energy. We can thus explore how transmission
takes place at the Fermi energy, where most transport is taking place at low bias. In Fig. 2a it
is basically a plane wave sustained by the dangling-bond wire were the wavefunctions phase
shifts by π over dangling bonds. For a different energy, the phase changes as can be seen in
Fig. 2b). When an H impurity is added saturating one of the dangling bonds of the wire, there
is a strong backscattering and the transmitted wave takes a tunnelling-like character. This is
clearly seen in Fig. 2c).
As stated previously, the ideal DB wire relax by performing either a geometric distortion (the
NM wire), or spin polarization of the system with DBs coupled ferro- or antiferromagnetically (FM and AFM wires). In the case of short DB-wires, the AFM state is the
most stable but the calculated energetic gaps with others remain too small to ignore them at
realistic conditions. Indeed, Fig. 3 shows that many different wires can coexist as based on
energy-only arguments. For very low temperatures our calculations show that the AFM state
should prevail.

Figure 3: Total energy of dangling-bond wires of 2, 3, 4, etc atom lengths for antiferromagnetic ordering (black) ferromagnetic one (blue) and non-magnetic, but Jahn-Teller
(Peierls) distorted. Only for infinite wires, the Peierls-distorted wire is slightly more
favourable than the anti-ferromagnetic one. From these calculations we conclude that the
more common wire to be found in realistic DB wires will present undistorted geometries but
an anti-ferromagnetic ordering.
Anti-ferromagnetic wires are strongly correlated and they are not expected to be good
conductors. Nevertheless, our calculations show that in certain conditions they can present
large electronic transmissions. This is the case through a 5 DB wire where the transmission
exhibits resonances corresponding to states localized within the wire. Nevertheless, these
states are confined below E − Ef = −0.3 eV and above 0.3 eV, leaving the transmission largely
undisturbed. The situation is the same whatever the length of the wire. Notice that the
difference between the electronic transmissions of both spins for odd atomic wires is due to
the mono referential nature of the DFT approach, which is definitely a shortcoming when
treating these highly correlated systems. An exponential decay of the transmission can be
observed in the gap away from the resonances. Thus and as in an H-junction case, one can
define and evaluate a βAF M inverse decay length for an AFM wire. The calculated value is
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βAF M = 0.89 Å at E−Ef = 0.15 eV. This is over three times larger than the one of the Hjunctions at the same energy. Fig. 4 shows the discrete states of a 5-DB wire and the
transmission coefficient for each spin once that the wire is connected with 2 electrodes
formed by two semi-infinite ideal DB wires. The major features of the transmission are easily
identifiable in localized states of the 5-DB wire.

Figure 4: Discrete states of an anti-ferromagnetic (ground state) 5-DB wire (left), and the
transmission (right) for each spin once that the wire is connected with 2 electrodes formed by
two semi-infinite ideal DB wires. We see that the major features of the transmission are easily
identifiable in localized states of the 5-DB wire.
Thanks to DFT calculations and the subsequent Wannier decomposition, P5-Barcelona was
able to rationalize the properties of the ideal dangling bond wire as well as the effect of
impurities such as H-passivated dimers. The tight-binding model built on DFT calculations
emphasizes the role of sub-surface atoms in the transport along a DB wire, as well as the long
range character of the interaction involved. Each wire (ideal, NM, AFM, FM) displays very
typical trends in the transmission, allowing one to characterize the nature of the wire from its
transport properties. This work constitutes a first stage in the detail understanding of the
electronic transport properties of surface DB atomic wire which is very important foe the
design of dangling bond logic as discussed in Task 2-T1.3. An important issue is the effect of
dopants in the electronic properties of a surface dangling-bond wire.

On the Ge(100)-(2x1)-H surface
For Surface DB atomic wires constructed on a Ge(100)-(2x1)-H surface, P11-Singapore has
calculated their atomic and electronic structures using the density functional theory (DFT)
with a Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional as incorporated in the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP). The Ge(100)-(2x1)-H surface was modelled as a H-passivated,
5-layer Ge slab, and surface DB sites were created by removing surface H atoms. The
optimized structures for the DB wire along the dimer rows and perpendicular to the dimer
rows are shown in Fig. 5. As calculated by P5-Barcelona for DB wire on a Si(100)-(2x1)-H
surface, the DB wire on a Ge(100)-(2x1)-H surface are also introducing electronic states
within the surface band gap.
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The band structure of the DB wire along the dimer rows (Fig. 5a) is similar to the DB wire on
a Si(100)-(2x1)-H surface, except that the band dispersion along the DB wire is slightly
smaller for Ge(100)-(2x1)-H (0.6 eV) than for Si(100)-(2x1)-H (0.8 eV). Two possible
configurations are shown for the DB wire perpendicular to the dimer rows: DB wire with
unbuckled (Fig. 5b) and buckled (Fig. 5c) DB dimers. The two bands in the gap (π and π*) are
very close to each other for unbuckled DB wire, whereas they are separated in the buckled DB
wire. Since the buckled DB wire is more stable than the unbuckled DB wire by about 0.5
eV/dimer, This explains that the experimentally measured STM image of a DB wire measured
by P10-Krakow (see Task 3-T2.2) correspond to a surface buckled structure. Another possible
configuration for the buckled DB wire is where the dimers are buckled alternatively (downup-up-down, instead of down-up-down-up) (not shown). The uniformly buckled structure is
still more stable than the alternating buckled structure by about 0.02 eV/dimer.

Figure 5: Atomic structure and band structure of (a) DB wire parallel to the dimer rows, (b)
unbuckled and (c) buckled DB wire perpendicular to the dimer rows. The Brillouin zone for
the band structure is shown by the dotted square on each atomic structure.
The transport calculations along the DB wire were done using the elastic-scattering quantumchemistry (ESQC) method, where the electronic structure of the substrate was described using
the Extended Hückel molecular orbital (EHMO) Hamiltonian fitted to the DFT band
structures. The transmission spectra along the DB wire parallel to the dimer rows are shown
in Fig. 6. For a non relaxed surface structure, the band dispersion along such a DB wire (Fig.
6a) results in a ballistic transport regime. There is a maximum of two quantum of conductance
up the valence band (Fig. 6b) when the contacting pads are also dangling bond wires of
identical structures. The transmission spectra along a DB wire perpendicular to the dimer
rows are shown in Fig. 7. As observed in the band structure Fig. 1b, the unbuckled DB wire
introduces 2 channels of conduction with very small dispersion within the surface band gap
(Fig. 7b). When the DB wire structure is full buckled, those two ballistic channels disappear
from the surface band gap. As a result, there are no energy range within this gap where the
T(E) is close to unity. The corresponding 2 channels are now embedded in the Ge(100)H
surface band structure and will only support a tunnel transport regime along this wire (Fig.
7c).
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Figure 6. Transmission spectra along the y-axis (parallel to the dimer rows) for (a) a fully
hydrogenated Ge(100) surface, and (b) the surface with DB wire along the dimer row.

Figure 7. Transmission spectra along the x-axis (perpendicular to the dimer rows) for (a) a
fully hydrogenated Ge(100) surface, (b) the unbuckled DB wire, and (c) the buckled DB wire.
The effect of the contacting nano-electrodes on the ballistic transport properties was studied
by adding semi-infinite gold nano-electrodes on the Ge(100)-(2x1)-H surface and introducing
a finite line of DBs between them. The T(E) spectrum of a DB wire with 6 DB dimers is
shown in Figure 4. Resonance peaks resulting from the DBs states appear within the [-12.23,12.02] energy range of the infinite wire band. But T(E) is not exactly unity over the full range
of this band structure. With an average T(E) of about 0.18 over this range, this is a good
example of a pseudo-ballistic transport regime.
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Figure 8: (a) T(E) spectrum of a short DB wire with 6 DB dimers contacted by Au nanoelectrodes. (b) T(E) spectrum in the energy range of the infinite DB wire band.
The H-junction was introduced along the infinite DB wire to investigate how the T(E)
decreases with the H-junction length (Fig. 9) since it is the only way to introduce a junction
on the surface to design for example classical logic devices (see 2-T1.3). The T(E) spectra
along the parallel and perpendicular DB wires (unbuckled) with different H-junction length
are shown in Fig. 9c and d, respectively, and the corresponding inverse decay lengths, γ, are
shown in Fig. 9e and f. The inverse decay lengths for the DB wires on a Ge(100)-(2x1)-H
were found to be comparable to the values for Si(100)-(2x1)-H (β = 0.20 Å-1 for the parallel
DB wire and β = 0.38 Å-1 for the perpendicular DB wire found in a previous study by P1Toulouse and P11-Singapore and fully confirmed during this period by P5-Barcelona.

Figure 9: The atomic structure of H-junction along (a) the DB wire parallel to the dimer
rows, and (b) the DB wire perpendicular to the dimer rows. (c) T(E) spectra for the parallel
DB wire with 1, 2, 3, and 4-H junction. (d) T(E) spectra for the perpendicular DB wire with 2,
4, 6, and 8-H junction. The inverse decay length β are given for (e) parallel and (f)
perpendicular DB wires.
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Further investigations on the isolated DBs as well as the DB wires are required to design the
atomic-scale logic gates on a Ge(100)-(2x1)-H surface.

b) Molecular wires
For molecular wires with a non-zero HOMO-LUMO gap, the transport regime is tunnelling
for bias voltage lower that the HOMO or LUMO energy threshold and pseudo-ballistic for
larger bias voltages. Here, the final objective is to reach a very low β(Ef) value. For this
purpose and to support the P6-Berlin conductance measurements in Task 3-T1.1 and the P7Berlin chemical synthesis efforts in Task 2-T2.1, P11-Singapore has systematically calculated
the β(E) curves for a series of molecular wires starting for the ideal zero gap polyacene
molecular wire, continuing with the graphene nano-ribbons (GNR) measured by P6-Berlin
(See 3-T1.1) and exploring the new molecular wire structures proposed by P7-Berlin for Task
2-T2.1. This systematic study of a series of long molecular wires leads to the demonstration
how 2 characteristics parameters are controlling β(Ef) in the mono-electronic approximation:
the HOMO-LUMO gap and the effective mass of the tunnelling electrons.
Notice also that an important problem for semi-classical molecule logic gate design is the
choice of the transport regime to be used to convey the logic information along the circuit:
tunnelling or pseudo ballistic. Tunnelling is very robust because there is no destructive
interference in the gap energy range. This is very convenient when designing complex
intramolecular circuits with a lot of intramolecular meshes and nodes. The price to pay is the
non zero β(Ef). On the contrary, since β(Ef) = 0 in the pseudo-ballistic regime, this regime of
transport is very sensible to destructive interferences rendering the design of complex logic
gate cumbersome. This is one explanation why for dangling bond logic gates design (see Task
2-T1.3), P11-Singapore had preferred the perpendicular to the dimer row orientation to
preserve a surface gap for the transport regime through dangling bond wires. This is also why
P1-Toulouse and P11-Singapore are so concerned by the parameters governing β(Ef) and how
to keep it as small as possible preserving a non zero gap (see also Task 3-T1.1 for a discussion
on this point).
All the calculations were performed by P11-Singapore at the ESQC semi-empirical level with
the EHMO K factor modified from 1.75 to 2.00 to be as close as possible to DFT band
calculations of the corresponding infinite polymer like structures. For all those molecular
wires, P11-Singapore had considered a full flat conformation.

Figure 10: The example of a GNR molecular wire interconnected in a planar configuration
(a), en route for a pulling configuration (b) and its full pulling configuration (c) to reproduce
the 3-T1.1 LT-UHV STM experimental set up.
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As presented in Fig.10, this conformation can be easily deformed step by step to reach the
pulling experimental conformation used in 3-T1.1 and the oligomer conformation optimized
using the P1-Toulouse ASED+ semi-empirical optimisation technique.
The polyacene oligomer is one of the simplest molecular wire supposed to be almost gapless.
One of the target for the Task 2-T1.2 is to find the good monomers and the good surface
chemical reaction leading to the surface synthesis of polyacene long oligomers which are very
difficult to synthesize in solution after the heptamer. At the semi-empirical level and even at
the DFT level, it is very difficult to confirm that a long polyacene oligomer has no HOMOLUMO gap. Fig. 11 is presenting the calculated electronic transmission through a long and
ideal polyacene oligomer. It is characteristic of a zero gap molecular wire with a series of
regular tunnelling resonances characteristic of a pseudo-ballistic transport regime.

Figure 11: The ESQC calculated T(E) electronic transparency of a long polyacene oligomer.
The series of tunnelling resonant picks are characteristics of a pseudo-ballistic transport
-3
-1
regime where the minimum T(E) is stabilized around 10 and the average T(E) around 10
thanks to the large width of each resonance.
Molecular wires with 3 times the lateral width of a polyacene wires have been studied
experimentally in Task 3-T1.1 by P6-Berlin. Those are the smallest in width graphene nanoribbon (GNR) known so far. As presented in Fig. 12, the zigzag GNR is gapless and presents
like a polyacene a pseudo-ballistic regime of transport. In Fig. 12, the armchair GNR presents
a 2.3 eV HOMO-LUMO gap. Here, transport can be tunnelling or pseudo ballistic as a
function of the bias voltage applied. As presented in Fig. 12b, the β(eV) curve has a
-1
-1
maximum around 0.37 Å for the armchair GNR (0.45 Å from experimental values, see
-1
Task 3-T1.1) This is a relatively small value as compared to the β(Ef) = 1.2 Å for an alkane
chain. In the gap, the resonance between the π and π* states is due to oligomer edges states,
that is molecular states localised at the end of the oligomer which are overlapping each other
in the centre of the molecule. As soon the length of this GNR is larger than 3.5 nm, this
overlaps goes to zero and those edge states are no more contributing to the transport process.
In fact those edge states are exactly the states participating to the pseudo ballistic regime for
the zigzag GNR.
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Figure 12: The graphene nano-ribbon (GNR) electronic transparency for the zigzag (a) and
armchair (b) smallest known chemical structures. The (a) GNR is gapless and the (b) GNR is
showing a large π−π* gap but with edge Tamm states resulting in the “t” resonances in
between the π and the π* frontier molecular states.
Aside from this edge state resonance, this put forward the question of the structural or
electronic parameters controlling β(Ef) in formula (2) recalled above. To explore more how
Eg and m* are playing a role and what is the value of m*(E), a new series of low gap (but non
zero) molecular wires was proposed by P7-Berlin to explore the β(E) function given by (2) to
determine the best lateral group R leading to the smallest β(Ef). As presented in Fig. 13, the
formula (2) parabolic like shape under the root is almost respected for all the oligomers with a
little deviation when the resonance supporting the central tunnelling regime of transport is not
well organized. This correlation between the tunnel resonance energy distribution and the
parabolic formula (2) is a confirmation that not only Eg is controlling β(E). Interestingly, the
-1
dimethyl nitro R is leading to a very small 0.1 Å β(Ef) value for a moderate 0.5 eV gap
closure. This is also much lower than what can be achieved for surface dangling bond atomic
scale wire.
Since the β(E) curves are not perfectly parabolic and to explore more the way Eg and m* are
controlling β(Ef), P11-Singapore had plotted β(Ef) as a function only of Eg and of m*. As
presented in Fig. 14, it is clear that Eg nor m* alone are controlling β(Ef). Furthermore, m*
seems more able to align on a linear curve β(Ef) as compared with Eg contrary to the
common believe that the only parameter controlling the tunnelling decay with length is the
HOMO-LUMO gap Eg.
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Figure 13: A complete study of the β(E) parabolic like functions for a full series of molecular
wires keeping the same conjugated board but controlling the resonant states by a set of
different side groups. Notice how the β(E) curves are very close to the formula (2) with a little
deviation from (2) as soon as the HOMO’s like resonances distribution is not fully regular in
energy.
This results is very important for AtMol since it opens the gate to a better optimisation of the
tunnel transport through a molecular wire by identifying the 2 characteristics of a molecular
wire governing β(E). P7-Berlin and P1-Toulouse can now focus on certain monomer building
block to reach the objective of a small β(Ef) with a non zero gap required to keep the chemical
stability of the molecular wire. Notice that this also open the question on how to optimize
dangling bond atomic wire chemical composition to keep β(Ef) as small as possible since for
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example the DB gap opening is only 0.5 eV for Si(100)H DB wires constructed parallel to the
dimer rows. This exploration will be pursued by P5-Barcelona during the next AtMol period.

Figure 14: A compilation of 7 molecular wire oligomer β(Ef) values plotted as a function of
either the HOMO-LUMO gap X (Eg in the text) and of the tunnelling effective mass m*
(reduced to m*/mo for convenience). None of those 2 parameters succeed in aligning the
β(Ef) points on a curve (see Fig. 15 below for the solution).
According to formula (2) and even if following Fig. 13, the β(E) parabolic shape is not
perfectly respected, P11-Singapore had use (2) combining both Eg (X on Fig. 14 and 15) and
m* (reduced m*/mo on Fig. 14 and 15) to align all the molecular wire β(Ef) values on the
same curve. This is presented in Fig. 15 indicating how perfect formula (2) is when the good
control parameters are in use. This also confirms that both Eg and m* must be optimised first
in a mono-electronic approximation and then in a fully N-electrons description of the
electronic structures of the molecular wires. This is for example necessary when the monoelectronic gap converges towards zero in the mono-electronic approximation and that full CI
calculations are indicating a gap of a few tenths of an eV.
This also confirms that for semi-classical logic gate circuit design in a molecule, P6-Berlin
will have in the next AtMol period to measure the β(E) curves using the pulling technique on
long molecular wires with no Tamm states in the HOMO-LUMO gap. Those Tamm states
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obscure the measurement of the β(eV) function and therefore the extraction of the m*(E)
function contributing in an equivalent manner to the (E) formula.

Figure 15: The variation of β(Ef) as a function of the good combination of the X (Eg in the
text) and m*/mo (m* in the text) parameters for all the molecular wires presented in Fig. 14.
All the points are almost now aligned on the formula (2) curve in red as compared to the bad
alignment obtained in Fig. 14 using only one of those 2 parameters.

2-T1.2: inelastic tunnelling effects and Latch like classical input
(Man month real/ foreseen P1: 9.82/0; P5: 0/6; P11: 4/1.5)
P1-Toulouse and P11-Singapore have explored 2 different facets of the inelastic tunneling
electron transport through a dangling bond wire or through a single molecule. Through a
dangling bond wire, the question is how much current intensity an atomic scale wire can
sustain before being destroyed. Through a molecule latch the question is more positive: can an
inelastic tunneling current trigger and control an intramolecular switching effect. In both
cases, this requires a complete re-foundation of the theory of inelastic tunnel current effect
through a nano-scale object which in our days only relies of the standard theory of quantum
vertical transition. This was the work of P1-Toulouse in this first AtMol period. On the other
hand, P11-Singapore was in charge to design very simple molecule latch able to control the
conductance of a surface dangling bond wire and then to apply a simple semi-classical model
to start the study of the inelastic switching of a molecule-latch.

a) The Inelastic tunneling current effect
When dealing with an electronic current passing through an atomic scale object, one can use
two sorts of configurations: a tip – molecule – surface like tunnel junction (corresponding to a
“vertical” situation) or a “horizontal” situation, where a dangling bond wire or a single
molecule is interconnected by two atomic scale wires in interaction with 2 metallic nano-pads
to voltage bias and drive a current. As studied in detail in Task 2-T1.1, in both cases, there is
3 possible elastic regimes of transport: ballistic, pseudo-ballistic and tunnel.
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Aside from those elastic current stability (ground state) through atomic and molecular
structures, P1-Toulouse had started to explore the apparently simple question of the maximum
current intensity that can flow (or the maximum number of electrons per second that can be
transferred) before the destruction of its structure. Is the atomic wire mechanically stable
under a high electron transfer rate? What happens if the electrons heat up the atomic or the
molecular wires? The answer to these questions requires a transport (transfer) theory where
the electron transfer processes through the atomic structure must take into account (in average
or in a time dependent approach) the coupled motion of the nuclei. In a first approach, P1Toulouse has developed time-dependent calculations, based on a mixed classical/quantum
Ehrenfest approximation. This approach has also been used by P11-Singapore to drive the
switching of the first AtMol molecule-latch (see section b of this Task below). Additionally,
on a more fundamental basis, P1-Toulouse had started during the period to explore a full
quantum model of the electron-vibration interaction by revisiting the standard quantum theory
of vertical transition, starting from the electron transfer theory and not from the semi-classic
point of view.

The Ehrenfest dynamics
The basic problem when exploring the interacting motion of electrons and ions is the
breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. If the electronic and vibrational degrees
of freedom are separated in the Schrödinger equation, the ions move in a potential energy
surface that is given by the electronic Schrödinger equation, solved for the electronic
coordinate and considering the ionic one as a parameter. Physically, this approximation takes
advantage of the important mass difference between a typical ion and an electron and assumes
that the electrons, because they are faster than nuclei, will immediately, adiabatically,
reorganize and follow the movement of the ion cores. Mathematically, even though the
Schrödinger equation is not analytically solvable even for small systems, the BornOppenheimer approximation leads to a dramatic simplification that permits solving, analysis
and interpretation of a great variety of physical phenomena.
However, non-adiabatic phenomena are ubiquitous. For instance, one can consider cases
where ions are light, and move fast enough so that their velocity is to a certain extent
comparable to that of the electrons. Additionally, in the Born-Oppenheimer picture, the
movement of the nuclei cannot induce electronic transitions, yet this process can occur
especially when the electronic energy levels are particularly close to each other. This case is
naturally found in condensed matter physics: one can think about a metal for instance. Given
its characteristic band structure, around the Fermi level an arbitrarily small amount of energy
given to the electronic degrees of freedom by, say, an adsorbed vibrator, can lead to an
electronic excitation, producing an electron-hole pair.
In the case of atomic surface wires, the P1-Toulouse approach is based on a time-dependent
perspective on heating. Most methods addressing the problem of electron transport with
interactions at the nanoscale use techniques based on energy-dependent (time-independent)
Green's functions. Under certain approximations, the electron-vibration interaction can be
diagrammatically solved using Dyson's equation. Several perturbation techniques leading to
the calculation of transmission probabilities as well as currents include the Lowest Order
Expansion, the First Born Approximation, and the Self-Consistent Born approximation.
Among them, only the latter is particularly suitable for treating transport properties because it
can be shown mathematically that the conservation of the current is guaranteed.
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In the present approach, P1-Toulouse takes advantage of the time-dependent perspective to
analyze the dynamics of a coupled electron-vibrator system. Moreover, in contrast with the
approaches mentioned above, the P1-Toulouse method is non-perturbative regarding the
electron-vibration coupling. Hereafter, the description of the method is presented in detail;
some results are shown and discussed. Finally, the possible extensions of this work will be
mentioned.
Consider a 3 level quantum model system where the central site is coupled to a classical
vibrator. The Hamiltonian reads,

where R is the reaction coordinate of the nucleus, E(R) is the on-site energy of the central site,
and t is the electronic coupling between the sites. E(R) is the sum of the on-site energy e of
this particular site and of the potential energy of the vibrator, described as a classical
harmonic oscillator. It can be written as:

where K is the spring constant of the oscillator, and Req its equilibrium position.
The method consists in propagating an electron wave packet through the system, initializing it
on the first site and letting it evolve according to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation as
E(R) takes different values depending on the position of the oscillator. At the same time steps,
Newton equation is solved for R. The forces applied on the nucleus are first the force of the
oscillator itself (which maintains the vibrator around its equilibrium position) and second, a
quantum force due to the non zero probability of the electron occupying of the central site.

Figure 16: Displacement and velocities
of the nucleus calculated using Ehrenfest
dynamics. This represents the evolution,
and its phase diagram (insert)

Figure 17: Time evolution of the total
force applied on the nucleus. The two
curves correspond to two different values
of the parameter e.
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It is important to comment here on the nature of the interplay between the transferred electron
and the nucleus. At one hand, the Hamiltonian evolution of the electronic wave packet is
modified at each time step because E(R) takes different values depending on the movement of
the ion. As a matter of fact, the Hamiltonian is recalculated at each time step using the new
value of R - and thus of E(R) - leading to a new set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Therefore, the Hamiltonian of the system is explicitly depending on R, and thus implicitly
dependent on time. On the other hand, the motion of the nucleus is governed by the force that
electrons exert on it. An example of ion dynamics is presented in the Fig. 16, where positions
and velocities are given as a function of time and as a phase diagram in the inset.
The forces driving the oscillator are depicted in the Fig. 17 for different values of the e
parameter. The low frequency oscillation is due to the harmonic potential felt by the nucleus,
while the high frequency signal is the signature of the forces exerted by the electron. Clearly,
a change in the frequency is observed between the red and black curves as a function of e. The
forces are due to a different starting Hamiltonian, because of the different value of e. As
presented in Fig. 18 and for a different e values, the electronic occupation probability on the
vibrating site show different behaviours in amplitude as well as in frequency. This produces a
renormalization of the spring constant K due to the additional force exerted on the nucleus by
the transferred electron. Presented in Fig. 19, the effect of the e value is shown thanks to the
plot of the frequency of the oscillation versus e. When it has a rather big value, the central site
is barely populated, then the forces applied on the nucleus are small and its motion is
essentially governed by the spring constant. Here, the frequency of the oscillation is given by
the spring alone, 30 meV in the case of Fig. 19, as shown by the dotted base line. When e
vanishes, the occupation probability becomes important on the vibrating site, and the forces
acting on the nucleus add up to the force of the spring, producing a shift in frequency. This
effect and the fact that the system is symmetric for positive and negative E values explain the
shape of the curve depicted in Fig. 19. Note that the Lorentzian fit (blue curve) is merely a
guide to the eye.

Figure 18: Electronic population on the
vibrating site. he two curves correspond
to two different values of the parameter e.

Figure 19: Effect of the value of the e
parameter on the frequency of the ionic
vibration. The Lorentzian fit is intended
to be a guide to the eye.
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This model has been generalized to several number atomic sites each equipped with its
oscillator. The ionic dynamics of a 1D system of 10 harmonic oscillators is shown in Fig. 20,
where the total force on each nucleus is represented versus time. Interestingly enough, the
kicks given to the ions by the transferred electron are correlated to the position of the ion at
this particular time. When a nucleus is in the region of positive displacement, the kicks appear
like peaks, while when displacement is negative, the kicks are rather dips. An explanation of
this behaviour is still unclear at the present day, but deserves accurate analysis.
Finally, a very important result regarding the accuracy and correct implementation of the P1Toulouse home made Ehrenfest dynamics routine, is the plot showing the conservation of the
total energy at all times. The Fig. 21 convincingly illustrates that the extra kinetic energy
(black curve) given to the ions by the electrons through the mechanism described above, is
compensated by a change in the electronic energy (violet curve). In this case electronic energy
becomes negative to compensate an increase in kinetic energy relative to potential energy
(blue curve), see e. g. the behaviour of the curves around 90 fs. The red curve corresponds to
total energy and is the sum of the other three.

Figure 20: Forces applied to each
nucleus as a function of time. The low
frequency oscillation is due to the
harmonic potential felt by each nucleus,
while the high frequency signal is the
signature of the forces exerted by the
electron.

Figure 21: Energy conservation diagram.
The black and blue curves represent the
kinetic
energy
of
the
nucleus
respectively, the violet curve is the
electronic energy, and the red one is the
total
energy,
clearly
conserved
throughout the propagation.

As presented in Fig. 21, the kinetic energy oscillates with time, but always recovers it
maximal value. The system temperature is therefore expected to be conserved. Although
Ehrenfest dynamics has the ability to go beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, this
technique does not capture the whole non-adiabatic effects. To calculate accurately the correct
heating of the nuclei, one needs to go beyond the Ehrenfest picture. Pursuing the task of
improving the model must be achieved by rendering the motion of the ions semi-classical in
the many-body general Schrödinger equation. In this case, an imaginary term comes into the
electronic Schrödinger equation and is responsible for electronic relaxation. On the other
hand, in the semi-classical set of Newton equations, an additional force appears that can play
the role of an friction force in the case of vibrational relaxation or an excitation in the case of
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nuclear heating. This will be applied in the next AtMol period to a realistic surface dangling
bond wire.

Quantum dynamics
In the previous section, the vibrations of the nuclei were treated classically. But what happens
when the vibrational degrees of freedom are quantified and the electrons are still transferred
through the atomic structure in a quantum way? In such a case, the probability to excite a
quantum of vibration on the central vibrator must come from the quantum motion of the
electronic wave packet propagating through the system. P1-Toulouse has revisited this
problem bypassing the standard approximation currently used in such cases which is a vertical
transition simply induced by the energy of the tunnelling electrons transferred through the
central vibrator.

Figure 22: Transition probability as a function of the electronic coupling for various values of
the vibration coupling α and the vibration quantum ∆ω. The inserted scheme represents the
six-state tight-binding model used in the calculation.
As a minimal model, P1-Toulouse has considered again a 3-level system but with a 2 states
central quantum vibrator instead of a classical one as discussed above. To guarantee energy
conservation and completeness, this leads to a 6 dimension quantum state space whose model
is presented in Fig. 22. The vibration coupling α, the electronic coupling q, the vibration
quantum ∆ω and the on-site energies are the parameters to be explored using such a model
Hamiltonian. It reads,

While the electronic wave packet is transferred from site to site through the central now
quantized vibrator, resonant features have been observed in the transition probability from the
ground to the first vibrator excited state as a function the electronic coupling q as shown in
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Fig. 22. This demonstrates that there is a resonant condition to fulfil for a vibration transition
to occur. It clearly involves the q-dependent frequencies of the Rabi-like quasi-periodic
oscillations of the electronic wave packet. To explore this effect, an exhaustive examination
of the behaviour of the transition probability has been made by inspection of transition plots
versus all the parameters, spanning a wide range of possible values. This study pointed out the
importance of the electronic coupling q. To push it forward, consider the analysis of the sixstate model Hamiltonian in terms of a three-state subsystem such as described by the
following Hamiltonian h. This is meaningful because the vibrational coupling α is known to
be small compared to an electronic coupling q. Note also that the Hamiltonian h represents the
initial 3 level system with the vibrator maintained in its ground state; it reads:

At t=0, the electronic wave packet is first prepared on the left site. For this simple quantum
system, the time-dependent probability amplitude of the wave packet Ψ(t) on the central site
is given by:

that is:

where the frequency in the cosine is the variable considered in the following.
The vibration transition probability presented in Fig. 23 is plotted as a function of the
quantum of vibration and of the frequency mentioned above.

Figure 23: Transition probability as a function of the driving central site frequency and of the
quantum of vibration. A series of maxima show a linear behaviour. e = 0.5 eV and a= 0.05
eV. Notice that below 0.7 eV in abscisse, there is no direct vibrational transition induced by
the Rabi electron transfer process through the central non resonating electronic state.
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The linear variation of the maxima of the transition probabilities leads to the new transition
rule:

which depends on the oscillation frequency of the occupation probability of the central
electronic state and not on the energy of the tunnelling electrons as it was assumed up to now.
This means that P1-Toulouse has at hand the true quantum mechanic transition rule in a case
of an electron tunnelling through a quantum vibrator. This rule is new and was never
considered in any of the previous analysis of an inelastic tunnelling effect. This rule will be
applied during the next AtMol period to give a more quantum base to the Ehrenfest dynamic
described above.

b) Design and inelastic control of a molecule-latch in a dangling bond switch
P11-Singapore has worked during this first period on the design of molecule latchs to input
data on the dangling bond logic gate described in Task 2-T1.3 below. The first design started
by the known possibility to change the conformation of an acetophenone molecule
chemisorbed on an Si(100)2x1 surface (see Fig. 24 below). Notice that this effect remains to
be confirmed experimentally in particular to determine the exact threshold voltage this
conformation change occurs. This will be worked out experimentally by P8-Dresden and P11Singapore when the preparation of very clean and large terraces Si(100)H surface has been
solved. In the mean time, P11-Singapore has first explored how the conductance of a dangling
bond wire can be switched on and off by the chemisorption of an acetophenone molecule at
the right position along the DB wire as presented in Fig. 25.

Figure 24: The ASED+ optimized surface conformation of an acetophenone molecule on the
Si(100) 2x1 surface.
The T(E) spectrum and the I-V curves of this atomic scale switch were calculated using the
N-ESQC technique including the Si(100) H surface leakage current using only a slab of 5 Si
layer below the surface (See Task 4-T3.1 for more details). The chemisorption of the
acetophenone phenyl part in a butterfly conformation on a dangling bond dimer results in a
saturation of this dimer. Therefore, a very elegant atomic scale quantum interferometer can be
designed where the lateral dimer to the DB atomic wire (see Fig. 10b) plays the role of a
lateral branch with a different Bloch wave phase shift as compared to the principal DB
branch. As a consequence, the tunnelling current through this wire with the acetophenone in
the up (“OFF”) states is very small in intensity (Fig. 10b) as compared to the “ON”
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acetophenone conformation where its phenyl is butterfly adsorbed on the Si(100)H surface
dangling bond.
This latching effect produced by the acetophenone conformation change on a dangling bond
device is supposed to be triggered by an inelastic tunnel current effect when passing a
tunnelling current only through this molecule. To explore this phenomenon P11-Singapore
has used the semi-classical Ehrenfest approach described above where the electron transfer
processes through the molecule are described quantum mechanically and the mechanics of the
molecule semi-classically. For the inelastic coupling, P11- Singapore has used the P1Toulouse current dependent inelastic force developed to understand classically the tunnelling
heating of a simple Xe atom in a STM tunnel junction:

where a is the active electronic state of the molecule,  and  the electronic couplings of the
latch with its 2 driving nano-electrodes, I(z) the driving current intensity depending on the z
coordinate along the potential surface conformation change reaction path, M the mass of the
switched group,  the vibration frequency in the stable conformation potential well and in
the efficiency of the inelastic effect in this semi-classical approximation.

Figure 25: An atomic scale switch made of a dangling bond wire constructed perpendicular
to the dimer rows to benefit from a lateral dimer more (b) to introduce a destructive electronic
interference effect. The acetophenone “ON” and “OFF” conformations are able to control this
interference leading the tunnelling current through this device to be as large as 3 A in the
“ON” state and a few nA in the “OFF” state. The calculated I-V characteristics are also
presented.
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This force was added by P11-Singapore to the Newtonian equation of motion of the
acetophenone molecule along its conformation change reaction path. For simplicity, the
chemisorbed on Si(100) acetophenone possible conformation change was restricted here to a
one dimension motion along this reaction path. Notice that for this first model, only the
ground state potential energy surface was explored to get a and .
The conformation change of the acetophenone from its stable planar conformation towards its
standing up less stable conformation is triggered by the tunnelling current intensity passing
through this molecule. The corresponding molecular tunnel junction must reach a
configuration to maximize the tunnel current intensity keeping the molecule in the minimum
possible conformation energy. This is illustrated in Fig. 26 where the ground state potential
energy curve of the acetophenone along the z reaction path is presented relative to the I(z)
corresponding tunnelling current intensity variation. A comparison between the 2 curves
indicates that the initial and final conformation of the molecule are respectively z = 2.1 A and
z = 2.6 A. The current intensity changes from 2 A to 5.3A along the reaction path found
for the tip to surface height selected for the calculations. Here, z is a reduced distance which is
essentially the distance between the central carbon atom of the butterfly like phenyl and the
corresponding Si surface dimer.

Figure 26: A comparison between the conformation change reactive path found using the
ASED+ optimisation and the variation of the tunnelling current through this acetophenone
molecule when the molecule is following this conformation reaction path.
These 2 curves were taken as inputs for the Newton equation solver with the inelastic driving
force expression to follow the acetophenone conformation change as a function of the STM
tunnel junction bias voltage. As presented in Fig. 27, after a bias voltage range where the
current intensity is not large enough to trigger a conformation change, there is a clear voltage
threshold where the current driving force succeeds to break the bond and to maintain the
phenyl ring of the acetophenone in “suspension” above the corresponding Si dimer. P11Singapore has trouble-checked that this distance is enough to activate the conductance
switching as optimised above.
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Figure 27: Acetophenone conformation change triggered by the tip apex to surface tunnel
current. The tip bias voltage must be larger than the Si(100) bulk gap to be large enough to be
in competition with the acetophenone butterfly chemisorption.
Theoretically, this is a nice latching effect since the data input can be hold during the time
interval of the bias voltage application. It is left to explore a more planar version of such a
latching effect where the driving current will no longer be applied by the tip of an STM but by
2 DB lateral wires as presented in Fig. 28.

Figure 28: A first design of an acetophenone latch triggered by a bias voltage supposed to be
applied between Au nano-pads 1 and 3. The “ON” and “OFF” I-V curves were calculated
with the N-ESQC technique. The Latching effect is measured between electrode 2 and 4.
Additionally, other possible latch molecules were considered with the same objective. One
possible molecule is 4-acetyl-biphenyl which surface adsorption was also optimized using the
ASED+ routine. As compared to acetophenone, this molecule is easier to handle
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experimentally for LT-UHV-STM experiments. After the confirmation by calculations that
this molecule can also have 2 stable conformations on the Si(100) 2x1 surface and one
conformation can play the same “saturating” role than acetophenone, this molecule was
studied experimentally by P8-Dresden as presented in Task 3-T2.1.
Since the efficiency of a complete control of the latch effect by an inelastic tunnelling current
is not fully established experimentally even if the first P1-Toulouse and P11-Singapore
calculations described above give a good indication of the effect, P11-Singapore has decided
to study the latching effect of the simple pentacene molecule. This comes from a
generalisation of the idea that a destructive interference through a DB wire can be controlled
by the conformation change of a molecule chemisorbed on the Si(100) 2x1 surface. Therefore,
P11-Singapore has studied different possibilities to adsorb a pentacene molecule either
parallel or perpendicular to the Si dimer rows on Si(100) 2x1. ASED+ calculations were
performed together with ESQC transport calculations to demonstrate that one specific DB
arrangement gives rise to a nice latching effect with the pentacene molecule chemisorbed as
presented in Fig. 29. During this study, 2 stable conformations of the pentacene molecule on
an Si(100) 2x1 surface top row were found. They can be easily accessed by a gentle
mechanical push by the STM tip applied at the centre of the pentacene. This is a very hard
latch effect since it is very difficult to return back to the other pentacene conformation, at least
on the Si(100) 2x1 surface. This new molecule latch design has triggered the LT-UHV-STM
experiments on the adsorption of pentacene molecules on Si(100) 2x1 and the consequent
STM manipulations as presented in Task 3-T2.1 and performed by P11-Singapore.

Figure 29: The example of a simple pentacene molecule adsorbed on the Si(100) 2x1 surface
playing the role of a latch molecule when chemisorbed on a very specific DB circuit
configuration. For the “OFF” (a) surface conformation, a destructive interference effect brings
the current intensity almost to zero. For the “ON” (b) surface conformation, the destructive
path is suppressed recovering a nice tunnelling current through the surface DB atomic wire.
The conformation change from (a) to (b) is obtained by gently pushing on the pentacene
molecule centre by the STM tip apex (see Task 3-T2.1 for more experimental details).
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2-T1.3: Logic gate design
(Man month real/ foreseen P1: 0.77/8.5; P11: 6/3)
Embedded in a single conjugated molecule or constructed on a passivated semiconductor
surface, there are many ways to design a logic gate either in a semi-classical or in a quantum
approach. In a semi-classical approach the molecule and the surface atomic scale circuit look
like a standard electronic circuit. In a quantum Hamiltonian computing (QHC) approach, the
quantum system (be it a molecule or a surface arrangement of dangling bond) are defining
specific quantum states which can be manipulated by the inputs with no resemblance with an
electronic circuit. This task is supporting the synthesis (or surface STM construction) of those
2 type of logic gates to deliver the best structure for 2-WP2 and for 3-WP2.
During this first AtMol period, P1-Toulouse had first demonstrated the complete relation
between all the approaches of using a quantum system in a machinery to perform a
calculation. This demonstration is based on the application of quantum control concepts to the
design of a small calculating unit. According to this demonstration, all the QHC, semiclassical and even standard molecular electronic approach (where a molecule is supposed to
play the role for example of a standard transistor) are related to the formal Fig.30 quantum
control concept. One can recover each of those approaches simply by considering or not
decoherence between the elementary units of the calculator and by considering how logical
information either classical or quantum information is circulating inside the calculating unit.
This demonstration was important for AtMol since a clear classification of calculating unit
design permits to order the way each new architecture proposal is equivalent or not to other
designs.

Figure 30: The formal set up of a quantum logic gate where the central grey system is
essentially a single molecule or a dangling bond circuit. The {α1...,αi,..αk} classical digital
input word is converted in quantum information (C/Q) encoded in the initial state vector
|α1...,αi,..αk> at t = t0. At each time t = tn, a given |β1...,βi,..βk’> output state vector is reached.
Its population measurement is obtained by a quantum to classical (Q/C) conversion which is
generally a projective measurement. The energy to drive the logic gate is provided by the
|α1...,αi,..αk> initial state preparation.
After this clarification, P11-Singapore and P1-Toulouse have worked on 2 different designs:
P11-Singapore on a semi-classical design for the construction of dangling bond logic circuits
and P1-Toulouse on improving the molecule QHC logic gates. Progresses in dangling bond
logic experimental constructions are presented in 3-WP2 and synthesis of QHC molecule in
2-WP2.
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a) Semi-classical surface dangling bond logic
During the period, P11-Singapore has designed atomic-scale Boolean logic gates with two
inputs and one output (i.e., OR, NOR, AND, NAND) on a Si(100)-(2x1)-H surface and
simulate their interconnections to the macroscopic scale by metallic nano-pads physisorbed
also on the Si(100)-(2x1)-H surface. To simplify the design, the logic inputs are provided by
H saturating and un-saturating two surface Si dangling bonds (DBs) at a time. Progresses
toward more realistic input latch molecule to input the logic data on those circuits were
presented in Task 2-T1.2 above. Quantum circuit design rules together with semi-empirical
elastic-scattering quantum-chemistry (ESQC) transport calculations were used to determine
the output current intensity of the proposed logic gates when interconnected to the metallic
nano-pads by surface atomic-scale wires. Those rules (see below) are based on a semiclassical approach, decomposing the central Hamiltonian Fig. 30 in part representing the
interconnection wires or the input switches of the logic gates as presented in Fig. 31.
The building blocks of the P11-Singapore atomic-scale Boolean logic gates are atomic scale
switches composed of 3 DB dimers in a row contacted by Au nano-pad at each end. The logic
inputs “1” and “0” correspond to the action of hydrogenating and dehydrogenating the central
DB dimer, respectively. For the short atomic wire Fig. 32a, addition of two H atoms on the
central dimer corresponds to a logic input “1” (Fig. 32b), resulting in an inverter.
Alternatively, one can also start from the junction shown in Fig. 32c and add two H atoms to
the Si DB dimer adjacent to the central dimer to achieve a logic input “1” (Fig. 32d), which
results in a follower. As shown in the truth table in Fig. 32, for the inverter, a logic input “1”
turns the device “OFF” whereas for the follower, logic input “1” turns the device “ON”.

Figure 31: Decomposition of the Fig.30 formal quantum circuit in semi-classical elementary
components (Dangling bond wires, Atomic switches or molecular latchs). The voltage logical
input word (V1, …Vp) is supposed to control each of the an input atomic configuration (for
example the extraction of 2 H along an Si(100)H dangling bond wire as in Fig. 32 below).
There is now a driving voltage V in charge of delivering the output currents word (I1,….Iq).
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Figure 32. Atomic structures for the two atom switches designed on a Si(100)-(2x1)-H
surface. In going from structure 32a to 32b, the addition of 2 H atoms to the central dimer
encodes a logic “1” input, leading to an inverter LG. In going from structure 1c to 1d, the
addition of 2 H atoms to the lateral dimer also encodes a logic “1” input, leading to a follower.
The classical equivalent electro-mechanical structure for each structure is also shown.
In a semi-classical approach and according to the P1-Toulouse work on the different ways of
using quantum behaviour to build up a logic gate, the generalization of the Kirchhoff’s law of
electrical circuits were used to design semi-classical dangling bon logic gates. For example,
P1-Toulouse had demonstrated that in the circuit Fig. 31, the interconnection of 2 quantum
electronic pathways with elementary transmission coefficient TX (E ) and TY (E ) in series with
no decoherence between the two leads to the overall Tseries (E ) :
Tseries (E ) = T X (E ) ⋅ TY (E )

(1)

On the other hand, when the devices are connected in parallel, and when the nodes of the
circuit are included inside the quantum system (i.e. with no decoherence), the overall
T parallel (E ) is given by:
T parallel ( E ) = TX ( E ) + TY ( E ) + 2 TX ( E ) ⋅ TY ( E )

(2)

Based on these rules, the truth table for each gate (AND, NOR, NAND, and OR) and their
corresponding atomic structures were obtained by P11-Singapore (Fig. 31). Those 4 Boolean
logic gates are constructed by interconnecting the atomic-scale inverter and follower devices
in series or in parallel.
For the circuits in series, the two switches can be connected via a central nano-island (Fig.
33a), or connected directly (Fig. 33b). But the gate can also be contacted by two DB wires
parallel to the dimer rows and then by Au nano-pads (Fig. 33c). For the circuits in parallel, the
two switches can be connected by one large Au nano-pad on each side (Fig. 33a), or can be
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connected using surface DB atomic wires and then to Au nano-pads (Fig. 33b). The locations
for the two inputs are labelled with squares.

Figure 33. Different ways to connect the two switches in series (a-c) and in parallel (d, e) on
a Si(100)-(2x1)-H surface.
The transmission spectrum, T(E), for each configuration was calculated using ESQC, and the
I-V curves were obtained for each gate. The P11-Singapore calculations demonstrate that the
proposed devices can reach ON/OFF ratios up to 2000 for a running current in the 10 µA
range. The T(E) spectra and I-V curves for AND gate are shown in Fig. 35 as an example.
The device operates as an AND gate only at the negative voltage range, where the tunnelling
current changes by at least by a factor of 10 for ON and OFF states.

Figure 34. Truth tables and the atomic structures of the input for (a) AND, (b) NOR, (c)
NAND, and (d) OR gates. For each atomic-scale input configuration, the equivalent electromechanical circuit is shown.
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This work is a step towards the designing of dangling bond atomic scale circuits. The design
of atomic scale circuits using molecule-latch as input switches is now being studied by P11Singapore, in order for the input on the gate to be more practical. In addition to the design, a
more detailed study of isolated DBs on Si(100)-(2x1)-H surface is in progress with P5Barcelona, to achieve a better understanding of the electronic structure of those circuits.

Figure 35. T(E) electronic transmission spectra and I-V curves for the AND gates in Fig. 33.
(a-c) T(E) spectra for the AND circuit with a central Au nano-island, Figure 33a; (d-f) T(E)
spectra for the AND gate without the central Au nano-island, Fig. 33b; (g-i) T(E) spectra for
the AND gate interconnected by DB atomic wires and Au-nano-pads, Fig. 33c. The
corresponding logic input and output of the devices are presented in the left columns. The I-V
curves corresponding to the (a)-(c), (d)-(f), and (g)-(i) spectra are shown in (j), (k), and (l),
respectively.
b) QHC logic gate molecule
During the period, P1-Toulouse had worked on the improvement of the QHC molecule logic
gate design and on the exploration of the chemical structure of more complex logic gate than
“simple” symmetric 2 input-1 output QHC logic gate molecules. The first objective of P1Toulouse was to determine a QHC design avoiding the output current to pass through the
entire molecule because of the exponential decay of the tunnelling current with an expansion
of the lateral size of the molecule (see Task 2-T1.1).
The formal set up of a quantum Hamiltonian computing (QHC) logic gate constructed by P1Toulouse is given Fig. 36a where the central grey molecular system is a specifically design
molecule supposed to fulfil a Boolean truth table when the {α1...,αι,..ακ} classical digital
input words are encoded on its Hamiltonian. Here, the classical information is directly
converted in quantum information via a change of the H(α1..,αι,..ακ) eigenstates through the
classical logical input. The energy to run the logic gate is provided by the |ψd> driving state
independently of the (α1..,αι,..ακ). It is controlled classically to provide the t0 synchronisation
(C/Q). At each time t = tn, a given |β1...,βι,..βκ > output state vector must be reached. Its
population measurement is obtained by a quantum to classical (Q/C) conversion which is
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generally a projective measurement. But such design is not compatible with an output
encoding in a tunnel current intensity.
Then, P1-Toulouse had considered the Fig. 36b design where the classical information is also
directly converted into quantum information via the change of the H(α1..,αι,..ακ) eigenstates.
In this new architecture, it is the ωdp secular oscillation frequency between |ψd> and a |φp>
which is controlled by (α1..,αι,..ακ). The difference with (a) is that |d> is now randomly
prepared in time by the (ed,ep) tunnelling junctions. As a consequence, the output is encoded
in the tunnelling current word {I1,…, Ip}. Each Ip is proportional to the square of a ωdp. In this
set up, <r|ψd> = exp(-ik.r) and for every p, <r|φp> = tp(E) exp(-ikp.r) with for a low V bias
voltage Ip = Go |tp(Ef)|2 V where Go is the quantum of conductance. The pseudo ballistic
current density Jd and Jp can be calculated using <r|ψd> and the <r|φp>. This design is
compatible with a tunnel current intensity encoding of the outputs, but the tunnel current is
now passing through the complete molecule.
To avoid the Rabi oscillation to go from |ψd> to a |φp> through the full molecular system, P1Toulouse had therefore reached the final QHC design Fig. 36c where the tunnelling
measuring junctions outputs have been localised as close as possible to the output parts of the
molecule. This essentially results from an increase of the number of |ψd> states. The
{α1...,αι,..ακ} classical digital input word is still encoded in the Hamiltonian in this design.
For a simple 2 input-1 output logic gate, one simple tight binding example corresponding to
the Fig. 36c formal design is given by the core system presented in Fig. 37a. It has a C3
symmetry and consequently one of its eigenvalue is twice degenerated. This degenerancy can
be used to perform a NOR logic gate. More generally, The eigenenergies of such a system are
still presenting a very well defined degenerancy: three identical eigenvalues, each coming
from one combined with each other to form give a twice degenerated manifold and a single
non-degenerated state. Therefore this C3 symmetry design can be used in large systems
combining for example three identical aromatic molecules. Using either a phenyl or a naphtyl
as a building block, the two molecules represented in Fig. 37b are straightforwardly obtained.
For the Fig. 37a molecule, the logical input are simply encoded in the coupling strength
between two supplementary states and the C3 symmetric systems. To recreate this kind of
interaction in a more realistic implementation, P1-Toulouse had proposed to use the STM
manipulation of single Au atoms in the vicinity of the molecule to perform the logical
encoding. When one logical input is set to "`0"', the corresponding Au atom is moved far
away from the corresponding input branch of the molecule and does not perturb its electronic
structure. When now one logical input is set to "`1"', the corresponding Au atom is STM
manipulated in interaction with the input branch of the molecule and deforms its molecular
orbitals. It therefore modulates locally the electronic transmission of the molecule. Following
this implementation the transmission coefficients represented in Fig. 8c are obtained for the
trinaphtatlene like molecule. The Au atoms shift the non-degenerated HOMO state and lead to
the realisation of a QHC NOR gate as observed experimentally by P11-Singapore. The same
QHC NOR gate effect is now observed by adding one phenyl more on each branch of the Fig.
8c molecule as presented in Task 3-T2.4. By this experience P11-Singapore open the question
of the transfer of quantum information along the π board of the logic gate without much
attenuation.
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Figure 36: The 3 possible designs of a QHC logic gate: (a) a population control, (b) a
frequency control with the output measuring current passing through the complete molecule
from the bias voltage V and (c) a frequency control QHC with a measuring current per output.

Figure 37: C3 symmetry molecular systems obtained by extending the (a) tight binding
model system with either 3 phenyl or 3 naphtyl groups like graph. The logical inputs are
encoded in the interaction of the graph with 2 supplementary states. The 2 measuring
electrodes are represented by yellow wires pointing out a very specific region of the
molecular system. (b) the electronic transmissions of this central tunnel junction. When
interacting with the core of this system, the supplementary states are shifting the HOMO
tunnelling resonance leading to a NOR gate.
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Other symmetries than the C3 have been explored in order to implement different QHC logic
gates. The QHC system presented in Fig. 38 is one of the numerous possible solutions. This
H-topology like system can also interact with two supplementary atoms coupled for example
to the two end naphtyl. The output electronic transmission is supposed to be measured
between the two electrodes placed at the centre of the molecule. When connected to the core,
each atom is introducing a new state near the Fermi energy of the electrode. When the two
supplementary states are connected, the two corresponding resonances weakly repels each
other due to the large spatial separation of the two inputs. But, due to the symmetry of the
molecular system, one of these two states, located at the Fermi energy, is not decomposed on
the atoms where the electrodes are connected. It therefore does not appear on the electronic
transmission spectrum.
The other state is participating to the electronic transmission and is located very near of the
resonance introduced with only one of the two connected atoms. When one or two
supplementary states are connected to the system, the supplementary resonances obtained can
be used to implement a nice OR gate. Notice that the logical response of this QHC gate is not
perfect since these three resonances are not located at the exact same energy. However using
the current intensity rather than the electronic transmission, this minor deviation from the
ideal response is irrelevant. When integrating the T(E) from the Fermi energy to the resonance
obtained in the “11” configuration, the current intensity will be much higher when one or two
atoms are connected to the system than when they are both away, leading to the accurate
implementation of a OR gate.

Figure 38: The electronic transmission coefficient through an H like topology  system
whose eigenstates are shifted according to the logical input configurations. When interacting
with the H central core, each of the supplementary state are introducing one resonance more
to the tunnelling spectrum recorded at the centre of the core. Interestingly, when now the 2
input states are both interacting with the core, the resonances repel each other but not enough
for the central resonance to disappear leading to an OR logic gate.
Following the Fig. 38 design, a full valence ESQC calculation was performed to trouble check
the logic truth stability of this OR gate upon taking into account its full valence structure. The
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Fig. 39 T(E) spectra are illustrating well how this molecule OR gate is working: the Au atoms
are pushing down the LUMO state of the conjugated board of the molecule. At the same time,
a measuring tunnel junction was positioned in a way to capture this OR logic truth table with
a 1.3 nm inter-atomic Au-Au distance. The corresponding leakage T(E) is now far away in
values for this molecule OR gate not to be short circuited by the measurement. This molecule
is now under synthesis to confirm its OR capability on its LUMO side.

Figure 39: The di-phenanthroline like logic gate molecule whose logic function is supposed
to be measured using atomic scale electrodes interacting perpendicularly to the board of the
molecule in a way to avoid the measuring tunneling current passing through the complete
molecule.
In the Fig. 39 design and as performed experimentally by P11-Singapore with the starphene,
the logical inputs are single Au atoms coordinated to the conjugated board with their location
on the board given by the Fig.38 design. The π* LUMO orbital is very well shifted down in
energy when one or two Au atoms are coordinated. Calculated using the full valence ESQC
technique, this is creating a nice constructive interference in the middle of the HOMO-LUMO
gap of the board as predicted by the QHC design Fig. 38 and leads to a nice OR gate truth
table. To minimize the through space leakage current, the Au-Au inter-atomic distance of the
tunnel junction was taken equal to 1.3 nm which explains the very sharp T(E) resonances
Some of those H like molecules like the phenazine Fig. 40 below were designed and
synthesized by P4-Taragona on purpose (Task 2-T2.2) and studied experimentally by P11Singapore. As presented Fig. 40, it turns out that those molecules are too small and the Au
atoms input are systematically accommodated under the conjugated board of the molecule.
This is cancelling the Au logical input effect on such small molecules. This type of molecular
topology was abandoned.
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Figure 40: LT-UHV-STM images and single Au logical input manipulation on a phenazine
molecule (b) to check its QHC OR logic gate operation. (a) a large scan image recorded at
40 pA, +0.2V showing 2 phenazine molecules adsorbed on the Au(111) surface with 2
compagnion Au atoms. (c) One Au atom was STM manipulated towards the N center of the
molecule and was repelled ending in (d) under the top left phenyl of the molecule. Adding a
second Au atom will result in 2 Au atoms under this molecule with no OR logic function,
both atom being very close to each other.
At the end of the period, P1-Toulouse had started to explore another molecular topology
following the Y NOR gate approach but adding one output branch more in the prospect to
design a 2 input-2 output QHC logic gate like a digital ½ adder. The first molecule studied is
presented Fig. 41. Its design is based on the fact that according to the Fig. 40 problem
encountered with the Au inputs, it is better to elongate a lot the input branches of the molecule
to avoid the metal logical input atom to diffuse under the board and coordinate at the central
node of the molecular structure. Its retro-synthesis is being explored by the chemist of
P1-Toulouse.

Figure 41: The first example of a 2 input – 2output QHC logic gate molecule. The position of
the metal input atoms are indicated by the yellow atoms positioned on the input branch. The
location of the 2 output is indicated on the “00” logical configuration. A simple tight binding
model of this molecule as given in Fig. 37a above will provide a way to optimize the position
and choice of the hetero-atom to be incorporated in this molecular structure for this molecule
to behave like a ½ adder QHC logic gate.
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2-T1.4: Hybrid physisorbed-chemisorbed molecular system on a surface
(Man month real/ foreseen: P1: 4/0; P5: 4/4.5; P11: 5/0)
This Task was essential during this first AtMol period to support the STM experiments
notably in understanding the conformation of the molecular adsorbates used in AtMol. It was
also important to interpret the LT-UHV-STM images obtained by the AtMol experimental
groups either on the molecular adsorbates or on semi-conductor surfaces involved for
example in dangling bond atomic scale wire constructions. It was also necessary to be
predictive in the way a molecule is adsorbed on a surface for example in the case of latch
molecules circuit design as discussed in Task 2-T1.2. P1-Toulouse, P5-Barcelona and P11Singapore have participated to this effort either by direct calculations of the systems of
interest for AtMol or by discussions with the experimental groups to support the experiment
interpretations.
For molecular surface conformation optimization, P1-Toulouse and P11-Singapre have
mainly used the semi-empirical ASED+ technique and P5-Barcelona had used several
simulation tools based on semi-empirical and density functional theory (DFT) approaches like
the SIESTA code. For STM image calculations, the ESQC (Electronic Scattering Quantum
Chemistry) code was mainly used during the period. To speed up those very lengthy STM
image calculations, its GREEN version was preferred as a first approach because in this case
the use of the self energy concept is approximate but faster than the calculation of the full and
exact scattering matrix of the STM junction problem.
A succession of 6 mains problems have been treated by P1-Toulouse, P5-Barcelona and P11Singapore:
1) Acetylbiphenyl latch conformation & STM image calculations on Au(111) (Task 3-T2.1)
2) Coronene + Au logical input on Au(111) (Task 3-T2.4)
3) Acetophenone, Acetylbiphenyl & pentacene latch on Si(100) 2x1 (Task 2-T1.2 and 3-T1.2)
4) The pulling of a long molecular wire on Au(111) + STM image calculations (Task 3-T1.1)
5) Long Y NOR QHC molecule logic gates on Au(111) (Task 3-T2.4)
6) Surface minimized structure and STM image calculations for Ge(100)H (Task 3-T2.2)
Only case 1) and 2) will be detailed below, the others one being dispatched along the Tasks to
be discussed with the experimental results indicated above. Improvements of the calculation
techniques will start during the second AtMol period.

a) Adsorption and STM image calculations of the 4-acetyl-biphenyl molecule latch on
Au(111).
Experimental work by P8-Dresden have demonstrated (see Task 3-T2.1) that the 4-acetylbiphenyl (4ABP) molecules self-assemble in groups on Au(111). Lone molecules, pairs,
triplets and quartets of molecules are also observed. The two last ones are stable enough to
sustain lateral motion and or rotations under the application of voltage pulses of 2.3 V. Their
observed stability is thought to be due to hydrogen bond-like interactions within the
molecules in the group. P1-Toulouse had investigated this molecular system is in order to
asset the effects of its geometry and electronic structure on its stability and to interpret the
LT-UHV-STM experimental images obtained by P8-Dresden in Task 3-T2.1.
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Figure 42: STM line scans (top) and dI/dV maps (bottom) of the 4-acetyl-biphenyl molecule
adsorbed on Au(111). The ESQC calculated line scans and images (left) reproduce the main
features of the experimental ones (right). The longitudinal asymmetry observed is due to the
transparency of the oxygen atom (in red).
The STM images were calculated using ESQC. In these calculations, the 4ABP molecule have
been adsorbed on the Au(111) surface. The dI/dV spectra and STM images calculation
conditions have been optimized to reproduce the experimental ones. For the single molecule
case, a good adsorption optimization was found when the 4ABP molecule is physisorbed on
the Au(111) surface at around 3.0 Å in height. The calculated STM line scans are reproducing
well the experimental ones at equivalent voltage and current, and the corresponding calculated
dI/dV map shows a longitudinal asymmetry which is also observed in the experimental image
(Fig. 42). From these first set of calculations, the orientation and the relative distances for the
quartets has been determined comparing the experimental and the calculated images (Fig. 43).
Nonetheless, contrary to what was previously hypothesized, the relative orientation of the
4ABP molecules determined for a quartet does not allow for hydrogen bond-like interactions
between opposite counterparts of the acetyl group.
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Figure 43: A preliminary set of STM image and line scan calculations within the ESQC
framework has allowed the determination of the relative distance of 4ABP molecules in
quartet groups. A more accurate reproduction of the characteristic features of the experimental
line scan (bottom right) has been obtained for a close-packed arrangement of the 4ABP
monomers. This doesn’t support the theory of hydrogen bond-like interactions within the
acetyl group being responsible for the self-assembly of the molecules.
Next, geometry optimization calculations were performed using the semi-empirical ASED+
method. On-surface optimization of the single 4ABP molecule and of the quartet shows that
the molecules stabilize in a somewhat twisted configuration about 4.0 Å from the surface
(Fig. 44). Although the aromaticity of the system is partially broken by the strong moleculesurface van der Waals interaction, this is counteracted by a shrinking of the ring’s size, thus
maximizing π-orbitals overlap for this non-flat conjugated system.

Figure

44: Optimized (ASED+) conformation of the 4-acetyl-biphenyl molecule adsorbed on
Au(111).
As for the molecule-molecule interactions, two different quartet’s optimized conformations
(Fig. 45) do not show any evidence of stabilization due to inter-molecular interactions. In both
cases, the energy difference with respect to the single molecule is negligible (1 meV/molecule
= 0.015 meV/at). This is in agreement with what was observed in the preliminary ESQC
calculations of the quartets’ STM images.
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Figure. 45: Two different conformations of the 4-acetyl-biphenyl quartet, optimized
(ASED+) on Au(111).
Further geometry and electronic structure investigations are now currently being performed
on this system. This includes a more complete exploration of the potential energy surface for
the adsorption of a 4ABP molecule on Au(111) as well as the molecular orbital and electronic
structure study of groups of different size and conformations.

b) STM image calculations of the Coronene-Au complexes
To interpret the Task 3-T2.4 experimental results about the coronene analogue adder using
single Au inputs, the coronene molecule and a set of Coronene-Au complexes adsorbed on the
Au(111) surface have been theoretically studied by P1-Toulouse. It was observed by P11Singapore that there is a commensurable change in the position of the HOMO tunnel
resonance pick as a function of the number of Au ad-atoms in interaction with a single
coronene. In order to understand the nature of the interactions responsible for the observed
shift in the HOMO resonance, a series of STM spectrum and image calculations has been
performed using ESQC in the framework of the Extended Hückel Molecular Orbitals
approximation. The ESQC STM spectrum was obtained for the coronene molecule adsorbed
on Au(111) and the HOMO resonance was identified. The ESQC calculated STM spectrum
reproduces the characteristic resonances and the calculated dI/dV image for a coronene
molecule at the HOMO energy is in excellent agreement with the experimental image (Fig.
46).

Figure 46: Experimental (left) and ESQC calculated (right) dI/dV STM maps for the bare
coronene molecule adsorbed on the Au(111) surface at the ground state (HOMO) tunneling
energy resonance.
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A first examination of the STM topographic images of the Au-coronene complexes shows that
the gold ad-atoms adsorb at the external C-C double bonds (see for example image Fig. 48a
below). Nonetheless, the vertical position of the ad-atoms with respect to the coronene
molecule was uncertain. To determine its preferred coordination sites on the coronene, STM
scans were calculated for different possible configurations of the Au-coronene complex and
then compared to experimental LT-UHV STM scans recorded by P11-Singapore. Optimized
geometries of the isolated from the Au(111) surface free complexes were first calculated
using the semi-empirical Potential Model-parametrization-6 (PM6) level of approximation.
These configurations present the characteristic shift of the HOMO energy resonance as a
function of the number of coordinated Au on a coronene molecule (see Fig. 47).

Figure 47: Experimental (circle) and PM6 calculated (square) values of the HOMO
resonance energy shift as a function of the number of Au ad-atoms coordinated on the
Au(111) surface to the coronene molecule (see Task 3-T2.4 for more details about the LTUHV experiments).

Figure 48: Calculated (a) & (c) and experimental (b) & (d) STM images of an Au-coronene
complexe on Au(111). The on scale exact position and orientation of the coronene chemical
structure is indicated on (a) & (c). Images (a) & (b) are low voltage images capturing more of
the Au than of the coronene electronic states. Images (c) & (d) are not corresponding, the Au
coordinate atom seems to break the coronene electronic state symmetry.
Nonetheless, the ESQC calculated dI/dV images with those PM6 geometries located at the
appropriate adsorption sites and heights on the Au(111) surface (from the previous bare
coronene calculations) do not reproduce the contrast of the experimental STM dI/dV maps as
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presented in Fig. 48 for the simple case of 1 coordinated Au ad-atom. This is probably due to
a deformation of the coronene skeleton upon the Au coordination, deformation which remains
to be exactly determined on the Au(111) surface.
The STM and dI/dV images have been also calculated for the cases of 2 and 3 coordinate Au
ad-atoms as presented in Fig. 49. The same discrepancy between the calculated and the
experimental images were obtained. This problem is under investigation by P1-Toulouse. The
coronene symmetry breaking may be modest since according to Fig. 47, the linear variation as
a function of the number of coordinated Au is well reproduced by a PM6 calculation.

Figure 49: Calculated and experimental STM images and calculated dI/dV images for the
cases of 2 and 3 coordinated Au atom on the coronene molecule adsorbed on Au(111). There
is no resemblance already between the calculated (a) & (d) STM images and the experimental
(b) & (d) ones. Therefore, only the dI/dV calculated at the HOMO tunnel resonance images
(c) & (f) are presented. As in Fig. 48, the position of each Au atom and the coronene skeleton
is represented on scale on each calculated images.

2-WP1: Conclusions and deviations from the initial AtMol objective.
The initial 2-WP1 objectives have been largely maintained and some results have been
achieved in this first AtMol period. The objectives of the T1.1 task are to a great degree met:
a very thorough study of atomic scale dangling bond supported on silicon and germanium
surfaces has been undertaken. In the same direction, the study of molecular wires is well
advance and good synergy with what the P6-Berlin group has been achieved.
The T1.2 task deals with the understanding and evaluation of inelastic effects in electronic
currents leading to energy and momentum transfer to the atoms that constitute the logic gate.
The P1-Toulouse group has undertaken most of the efforts in this direction given their better
positioning to tackle this theme. Here, the task share between P5-Barcelona, P11-Singapore
and P-1 Toulouse has been lightly modified. Now, P-1 Toulouse will strongly advance in the
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development of computational methods and software for the study of intramolecular dynamics
induced by tunnelling electrons. Nevertheless, P5-Barcelona maintains its objective of
developing software that can use the electron-atom interactions to analyze vibrational spectra
obtained by electronic currents flowing through the molecular logic gates. This type of
theoretical predictions are needed both for the understanding of the actual properties of the
logic gate as well as an indirect technique to control the quality of the electronic couplings in
the logic gate. P11-Singapore has greatly advance in the study of movable molecular
components as induced by the addressing electron current.
The T1.4 task was aimed at completing the available tools to simulate molecular logic gates in
their working environment. As it was said in the initial project, passivated and inert
environments are needed to keep a proper functioning of the logic gate. This implies the use
of dispersion forces (notably van der Waals interactions) to attach the logic gate to its
environment. This dispersion forces have been traditionally a problem in atomistic simulation
due to its non-local character as well as its weakness. Hence, the three involved groups, P1Toulouse, P5-Barcelona and P11-Singapore, have developed and used tools to include
dispersion forces.

2-WP2: Chemical Synthesis
(P7-HUBerlin WP Manager)
Within this work package synthetic chemistry is developed to prepare various molecular
building blocks and molecule logic gate according to the design rules described in 2-WP1
above. The monomers are subsequently used to bottom-up construct molecular wires and soon
circuits in Unit 3. The stand alone molecule logic gates are directly used in Unit 3 with single
metal atoms as logical inputs. In this first AtMol year, this work package has been devoted
towards accomplishing the following tasks: synthesis of monomers suitable for the on surface
synthesis of molecular wires (Task 2-T2.1), synthesis of various nodes for defined
interconnection of the molecular wires together to achieve semi-classical intramolecular
circuits (Task 2-T2.2) as well as the synthesis of large and complex stand alone molecule
gates (Task 2-T2.4).

2-T2.1: Monomer synthesis for on-surface polymerization of very low gap
molecular wires
(Man month real/ foreseen P1: 1.38/0; P7: 12 /9)
To assembled molecular wires, i.e. elongated π-systems exhibiting very low (i.e. < 1 eV) band
gaps, the π-system has to be rather extended and bond length alternation (Peierl’s distortion)
has to be minimized by a rigidified, for example ladder-type, structure. Furthermore, the
introduction of alternating donor-acceptor moieties can be pursued as an additional means to
further lower the gap and optimize the m* effective mass of the tunnel transported electrons
through the molecular wire (see Task 2-T1.1 above).

a) The concept
The P7-Berlin molecular design is inspired by porphyrin tapes, which have been synthesized
and studied in solution by Osuka and coworkers [Tsuda & Osuka Science 293, 79 (2001)].
These molecular scaffolds comprise porphyrin macrocycles fused in a linear fashion,
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affording rigid π-conjugated ladder polymers exhibiting exceptionally red-shifted absorption
bands in the (near) IR (Figure 1). For example, the oligomer composed of 19 fused porphyrin
moieties shows an absorption band at 2500 nm, which corresponds to a band gap of only ca.
0.5 eV.

Figure 1: The Porphyrin tapes by Osuka: Molecular structures (a) and optical spectra (b).
b) The first P7-Berlin molecular wire design
The Osuka porphyrin tapes are not only attractive target in the context of low gap molecular
wires, they should also be obtainable by transforming the Osuka chemistry in a two-step like
on-surface synthesis as practiced already with other monomers in Task 3-T1.1 by P6-Berlin.
In the chemical reaction scheme presented in Fig. 2 and starting from the bromo-terminated
porphyrin monomer precursor (1), an initial on-surface polymerization on Au(111) should
provide the linear pre-polymers (P-1). After annealing at higher temperature, it should
undergo cyclodehydrogenation to yield the desired low gap porphyrin tape structure (PT-1).

Figure 2: Planned two-step on-surface synthesis of very-low band gap porphyrin tapes (PT):
Reaction sequence starting from building block 1 involving initial coupling followed by
annealing.
Building block 1 was synthesized by P7-Berlin from dipyrromethane in a Lindsey-type
condensation to afford a trans-configured porphyrin, which was subsequently brominated at
opposing trans-meso positions (Fig. 3). This monomer building block was delivered to
P6- Berlin in July 2011.
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Figure 3: Synthesis of monomer building block 1 – delivered to P6-Berlin in July 2011.
The initial results from P6-Berlin showed only monomers on the surface and clearly no
polymerization could be detected (see Task 3-T1.1 in 3-WP1). This finding was rationalized
by the occurrence of a steric hindrance in the course of the coupling reaction since the
porphyrins β-protons adjacent to the radical center are engaged in a steric repulsion between 2
consecutive monomers (Fig. 4).

- Br •
1

Figure 4: A tentative explanation for the absence of on-surface polymer formation in the case
of monomer 1.
c) The second P7-Berlin molecular wire design
To avoid this steric congestion during the on-surface synthesis, a new dimeric monomer
building block (2) was targeted. The introduction of a twist between the two monomer units
and hence termini (see Fig. 5) should lead to minimization of the steric interactions between
the approaching radical centers on the Au(111) surface used by P6-Berlin. A similar effect has
been shown to operate in the case of the on-surface graphene nanoribbons synthesis by the
groups of K. Müllen [Cai et al. Nature 466, 470 (2010)]. Furthermore, it was recently reported
that molecular wires based on Zn-porphyrins can mediate electron transport with a very low
conductance attenuation with the molecular wire length , i.e. with β-values as low as 0.04 Å-1
[Sedghi et al. Nat. Nanotechn. 6, 517 (2011)]. This low β behavior can be explained by the
presence of the Zn atoms which are opening a few ballistic transport channels at the Fermi
level (see Task 2-T1.1 for more details). Therefore and in order to investigate the influence of
metal ions on the existence of those ballistic transport channels, two different versions of this
2nd generation of building blocks were prepared: one as a free base (i.e. with four internal H
atoms, H4-2), and one with two internal Zn atoms (Zn2-2).
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Figure 5: The 2nd generation of precursors for the porphyrin tapes (a) and the schematic sideview of the stick model (gas phase) illustrating the possible significant distance d between the
surface and the C-Br bonds (in green).
Building blocks H4-2 and Zn2-2 were synthesized by the dimerization of monobrominated
porphyrins followed by the terminal bromination of the formed dimer (Fig. 6). Metallation is
allowed for the preparation of the zinc complex (Zn2-2) starting from the free base (H4-2).
The building block was delivered to P6-Berlin in November 2011.

Figure 6: Synthesis of 2nd generation monomer building blocks H4-2 and Zn2-2 – delivered to
P6-Berlin in November 2011.
However, the results obtained so far by P6-Berlin with those new monomers indicate that
even with this dimer, polymerization does not occur (see Task 3-T1.1 in 3-WP1 below). The
exact reason is not clear yet. However, it is possible that because of the 3D structure of the
building blocks, the Br atoms are significantly lifted above the surface (see Fig. 5b). This will
prevent the homolytic cleavage of the C-Br bonds which is known to be catalyzed by a gold
surface.

d) The third P7-Berlin molecular wire design
An alternative explanation for the failure of monomer building block 1 could involve the
strong coupling to the surface since the porphyrins do not possess any “lifting” groups. Such
substituents on the porphyrin moieties would also ease the interpretation of the LT-UHVSTM images of the corresponding oligomers. Hence P7-Berlin engaged in the synthesis of a
new set of monomer building blocks (Fig. 7) which carry tert-butyl groups to decouple the
active reactive parts of the monomers from the Au(111) surface and allow for an
unambiguous identification of the surface molecular wire chemical structure and
conformation. Furthermore, a monomeric (as opposed to dimeric) building block was used
since the C-Br bond needs to be in close contact with the Au(111) surface. Again, two
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versions - one as a free base, one as the corresponding Zn complex – were targeted by P7Berlin.

Figure 7: A 3rd generation of precursors to the porphyrin tapes exploiting tert-butyl groups as
“lifting” groups and markers.
Similarly to building block 1, 3rd generation monomers H2-3 and Zn-3 were synthesized from
dipyrromethane in a Lindsey-type condensation to afford the trans-configured porphyrins,
which were subsequently brominated (Fig. 8). The building block was delivered to P6-Berlin
in December 2011.

Figure 8: The synthesis of the 3rd monomer building blocks generation H2-3 and Zn-3 –
delivered to P6-Berlin in December 2011.
Once the results will be obtained on the on-surface polymerization of those new monomers by
P6-Berlin, the molecular design will be adjusted accordingly following the porphyrin
approach and synthesizing dimeric monomers similar to H4-2 and Zn2-2 but without the
phenyl substituents with the objective to reduce the distance to the Au(111) surface.
In addition to the P7-Berlin 3rd generation porphyrin monomers, alternative wire constructs
based either on graphene nanoribbons and or on alternating donor-acceptor polymers are
currently being pursued. In the first case, P7-Berlin is involved in the synthesis and testing of
various Hexabenzocoronene (HBC) and HBC-like monomers for on-surface synthesis of
molecular wires (see Task 2-T2.2 below). In the second case, promising target molecular
structures have been explored theoretically by P11-Singapore as discussed in Task 2-T1.1
above and will be synthesized in the second AtMol year.
The P1-Toulouse objective is to synthesize monomers precursors for the on-surface synthesis
of polycarbyne and polyacenes oligomers and to transfer these monomers under UHV to a
large electronic surface gap materials insulating surface (See the future workpackage 4-WP2)
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using a mass-selective electro-spray system currently under assembly by P1-Toulouse. The
diiodo derivative presented in Fig. 9 was prepared by P1-Toulouse in extremely pure
quantities. But many attempts to sublimate it on a metal surface under UHV conditions has
led to its decomposition in the crucible. Although the (fragile) precursors of polycarbyne are
still ready for sublimation as soon as a better sublimation will be found (or a co-sublimation),
the precise design of new precursors for the on-synthesis of very low gap polyacenes
oligomers is current under investigation in full interaction with P11-Singapore (see Task 2T1.1 for a first conductance calculation of a long polyacene oligomer).

Figure 9: The on-surface 2 steps chemical reaction supposed to open the synthesis of long
polycarbyne oligomers.

2-T2.2: Monomer synthesis for surface chemistry of semi-classical molecular
circuits
(Man month real/ foreseen P4: 13 /10.5; P7: 13/10.5)
Once long molecular wires will be accessible, they will have to be chemically bond together
to different molecule-nodes to construct semi-classical intramolecular circuits. This task
involves the synthesis of various central molecule-node building blocks. They are supposed to
allow an efficient electronic interaction between the molecular wire and the node branching
location. For this purpose, a variation of substitution patterns will allow for the control of πconjugation pathways through the molecule-node, while the coupling chemistry has to be
optimized to facilitate such an heterostructure formation on an metallic surface following the
on-surface synthesis technique.

a) The hexabenzocoronene (HBC) nodes
The P7-Berlin initial molecular design involved HBC nodes which are allowing for
symmetrical and non-symmetrical attachments of three molecular wires. Up to the end of this
AtMol first year, polyfluorenes molecular wires were targeted before the on surface synthesis
of better conductive molecular wire be accessible). First, HBC monomers and nodes have
been prepared using the chemiscal synthesis route optimized by the K. Müllen group over the
past decade. It involves a Knoevenagel condensation to form an intermediate
cyclopentadienone. Then, a Diels-Alder reaction is following with a tolane derivative and
then a CO extrusion to yield a to hexa-substituted benzenes. A cyclodehydrogenation called
the Scholl reaction leads to the final the HBC moiety product. Several derivatives have been
prepared by this route (Fig. 10) and were delivered to P6-Berlin in August 2011.
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Figure 10: The synthesis of the first di- and hexafunctional HBC derivatives – delivered to
P6-Berlin in August 2011.
After the delivery of this first HBC monomer and node, P6-Berlin performed many on-surface
polymerization attempts. It was found that the HBC structures do not form polymeric
structures (see Task 3-T1.1). It could be that the monomers are too close to the surface or
alternatively that the coupling is sterically hindered (less likely). Anyhow, the findings clearly
show the difficulties in connecting HBC molecules togethers. Therefore, P7-Berlin had
focused on another class of molecule-nodes.

b) The (metallo)porphyrin nodes
With P6-Berlin, P7-Berlin had recently succeeded in significantly optimizing the on-surface
polymerization method by establishing a hierarchical as well as a directed growth approach
[Nat. Chem. 4, published online: DOI: 10.1038/nchem.1242 (2012)]. By employing bifunctional monomers (allowing for a sequential activation process because of the presence of
two different halides reacting at two different activation temperatures) and by using a natively
corrugated surface to orient the reactants, covalent nanostructures of improved quality were
grown. Most importantly in the AtMol context, a control over heterostructure formation was
achieved. Based on this successfully used of terfluorene and porphyrin building blocks, P7Berlin had targeted the use of porphyrin molecule-nodes as a promising alternative to the
HBC nodes.
Symmetrical tetrakis(4-bromophenyl)porphyrins as well as tetrakis(4-iodophenyl)porphyrins
and their corresponding zinc complexes have been prepared following the established
synthetic routes (see Nat. Nanotechn. 2, 687 (2007)). These building blocks could either serve
as symmetrical 4-fold molecule nodes or statistically give trivalent nodes. However, to
improve the control of the on-surface synthesis and to differentiate the different pathways
through the node, the tri-functional 5,10,15-tri(4-bromophenylphenyl)-20-phenyl-porphyrin
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molecules and its zinc complex have been prepared by a mixed condensation (Fig. 11). This
was followed by a purification of the different isomers by the P7-Berlin recycling GPC
machine because a selective synthesis would involve a stepwise assembly of the macrocycle
and will be much more demanding.

Figure 11: The Synthesis of trifunctional (metallo)porphyrin nodes.
With those various molecule nodes, P6-Berlin is currently exploring the different conditions
for growing reliable heterostructures, i.e. node-wire constructs to probe the semi-classical
electronic intramolecular circuit rules as used for example in 2-T1.3 to optimize dangling
bond surface logic gates. Once the connections between the molecular wires building blocks
and the nodes will be demonstrated, new node modules will be synthesized. The great
advantage of these nodes is that in addition to the connection giving rise to cis- and transconnected wires, the choice of the central metal ion also provides a way to tune the electronic
transparency of the node.
P4-Tarragona had simultaneously developed an alternative linking chemistry and the
respective building blocks. As an extension of a previous work, on the synthesis of truxenes,
P4-Tarragona had prepared a series of trindane tristriflate 3 by reaction of 1,4,7-trindatrione 2
with Tf2O and 2,4,6-collidine. 1,4,7-Trindatrione 2 was synthesized by the triple benzylic
oxidation of trindane (1) by a procedure that required much optimization. Finally, this
oxidation was realized with t-BuOOH and CrO3 to give 2 in 20% yield, which corresponds to
an average 59% yield for each benzylic oxidation.

Figure 12: Synthesis of a tri-indane monomer building block which can be on-surface
polymerized.
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2-T2.3: Total synthesis of latch chemical group for classical input
(No input this year, start month 24)

2-T2.4: Total chemical synthesis of molecule logic gate
(Man month real/ foreseen P1: 2.65/5; P4: 13/12)
Following the QHC design of molecule logic gate discussed in Task 2-T1.3, P4-Tarragona
centred a first synthesis effort on the preparation of symmetrical phenazines. A reductive
condensation of the corresponding phenanthrene-9,10-diones with ammonium acetate leads to
1 and 2. As discussed in Task 2-T1.3, those molecules were delivered to P11-Singapore to test
how the Au single atom logical input succeeds to coordinate to those phenazine to perform a
logic function. Unfortunately, those 2 molecules demonstrated to be too small and while
manipulated by the STM tip apex, the Au single atom do not remain at the input ends on a
phenazine but have the tendency to coordinate towards the centre under the phenazine
molecular board.

Figure 13: The synthesis of 2 different phenazine expecting to perform a QHC OR gate as
explored by P11-Singapore as presented Fig. 40 in Task 2-T1.3. Unfortunate, this molecule is
too small for the Au atom logical input to coordinate at the good location on the molecular
board (see Fig. 40 for more detail information)
New designs proposed by P4-Tarragona to compensate for this problem include higher
analogues, which will be prepared by reaction of hexaaminobenzene with phenanthrene-9,10dione (see Chem. Comm. 1996, 2603) and [4,7]phenanthrolino[5,6-f][4,7]phenanthroline,
whose synthesis is currently underway as presented below.
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P4-Tarragona had also prepared the long Y-shaped decastarphene. As demonstrated in Task
2-T1.3, those long molecules must perform a NOR logic gate equivalently to their shorter
version already delivered by P4-Tarragona to P11-Singapore. To trouble-check the good
location of the end phenyl logical inputs as identified by the LT-UHV-STM imaging of the
corresponding molecular orbitals, decastarphene was adsorbed by P1-Toulouse on Cu(111)
and on a bilayer of NaCl/Cu(111) to image this molecule at the same time with a combined
LT-UHV-STM and LT-UHV-NC-AFM. The recording of those dual images confirmed the
precise location of the end phenyl inputs and output location as discussed in Task 3-T2.4.
Then, P11-Singapore had demonstrated experimentally the functioning of this molecule as a
QHC NOR logic gate (see Task 3-T2.4). The synthesis of this long Decastarphene proceeds as
followed:

Figure 14: The synthesis of the long Decastarphene showing a very nice QHC NOR gate
functioning as obtained by P11-Singapore and presented in Task 3-T2.4.
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After discussion with P1-Toulouse and according to the 2-T1.3 QHC theory, other central
cores as compared with the central triphenylbenzene of the starphene family can be used for
logic gate like the tri-indene group below or the even a simple central phenyl. Using the
trindane tristriflate 3 as the scaffold, P4-Tarragona has obtained a series of symmetrical triaryl
trindane derivatives 4a-i with structures reminiscent from that of truxene using a palladiumcatalyzed Suzuki cross-coupling reactions. The interest of this series of compounds is the
variety of symmetric input-output branch. The synthesis of larger analogues of type 5 with
extended conjugation is underway.

Figure 15: The synthesis of a Tri-indene central core with a few possible input-output lateral
groups.
Finally, P4-Tarragona has explored the synthesis of new Y-shaped cycloheptatrienyl
derivatives such as 6 that undergoes a gold(I)-catalyzed cycloisomerization to form indenyl
derivative 7. The scope and application of this reaction for the synthesis of more complex
derivatives is currently under study. In the present case, the central core in charge of the QHC
logic gate is a simple phenyl. It remains to certify that the  bonds between this core and the
input-output branches are able to preserve quantum information transfer.

Figure 16: A simple new type of Y shape molecule equipped with a simple phenyl central
core and σ bonded input-output branches.
P1-Toulouse had started to explore the synthesis of a stand alone QHC ½ adder starting from
a Corannulene structure and expending it following the same way the Starphene molecule was
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extended. As presented below and according to Task 2-T1.3, the strategy is to offer 2 inputs
branches for the Au ad-atoms and 2 output branches where to record the dI/dV spectra to
measure how the molecular states are shifted according to a Boolean truth table. AS
performed in Task 2-T1.3 for the proposed ½ adder QHC logic gate molecule presented Fig.
41, initial PM6-calculations have demonstrated that the Fig. 17 Corannulene will fulfil a
NAND logic gate.

Figure 17: PM6-CI calculations demonstrating how a modified 4-benzocorannulene core
performs a QHC NAND gate with the ground state of the molecule being fully shifted down
only when the 2 Au atoms are coordinated. Notice that the calculated 4-benzocorannulene
derivative was a bit modified on one phenyl branch (top left of the molecule).
According to the P1-Toulouse chemistry team, a series of Corannulene core like molecule is
more accessible to chemical synthesis than the model molecule Fig.41. Retro-synthesis and
calculations will now go in parallel to determine the best central core to fulfil the target QHC
½ adder (see Fig. 18 below). Notice that passing from the Starphene to the Decastarphene, P1Toulouse, P4-Tarragona and P11-Singapore have learned from experiments (see 3-T2.4) and
from calculation (See 2-T1.3) that an extension of the conjugate input and output branches of
a QHC molecule preserves the transfer of quantum information along the conjugated board as
soon as the central core symmetry is preserved.

Figure 18: Starting for a Corannulene core, 2 possible QHC like molecules with their phenyl
like lateral extension to provide the input-output access to the core. Pentaindenocorannulene
may more prevent the Au ad atom to coordinate under the corannulene core.
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Unit 3 - Atomic and Molecular Scale Construction and
Testing
The LT-UHV-STM and now UHV-NC-AFM microscopes are here developed further with the
objective to manipulate single atoms and molecules so as to assemble single molecular wires &
intramolecular circuits, to construct atom by atom dangling bond wires & logic gates and to study
stand alone QHC single molecule logic gates. Electronic characterizations of the wires, devices and
circuits are performed using the single tip of an LT-UHV-STM leading to very precise dI/dV STS
spectroscopy. Planar atomic scale multi probe electronic characterization are explored and developed
in AtMol Unit 4. One original topic in Unit 3 is the generalization of the UHV transfer-printing
technique as described in Task 1-WP3 (Unit 1) from metallic contacting nano-pads to oligomers. For
AtMol, Unit 3 is where a lot of efforts in designing and synthesizing new molecules or proposing very
specific atomic scale circuits coming from Unit 2 meet the first experimental realization using very
delicate but now known LT-UHV-STM technique and a little less mastered UHV-NC-AFM technique.

3-WP1 Atomically precise construction by on surface polymerisation and transfer
(P6-Berlin WP Manager)
The goals of 3-WP1 are the formation of long molecular wires and single molecule circuits
by on-surface synthesis with suitable molecular building blocks coming from P7-Berlin and
P4-Tarragona and in parallel the generalisation of the UHV transfer printing technique of
Task 1-WP3 to UHV transfer-print large molecules from a metallic surface, where they are
going to be grown onto a passivated semiconductor surface or on a large gap insulating
surface for Unit 4. For molecular wires and semi-classical single molecule circuits, the STM
molecular pulling technique, invented by P6-Berlin, is used to certify the semi-classical
molecular designs developed in Unit 2. Subsequently, UHV metallic or MoS2 stamp
technology will be developed to print long wires and circuits to a passivated semiconductor
surface and to the surface of large gap semiconductor.

3-T1.1 Surface polymerization of long molecular wires on a metal, conductance
by STM pulling
(Man month real/ foreseen P6: 8/3.75)
The objective in this task is to on-surface synthesis molecular wires and to characterize charge
transport through a single polymer by the LT-UHV-STM pulling technique. In this technique,
the terminus of a polymer adsorbed on a metal surface is first attached to the apex of the STM
tip. Then, it is retracted and allows measuring the conductance of a single and well indentified
molecular wire as first developed by P6-Berlin in the last years. As compared to pre-AtMol
know-how, it was here attempted in this first AtMol year to apply this pulling technique to
other polymers with a presumably higher conductance. Polymers were grown by the onsurface polymerization technique that can be used to produce molecular strands in a bottomup manner with a very low number of defects. As the synthesis of several molecular building
blocks from the P7-Berlin were shipped earlier than planned (see 2-WP2 above) and also a
highly interesting route for the on-surface synthesis of graphene nanoribbons (GNR) was
published, P6-Berlin put more effort than foreseen on this task in this first year.
In contrast to a top-down approach, which lacks from control over the GNR width and/or
edge structure at the atomic scale, on-surface polymerization is producing precisely defined
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molecular wires. Based on the dissociation of halogen substituents from molecular building
blocks and their subsequent covalent linking, this bottom-up method leads to atomically
defined structures, which are required for a fundamental understanding of charge transport as
structural defects can modify the electronic structure and reduce the conductance. P6-Berlin
has studied various molecular building blocks that are discussed in the following.

Figure 1: Formation of graphene nanoribbons (GNR). (a) The chemical structure of the
molecular building blocks. (b) After linking of the molecules by on-surface polymerization,
anthracene oligomers with twisted molecular units are formed. (c) In a second surface
reaction step, the oligomers are planarized by dehydrogenation.
This first molecular was initiated by a recent study of Fasel and co-workers who formed
graphene nanoribbons (GNR) by the above mentioned on-surface polymerization technique
and a subsequent planarization step, as described schematically in Fig.1. But no conductance
measurements of these GNR were reported. Based on this previous work, P6-Berlin started
experiments to reproduce the GNR formation and get first further insight into the electronic
structure of such GNR.

Figure 2: LT-UHV-STM images at 10 K by P6-Berlin (all 3×7 nm2) of one and the same
single graphene nanoribbon at different bias voltages: (a) -1.55V, (b) -0.95, (c) 0.05V and (d)
1.05V. Due to the matching of the STM bias voltage, an electronic state appears at the ribbon
termini in (c).
Notice that GNR are promising candidates for molecular wires as the electronic structure of
such two-dimensional polymers can be controlled via their width and edge structure (zig-zag
or armchair) and discussed in 2-T1.1 in Unit 2. For this reason it is necessary to produce GNR
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with well defined edges and the bottom-up synthesis appears very attractive. P6-Berlin has
used 10,10'-Dibromo-9,9'-bianthryl (DBDA; Fig.1a) molecules to produce its GNR on an
Au(111) surface. The sample temperature during deposition was 470 K to initiate on-surface
polymerization and produce anthracene oligomers (Fig. 1b). Annealing the sample in a second
step to 670 K initiates a cyclodehydrogenation and results in very narrow GNR’s with well
defined width and edge structure (Fig. 1c) as reported previously by the Fasel group.

Figure 3: The STM images of different ribbon termini, sketched in (g-i). A pure activated
ribbon end (left panel), a defect at the terminus (central panel) and the ribbon end before
activation of the final unit, thus with the Br substituent attached (right panel). These cases are
compared in experimental LT-UHV-STM images by P6-Berlin (a-c; 3×3 nm2) and ESQC
calculated conductance maps (d-f; 3×3 nm2) by P11-Singapore under Task 2-T1.4.
When imaging the surface after the surface preparation, GNR of different lengths are found.
While the central parts are very homogeneous, their termini differ and can be either intact (i.e.
with Br), activated (i.e. Br has been dissociated) or exhibit a defect. The central ribbon parts
appear as straight stripes with a rather homogeneous contour (Fig. 2a) and with an apparent
height of 1.85 ± 0.12 Å. However, at the termini the appearance changes as they exhibit
characteristic finger-like lobes if small bias voltages are used. Note that these termini are
independent of the ribbon length.
By comparing different ribbons, it was found that these features are typical for the activated
molecule, i.e. if the Br atoms were already dissociated, whereas other appearances are
observed for chemically different termini (Fig. 3): Around 33 % exhibit the finger-like
structure. 65 % are structure less and 2 % show up with a central lobe at the ribbon end. It is
now assumed that they derive from different chemical compositions and are not caused by the
adsorption site or the surface underneath as lateral dislocation of single ribbons by STM
manipulation to another adsorption site did not change the appearance. A comparison with
ESQC calculated STM images by P11-Singapore of chemically modified ribbon termini
(Fig. 3) reveals that the smooth termini can be caused by a defect, i.e. a modified chemical
structure, at the ribbon end with a pentagon instead of a hexagon of carbons. On the other
hand, the intense lobe probably reflects a remaining Br substituent, similar to the case of
porphyrin-based building blocks. Note that in both cases the ribbon termini do not offer a
suitable dangling bond structure for covalent bonding with another building block or chain,
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and the molecular growth therefore must end at such a defect. This explains why they are
relatively common as ribbon termini, although the total number of defects is rather low.

Figure 4: (a) Current as a function of the tip height during a single GNR pulling for different
experiments as indicated where zero tip height refers to the tip-surface contact (the inset
shows the calculated GNR configuration in the junction during a pulling sequence (see Task
2-T1.4)). LT-UHV-STM images (14 × 7 nm2) of the same surface area before (b) and after (c)
the pulling reveals the lateral displacement on the surface (indicated by an arrow).
For conductance measurements, a single GNR was lifted off the surface by controlled STM
pulling at low temperatures, attaching one end of a single GNR to the tip (as sketched in the
inset of Fig. 4). During the tip retraction, the effective transport length through the ribbon is
modified, because the electronic current is only passing through the part of the GNR that does
not interact with the surface. A successful molecule attachment is identified in the I(z)
variation of the STM current signal during the z pulling sequence with a smaller slope (i.e.
higher conductance) than for a vacuum tunnel junction. From the linear curve in the
logarithmic plot (and thus exponential decay), the electron transport occurs in the tunnelling
regime (Fig.4a). By fitting the measured data to the known conductance decay
G = Go exp(-βd) as discussed in Task 2-T1.1 (where Go is the contact conductance and d is
the length of the molecule), a β value of 0.45 ± 0.06 Å-1 is found for a low bias voltage of
around 0.4 V.
If now a larger bias voltage is applied, i.e. the electrode electron energies are shifted with
respect to the electronic structure of the GNR, the situation changes. At a higher bias voltage
of 1.8 V the slope decreases and hence the conductance rises (Fig. 4a). This indicates that the
electrode potentials reach the electronics molecular states of the GNR, thus causing more
efficient charge transport channels. This is the first time that the modification of the
conductance regime through a single molecule (and always the same molecule) is achieved
experimentally by matching with different positions in the electronic structure. These
different transport regimes were theoretically studied in detail by P11-Singapore (see
Task 2-T1.1).
It is important to note that both pulling curves in Fig.4a are very smooth, in contrast to the
local bending of a chain-like polyfluorene studied before by P6-Berlin that causes
characteristic oscillations in the current curve. These constant slopes point to a continuous
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bending of the ribbon in the junction, which was confirmed by molecular mechanics
calculations performed in Task 2-T1.4 by P11-Singapore of the molecular configuration in the
junction (the sketch in the inset of Fig. 4 reflects the calculated lowest energy configuration of
the ribbon in the junction for a given pulling distance). Note that – although the interaction of
the planar aromatic board with the metal is significant – lateral displacement of the GNR
ribbon (even with lengths of up to 20 nm) on the surface occurs as a consequence of the
pulling procedure. The ribbon, which is laterally shifted, maintains its perfectly linear shape
on the surface (as visible in Fig. 4b & c), due to its mechanical stiffness.
Additional to these results, P6-Berlin has started experiments with other molecular building
blocks, hexabenzocoronene- (HBC) and porphyrin-based species synthesized by P7-Berlin in
Task 2-T2.1. In both cases, the objective is the formation of planar aromatic systems that
should provide a relatively high conductance by mastering the  inverse decay length either
by reducing the HOMO-LUMO gap or by decreasing the tunnelling electron effective mass
(see Task 2-T1.1 for the corresponding theory). As these compounds have not been studied
before on a surface, the first objective was to characterize the molecular adsorption properties
and attempt on-surface polymerization by sample heating.

Figure 5: The chemical structure of diBromo-hexabenzocoronene (diBr-HBC) equipped with
2 Br substituents for covalent linking and an STM image after deposition onto a Au(111)
surface at the right.
First, the diBr-HBC monomers (Fig. 5) were deposited onto a Au(111) surface without any
further heating. Surprisingly, no flat lying HBC molecules but rods with very characteristic
lengths and intermolecular distances do were observed (see the LT-UHV-STM image in
Fig.5). do is found to be 5.1 Å, which – additionally to the appearance in the STM images
where a hexagonal structure for each molecules is expected for a planar geometry – excludes
planar adsorption of those molecules since this distance is smaller than the molecular
diameter. The reason for this surface organization is not clear yet. Further experiments with
similar compounds are now planned by P6-Berlin. But it seems that the molecules undergo a
π−π stacking after their covalent linking. This results in an upright standing geometry that is
energetically not favored for monomer stacking. Such a π-π stacking of molecules is coming
from the planar aromatic board of those molecules.
As the molecule-surface interaction may play an important role in the surprising surface
organisation images in Fig. 5, the same molecules were also deposited on a Cu(111) surface,
which is known to be more reactive, resulting in a stronger van der Waals bond of aromatic
systems to the surface. Accordingly, the adsorption geometry is very different as shown in
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Fig. 6. Single molecules can now be identified by their dimensions and their characteristic
hexagonal shape (for instance in the zoom-in image of Fig. 6b).

Figure 6: The LT-UHV-STM images of the Cu(111) surface after the Deposition of diBrHBC molecules. (a-b) show the observed characteristic molecular structures, while a possible
molecular linking is proposed in (c).
It can be clearly seen in these STM images that the molecules adsorb in a planar fashion and
arrange in islands that consequently exhibit hexagonal shapes. Additional to the many small
protrusions that are due to Br atoms from the molecules (copper is known to dissociate the Br
substituents catalytically already at room temperature), larger protrusions are found exactly in
the centre between two adjacent molecules. These can be assigned to some Cu atoms (which
are available during molecular deposition at room temperature on the surface) that coordinates
with activated molecular species and thus form a metal-ligand bond as already observed
previously. Note that each molecule can only be linked at two positions in a trans
configuration, thus reflecting the necessity of an activated molecular site (i.e. after Br
dissociation). Hence, dimers and oligomers are formed as proposed in Fig. 6c. This means
that polymerization took place, but in a different way than expected, using ad-atoms of the
substrate to produce metal-ligand bonds instead of forming covalent carbon-carbon bonds
between the molecules. Further experiments will focus on the Au(111) surface (to avoid
coordination bonds) and modified molecular species.
Another molecular building block studied by P6-Berlin was based on porphyrin molecules.
The structure of these molecules (Fig. 7a) is coming from the Osuka synthesis of low gap and
long molecular wires who could form porphyrin “tapes” in solution with very low band gaps
as discussed in Task 2-T2.1. The objective was to on surface polymerize such building blocks
using the monomers provided by P7-Berlin (Fig. 7a). After the molecular deposition from a
Knudsen cell, the Au(111) sample was heated to induce the polymerization and the
planarization following the process described in Fig.1. Two temperatures (250°C and 420°C)
were used, which should correspond to these two steps. After the first step, ordered islands are
found (Fig. 7b). The molecules assemble on the surface, sometimes in small clusters, but not
in a clear polymerization fashion, which should result in linear chains according to the trans
geometry of the Br substituent’s as discussed in Task 2-T2.1. The same is valid for the second
heating step (c), where molecular structures instead of ordered islands, but no straight chains
were observed. As these are the very first experiments, the reason for the absence of
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polymerization (at least in the expected way) is unclear and currently new experiments are
done to obtain better information on the resulting structures and get more insight into the
thermally induced processes.

Figure 7: (a) Chemical structure of the porphyrin derivatives from P7. (b-c) STM images of
the surface after heating to 250°C (b) and to 420°C (c) after deposition.

3-T1.2 Incorporation of a semi-classical circuit in a molecular wire
(No input this year, start month 25)

3-T1.3: Surface polymerization on passivated semiconductor/large band gap
substrate
(No input this year, start month 12)

3-T1.4 Fabrication of metallic micro-stamps
(Man month real/ foreseen P2: 2/0.25; P6:2/2.5; P11: 6/2.5)
The basic idea of this task is the transfer of molecular wires or circuits, previously produced
by an on-surface polymerization process as described above in Task 3-T1.1 from the “stamp”
to the “target” surface via a generalization of the UHV transfer printing technique described
in Task 1-T3.1. In order to achieve a transfer only in pre-defined areas, the stamp surface will
be structured with many micro-pillars (on the surface of which the polymerization takes
place). Contaminant-free, large, atomically flat and crystalline surfaces are needed not only
for the polymerization to occur but also for their atomic-scale characterization by local probe
techniques.
There are different strategies for the fabrication of the stamps (Fig. 8b below) which must all
be terminated with a gold surface. The metallic surface has to fulfil strict criteria to allow
polymerization as cleanliness and flatness at the atomic level. If this is not the case, molecular
diffusion and the formation of molecular wires might be seriously affected. It should
furthermore be mentioned that the STM does not provide any information about the chemical
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composition of the surface and it is thus desired to find the characteristic herringbone
reconstruction that would proof perfect chemical and structural composition.
Solution 1 (studied by P11-Singapore) holds the problem of surface flattening if the sample is
annealed and a difficult mechanical polishing requires special equipment and expertise and
thus seems less attractive. After a lot of discussion and brainstorming, the AtMol focus was
on solution 3 and next the exploration for solution 2 and 4 with gold on mica or MoS2. P2Grenoble had worked on solutions 3 and 4, i.e. on the deposition of gold on a silicon
substrate, with or without an adhesion layer. Silicon substrates are easy to pattern (dry
etching), and avoiding the gold layer patterning is one of the assets of the solutions 3 and 4.
The first option was the application of the on-surface polymerization on a gold surface grown
on a multi-stamps patterned silicon surface via lithography technique (P2-Grenoble).

Figure 8: Strategies to produce samples with a stamped like structured gold surface,
preserving (or re-structuring) an Au(111) surface at the top of each micro-stamp.
Depending on the temperature needed for the on-surface polymerization and subsequent
thermal treatment, a gold-silicon inter-diffusion phenomenon may appear. The gold-silicon
system shows a eutectic point at 363°C and the mixing of silicon and gold is thus expected
beyond this temperature. Gold deposition on an Si((100) substrate with a WN diffusion
barrier in between the two has thus been explored by P2-Grenoble since WN is known from
the microelectronic industry to prevent gold diffusion into silicon in the microelectronics
industry. A titanium layer has also been added in order to enhance the adhesion of the WN
barrier layer onto the silicon wafer. Ti, WN and Au have been sputtered on the silicon
substrates at room temperature. Two WN diffusion barrier thicknesses (50 nm and 75 nm)
have been tested in order to evidence some potential impact of the barrier on the gold layer
morphology: Samples A with Si as substrate and then 20 nm Ti, then 50 nm WN and finally
50 nm Au on top, whereas a thicker WN layer (75 nm) was used for samples B. Two
strategies were pursued (either with flat or micro-structured samples), first finding the proper
conditions to grow clean, atomically flat and reasonable large Au terraces on a non-etched
silicon substrate and later to extend the on-surface polymerization technique to multi-pillars
like surface.
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a) Flat surfaces without structuring
P6-Berlin has investigated the first samples produced by P2-Grenoble using ambient STM. In
particular, various heating steps were applied and the resulting surface roughness was studied
locally by STM imaging. This was a very important step since it is known from the UHV
cleaning of pure gold samples that heating steps are required to obtain flat, crystalline
surfaces. On the other hand, such annealing steps strongly influence the topology of a prestructured surface. The sample structure shown in Fig. 9a should quench the typical diffusion
processes when Au is directly deposited on a silicon surfaces and improve the surface
smoothness.

Figure 9: (a) Sample stacking structure of samples B. (b-c) Constant-current STM images
(both 500 × 500 nm2 in size) under ambient conditions of the surface as-grown (b) and after
annealing at 400 °C for one hour under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (c) (all taken by partner
P6). (d) Height profiles of the surfaces taken from STM images for the as-grown (black), and
annealed surface at 200°C (green) and 400 °C (red).
The STM images of samples B reveal a disordered (granular) structure before and after the
annealing process (b-c). Further insight into the surface roughness was obtained by
representative height profiles (Fig. 9d) where a roughness of about 1 nm was found for the asgrown sample. Annealing under UHV increases the terrace width as compared to the asgrown surface. But even though each small individual terrace is flat, an increase of the mean
surface roughness was observed as a function of the annealing temperature (Fig. 9d). This
suggests that the annealing process increases the surface roughness, resulting in a surface that
is not suitable for an efficient on-surface polymerization.
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Figure 10: AFM characterization by P2-Grenoble of a sputtered gold on (100) silicon
substrate with a 75 nm (left) and a 50 nm (right) thick WN diffusion barrier (AFM images
have been flattened).
P2-Grenoble had used an AFM microscope in air to investigate the gold layer grain size and
surface roughness (Fig. 10). The gold surface shows an average roughness of 0.67 nm for a
75 nm of WN layer and 0.53 nm for a 50 nm of WN layer evaluated on a 1µm² AFM scan
size. This is comparable with the STM results. This is a too large corrugation for an onsurface polymerization requiring an atomically flat gold surface i.e. with a roughness of
approximately 0.25 nm according to mono-atomic step height. Moreover the average grain
size is in the order of 50 nm. This is too small regarding the expected length of a molecular
wire in the order of 50 to 100 nm. The gold film roughness seems to originate from the WN
barrier roughness because it was observed that the gold surface becomes rougher for thicker
WN layers (Fig. 10).
Subsequently, P11-Singapore studied the influence of an annealing process on the surface
structure of samples B by AFM (Fig. 11 below). In agreement with the results of P6-Berlin
(Fig. 9 above), gold samples show larger grain sizes after annealing on the surface.

Figure 11: AFM characterization by P11-Singapore of the samples B before (a) and after (bc) annealing at different temperatures. The measured roughnesses and mean grain sizes
(MGS) are indicated.
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The mean grain size is three times larger after 22 hours annealing at 522°C. On the other
hand, the surface becomes slightly smoother, which is in contrast to the P6-Berlin results.
This difference needs to be further studied. Note however that the gain in roughness is quite
small (Ra ~ 0.55 nm after annealing vs. Ra ~ 0.67 nm initially) and still does not meet the
roughness requirement for the on-surface polymerization of molecular wires.

b) Structured surfaces with pillars
Etching of the gold surface on top of the WN layer was carried out by partner P2-Grenoble to
form pillars of pre-defined dimensions (see below), and a subsequent annealing was
performed to check the Au diffusion at the pillar edges. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and AFM results, obtained by P11-Singapore are presented in Figs.12 and 13. As the
annealing temperature is increased from room temperature to 400°C, the edges of the pillars
are smoothed due to the gold diffusion to minimize energy. The gold grains are also
noticeably larger, but still in a multicrystalline state even after annealing at 400°C.
Comparing topography and phase images, Fig.13 presents the AFM images of an Au pillar
after an annealing step at 400°C. The ripples that are observed only in the phase image
indicate that the annealing resulted in some stress in the WN layer. This is also apparent on
the gold pillars. The WN may have de-wetted from the substrate due to the thermal treatment
and the surface is then no longer as flat as before. Note that no such effect was observed in the
samples A and B (50 nm and 75 nm WN layers) prior to annealing, but it was observed in
both samples after annealing.

Figure 12: SEM images of the Au pillars on 50 nm thick WN diffusion barrier on Si at
different annealing temperatures (tilted images visualize the pillar relief), obtained by P11Singapore. The edge morphology is clearly seen different as the annealing temperature is
increased.
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Regarding the preliminary tests conducted on solution 3 in Fig. 8, a WN diffusion layer was
sputtered prior to the gold film. The samples were AFM characterized by P11-Singapore.
They present a surface rougher than required. The roughness probably originates again from
the WN diffusion layer. Solution 3 with its WN layer as a diffusion barrier is clearly requiring
further developments and optimization of the deposition process to evaluate the possibility of
obtaining smoother films.

Figure 13: AFM images of a single Au pillar on a 50 nm thick WN diffusion barrier after
annealing at 400°C (by P11-Singapore). Although not visible in the topography image (left),
the ripples in the phase image indicate some stress in the WN film, which could lead to dewetting of the layer.
In addition to the sample structure discussed so far, it is known from the literature that
atomically flat gold films can be grown on other substrates like mica and glass. Silicon and
glass substrates are of particular interest for P2-Grenoble since they are easy to etch by
microelectronic techniques, whereas mica cannot be processed the same way. Some direct
gold deposition tests were performed according to the results reported by Golan et al. In their
paper, 35 nm thick gold films were evaporated onto Si(100) and Si(111) surfaces. STM and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization shows that large Au(111)
atomically flat terraces can grow on Si(111) but not on Si(100). Samples with 35 nm gold
evaporated on Si(111) substrates are in fabrication by P2-Grenoble and gold deposition onto
glass substrates is also planned.

Figure 14: SEM pictures of micro-stamps: top view (a-f) and side view (g-h) by P2-Grenoble.
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A lithographic mask has been designed by P2-Grenoble to pattern micro-stamps with freely
chosen sizes and distance from each other that are likely in accordance with the UHV printing
technique requirements. The mask is composed of four types of structures: pillars of 0.5µm
side spaced of 3µm (structure A), pillars of 1µm side spaced of 3µm (B), pillars of 0.5µm
side spaced of 5µm (C) and pillars of 1µm side spaced of 5µm (D) (Fig. 9). Micro-stamps
have thus been patterned on Si(001) substrates by P2-Grenoble with deep UV lithography and
dry etching using two thicknesses (100 nm and 300 nm) of gold. Fig. 14 shows processed
micro-stamps with stamp sizes of 630 nm (structure A), and 1.2 µm (structure B). In the
future, these parameters can be further adjusted if necessary. These first tests show that the
designed stamps can indeed be produced even if there is an Au/Si intermixing at the interface.
New tests will be conducted on other substrates like Si(111) or glass.

c) Gold on MoS2
Another strategy to fabricate gold structured samples is to grow the gold layer on a MoS2
substrate. P11-Singapore has deposited 20 nm Au on MoS2 at a temperature of 450°C. The
MoS2 sample was first freshly cleaved from an MoS2 specimen donated by the Australian
Museum of Geology. The formed film is relatively flat, although it appears with a lot of holes
(see SEM image in Fig.15). Judging by the geometry of the holes in the film, the gold layer
should be crystalline with an (111) surface orientation. This gold deposition on MoS2 could be
a solution for single crystal film at the top of MoS2 pillars as it was used for Au nano-island
stamps for Task 1-T3.1. But whether the gold will remain on the pillar and not diffuse down
to the base is not clear. This will have to be tested experimentally. Notice that this MoS2
surface is somewhat reminiscent of the mica surface (Fig. 16) where holes were also observed
on the surface after a gold layer deposition. The resulting surface exhibits a very small
corrugation along the indicated lines can. Note that the number of holes can be reduced by
evaporating a thicker gold layer (>150 nm).

Figure 15: An SEM image (4.7 × 3.7 µm2) of a 40 nm Au over layer deposited on an MoS2
surface at 450°C.
The route of creating large atomically flat gold films on mica and MoS2 substrates seems
possible, although the exact deposition and annealing condition parameters need to be refined
and thus optimized in further experiments.
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Figure 16: AFM images of 40 nm gold deposited on a mica substrate at 450°C.
Finally, a shadow mask deposition of Au onto the MoS2 surface had been experimented in an
attempt to directly grow the Au pillars (Fig. 17). P11-Singapore had deposited 20 nm of Au
through a mask with a regular series of 500 nm in diameter holes onto a MoS2 substrate kept
at 400°C during the full process. It turns out that the resulting layer is not continuous with a
broad spill out. This is due to a combination of Au diffusion and non-point source
evaporation. This method could be viable to form stamps. But the thickness of gold to be
deposited should probably be rather large to obtain a continuous Au structure at the place of
the pillar. Such very thick islands (i.e. high stamps) are likely also important in the printing
process to compensate the misalignment between the stamp and the targeted surface.

Figure 17: The SEM images of a 20 nm Au deposition onto MoS2 through a stencil mask
with a series of 500 nm diameter holes. The film is not continuous per dot and there is a large
“spillage” in between the structures.

3-T1.5 On-surface synthesis of molecular wires on metallic micro-stamps
(No input this year, start month 12)
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3-T1.6 Transfer of molecular wires from stamps to metal, semiconductor & large
gap substrates
(No input this year, start month 12)

3-WP2: On-surface atomic scale construction
(P9-Nottingham WP Manager)
Work package 3-2WP2 has for central objective the realization of UHV protocols to enable
the construction of atomic and single molecule circuits on a solid surface. Two primary
classes of atomic scale logic gates are being developed: dangling bond circuits created on
passivated semiconductor surfaces and molecule logic gates. Those last ones can be
considered as concept devices to learn how to design their dangling bond counterparts.
Development of these atomic scale construction techniques represents a significant
experimental challenge and this has necessitated some re-prioritization of the deliverables for
WP3-2, with a number of milestones planned for Years 2 and 3 achieved much earlier than
initially planned (e.g. 3-M2.3) and deliverables 3-D2.1 and 3-D2.2 being rescheduled at the
end of Year 2. In the following sections, the progresses made in each 3-WP2 Tasks are
described. Note that although work on Task 3-T2.4 was originally scheduled only to start in
Month 24, to compensate for experimental and technical challenges associated with Tasks 3T2.1 and 3-T2.2 (as described in the following section), Task 3-T2.4 was started already in
this first AtMol year.
Hydrogen-passivated Si(100) and Ge(100) surfaces with a low defect density can be
challenging and time-consuming to prepare because there is a critical dependence on the
background residual gas level, on the precise annealing temperature and on the shape of the
UHV preparation chamber used. P11-Singapore, P10-Krakow and P9-Nottingham have
therefore each spent significant time developing experimental protocols for the preparation of
hydrogen-passivated semiconductor surfaces during this first AtMol Year. This has involved
considerable exchange of expertise between both groups together with P8-Dresden via e-mail
and during AtMol workshops and meetings. In parallel, the preparation of more “industrial”
like Si(100)H wafers was actively pursued in 1-WP1 (see in particular Task 1-T1.1) to solve
this surface preparation problem.
P11-Singapore and P8-Dresden has experienced significant issues in the preparation of large
terraces of Si(100)H surfaces. For example for P8-Dresden, it is related largely to the
procedure used for sample annealing on their commercial UHV-STM-AFM instrument
(Createc GmbH). P9-Nottingham uses a UHV-STM-AFM from the same company and
encountered precisely the same problems. One issue is that the manipulator and sample plates
on these systems incorporate a large number of soldered joints which must tolerate large
currents (up to 12 A) when flashing the silicon wafer for large terrace surface preparation. A
heavy cooling of the manipulator with liquid nitrogen is essential to ensure reliable and
reproducible sample preparation.
In order to ensure an appropriate balance of resources across AtMol, to avoid duplication of
effort, and to eliminate large delays associated with silicon processing P8-Dresden, P9Nottingham, P10-Krakow and P11-Singapore have decided early in Year 1 that P11Singapore will study first molecular orbital imaging and molecular latching on Si(100) (Task
3-T2.1), P10-Krakow will focus on small Ge(100)H terraces for molecular imaging and
dangling bond circuit construction and P8-Dresden on Task 3-T2.4 involving first a metal
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surface to learn how to switch a molecule latch. P9-Nottingham will pursue the development
of experimental protocols for the preparation of Si(100)H on a Createc system. The P9Nottingham had informed P8-Dresden and P11-Singapore about the UHV processing of Hpassivated silicon surfaces. P9-Nottingham contributes also to the Si(100)H cleanroom like
process definition for Task 1-T1.1.
Given the difficulties of surface preparation and reliable imaging for example with NC-AFM
of Ge(100)H and Si(100)H surface, a lot of pre-requisites experiments were necessary during
this first AtMol year before entering in the Tasks declared in the AtMol contract for 3-WP2.
Those pre-requisites are described now before describing the AtMol Task one after the others.

Pre-requisites for atom and molecule imaging and manipulation on H-passivated
Si(100) and Ge(100) surfaces.
In principle, STM alone is sufficient to image single molecule on Si(100)H, to switch a
molecule latch or to construct and image dangling bond wires and surface atomic scale
circuits. But there are significant advantages to carry out for example atomic manipulations
with a NC-AFM. In particular, NC-AFM has the potential to enable the controlled transfer of
a hydrogen atom from the tip to the surface in order to “heal” dangling bond defects which
have been inadvertently created in the wrong place on the surface by a voltage pulse. Surface
hydrogen extraction actuated by van der Waals or a repulsive forces rather than by a voltage
pulse is intrinsically “cleaner” as it targets only the atom directly under the end atoms of the
tip apex. With voltage pulsing methods there is the possibility of a non-local desorption of H
atoms. Moreover, H desorption using a qPlus sensor in STM mode can be problematic due to
self-excitation of the tuning fork by voltage transients.
As a consequence, P10-Krakow and P9-Nottingham have invested a significant amount of
time in Year 1 of AtMol in NC-AFM studies of Ge(100)H and Si(100)H respectively. An
intriguing effect observed by both partner is that inverted contrast is frequently observed on
both surfaces. For Si(100)H, the inverted contrast is much more common than “traditional”
non-inverted contrast. Both partners have therefore used force spectroscopy to investigate, in
complementary studies, the properties of each hydrogenated surface. P9-Nottingham group
has focussed on the origin of the inverted contrast whereas P10-Krakow had determined the
force associated with single dangling bonds on Ge(100)H. Both of these studies are essential
to inform and underpin NC-AFM-based construction of dangling bond wires in future years of
AtMol.

a) Surface preparation and imaging
Although low defect density Si(100)H surfaces have now been prepared by P9-Nottingham
and extremely high quality Ge(100)H samples have been achieved by P10-Krakow (see
below), an additional frustrating aspect of progress with regard to Task 3-T2.1 below has
been, in P9-Nottingham’s experience, the unreliability of the control software for the Createc
instrument (specifically for operation in the non-contact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM)
mode in constant frequency shift feedback). P9-Nottingham had replaced the original
software (and some of the control electronics) with a Nanonis controller (Thanks to a UK
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) grant). This has greatly
facilitated the acquisition of stable atomic resolution NC-AFM images. P9-Nottingham is
confident that the added reliability (and flexibility) of a Nanonis controller will lead to
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significantly more rapid progress towards achieving the objectives of Unit 3-WP2 in Year 2
of AtMol.
Fig. 1 shows STM and NC-AFM images of Si(100)H and Ge(100)H surfaces prepared by P9Nottingham and P10-Krakow. In Year 1 of AtMol both partners have developed experimental
protocols for the preparation of high quality Si(100)H and Ge(100)H surfaces, although the
defect density for Ge(100)H samples is somewhat lower than for the Si(100)H substrates.

Figure 1: STM, dynamic STM, and NC-AFM (using a qPlus sensor) images of (a)-(c) the
Si(100)H, and (d), (e) the Ge(100)H surface acquired by P9-Nottingham and P10-Krakow
respectively. (a) Empty states STM image of Si(100)-(2x1)H (V=+1.5V). Inset: Dynamic
STM image of Si(100)-(3x1)H surface, comprising monohydride- and dihydride-terminated
rows; (b) Constant frequency shift NC-AFM image (sample bias=0 V; ∆fsp = -21.5 Hz;
oscillation amplitude = 300 pm). Note inverted contrast, the H atoms terminating the Si
dimers are image as depressions (c.f. Fig. (e)); (c) Schematic showing atomic sites used for
∆f(z) spectroscopy on Si(100)H, with accompanying NC-AFM image;(d) STM image of
Ge(100)H surface (-0.5 V, 1 nA) showing hydrogenated dimers, single and double dangling
bond defects, and vacanies; (e) NC-AFM image of Ge(100)H (0V; ∆fsp = -10 Hz;
amplitude=500 pm). Note again the inverted contrast.
b) The origin of inverted contrast: Identifying passivated NC-AFM tips
Lack of a “null site”, comparable to the cornerhole feature of the Si(111)-(7x7)
reconstruction, renders accurate removal of the back-ground contribution of long-range
electrostatic and van der Waals from ∆f(z) (or F(z)) spectra problematic at best.
P9-Nottingham instead used a simple difference spectrum approach which produces data
which were compare to simulated difference spectra generated via density functional theory
(DFT). The Sader-Jarvis method was subsequently used to extract forces from the frequency
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shift data. Ab initio density functional theory (DFT) simulations were carried out with the
SIESTA code selecting a double-zeta polarized basis set in the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) with a Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof density functional, norm-conserving
pseudopotentials and a single k = 0 point. The atomic structure was considered relaxed when
forces on atoms fell below 0.01 eV/A. Local or long-range van der Waals interactions were
not considered in the DFT calculations.
Fig. 1a is an STM image of the Si(100)H-(2x1) (monohydride) surface recorded with a qPlus
sensor. An NC-AFM FM image of the same Si(100)H surface (although not the same surface
region) is shown in Fig. 1b with all images recorded at 77 K. As noted above, the atoms of the
dimers image as depressions, rather than as protrusions (i.e. we see so-called “inverted"
contrast), because the frequency shift above the H atoms is less negative (at a given height
from the surface) than on the surrounding area. In our experience, inverted contrast is
observed much more frequently than “non-inverted" DFM imaging. There is also a clear
variation in contrast across the Si(100)H surface with some dimers appearing much darker, or
much brighter, than others. (One possible origin of this variation is electrostatic interactions
arising from local band bending due to adsorbates, defects, and/or sub-surface dopants.
However, further, and more systematic, investigations are required in order to elucidate the
physicochemical mechanisms underpinning this effect.)
During P9-Nottingham tip preparation (which involves applying voltage pulses and carrying
out controlled crashes into the underlying Si(100)H surface), it is likely that the apex becomes
terminated with a silicon, or a hydrogen-passivated silicon, cluster. To determine which of
these options gives rise to inverted contrast, and to provide detailed quantitative insights into
the interaction forces between the DFM tip and the Si(100)H surface, ∆f(z) spectroscopy had
been performed on three types of site: above an H atom, between dimer rows, and in-between
dimers in the same row. These positions are labelled in the image shown in Fig. 1c. In
principle, if a “null site" - i.e. an atomic site at the surface not associated with a short-range
force (such as the Si(111)-(7x7) corner holes) - were available, then absolute, as opposed to
relative, interaction potentials and tip-sample forces could be determined. However, both sites
highlighted in Fig. 1c are associated with a short-range interaction. Therefore, a different
spectrum approach was used by P9-Nottingham to isolate the site-to-site variations in short
range chemical force. Subtraction of spectra taken at different sites removes the long-range,
and therefore site-independent, electrostatic and van der Waals forces. At the inter dimer-row
sites (those labelled as 2 in Fig. 1c) the tip apex is furthest from the hydrogen atoms.
These positions thus minimise the probe-sample interaction and were used to record
“background" spectra which were subtracted from ∆f(z) measurements taken at the hydrogen
atom positions. Multiple approach and retract spectra were taken at different sites and then
averaged to produce ∆f(z) spectra which were subsequently converted to F(z) curves. From
the scatter in these difference curves we estimate an error bar of ±100 pN. This experimental
uncertainty is particularly relevant for the discussion below.
Fig. 2a and 2b above present a comparison between experimental and theoretical difference
spectra. (Note that the same experimental force curve is plotted in both figures to aid
comparison). In Fig. 2a the theoretical spectra have been calculated using a Si cluster
terminated by an atom bonded in the “H3" configuration, resulting in a single dangling bond
at the apex. The DFT spectra in Fig. 2b were instead calculated using an “H3" tip terminated
by a hydrogen atom (see inset to each figure). In both Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, P9-Nottingham had
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plotted the experimental difference spectrum resulting from a subtraction of the inter-row
spectrum from the above-H atom spectrum. (The corresponding above-H-atom and inter-row
DFT spectra are also shown in each figure, labelled as “atom" and “gap" in each case). For the
simulation with the unpassivated tip (Fig.2a), there is a clear attractive interaction between the
dangling bond of the H3 probe and the underlying H-passivated Si(100) surface, giving rise to
a peak force of ~ 500 pN. In the gap between the dimer rows there is also a relatively strong
interaction but this peaks at a smaller tip-sample separation.

Figure 2: Comparison of experimental and theoretical difference force-distance (F(z)) curves
(see text) taken with (a) a reactive tip with a free Si dangling bond at its apex, and (b) a Hpassivated tip. Open circles: experimental difference curve (Site 1 - Site 2, see Fig. 1c). Note
that the experimental force curve associated with inverted contrast is plotted in both (a) and
(b) to facilitate comparison; filled circles: DFT simulation; filled squares: DFT spectra
calculated above a hydrogen atom (Site 1); filled triangles: DFT spectra calculated at
positions between the dimer rows (Site 2).
When the “between dimer rows" curve is subtracted from the “above-H-atom" data, a shallow
“well" results with a maximum force difference of ~ 200 pN. Critically, the difference curve
(filled green circles in Fig. 2a) is negative over a range of ~ 1 Ǻ with a magnitude which is
greater than our experimental error bar. The experimental data do not exhibit a similar
attractive dip.
Fig. 2b compares the same experimental force difference curve with DFT simulations for a
H3 tip whose single dangling bond has been passivated by a hydrogen atom. In this case,
there is only a very small attractive interaction (peaking at ~ 50 pN) between the passivated
tip and the Si(100)H surface. Between the rows the interaction is even weaker. The simulated
difference spectrum is effectively flat (~ 0 pN) up to the point where it becomes positivevalued. Unlike the case of the unpassivated tip, we do not observe an attractive interaction in
the simulated difference curve. Not only does this reproduce the lack of attractive component
in the experimental difference curve, but the curvature of the simulated and experimental
spectra match very well. The lack of a strong attractive component in the tip-sample
interaction for the passivated tip underpins our frequent observation of inverted contrast in
NC-AFM imaging of Si(100)H. The implications of this work for AtMol WP3 are significant.
P9-Nottingham has established a method for the identification of a hydrogen-passivated tip.
When coupled with the results described Task 3-T2.2 below regarding atomic manipulation
on Si(100) and Si(100)H surfaces, this provides a pathway to increased efficiency in dangling
bond wire generation (by establishing the chemical identity of the tip apex) and potentially
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enables the “repair” of both native dangling bond defects and those created inadvertently via
voltage pulsing.

c) Chemical activity of a single dangling bond on Ge(001):H detected by NC-AFM
As noted above, in following the hydrogenation of both the Ge(100) and Si(100) surfaces,
there is a certain density of non-passivated dangling bonds still present on the sample. P10Krakow has used its NC-AFM with a tuning fork-based sensor to characterize these defects at
low temperatures. The experiment was carried out in the UHV system equipped with LTSTM/AFM Omicron microscope at 4K. Commercially available qPlus sensors are equipped
with chemically etched tungsten tips which are nonconductive, probably due to a thick oxide
layer on the apex.
A typical NC-AFM image of an hydrogenated Ge(001) surface was presented in Fig.1e above.
As described above for NC-AFM measurements of the Si(100)H surface, the main features in
the constant frequency shift image are double rows of depressions, i.e. positions where the tip
has to approach closer to the surface in order to maintain the required frequency shift. The
separation between the protrusions in a single row is about 0.37 nm, while the double
rows are separated by 0.82 nm. Those values correspond quite closely to the postulated
distances between hydrogen atoms adsorbed on a Ge dimer and the distance between dimer
rows on the Ge(001) surface. Therefore, it is plausible that the depressions can be
identified as hydrogen atoms bound to the surface dimers. Occasionally, defects can be
observed on the surface, located over one of the hydrogen in a dimer row. In the
atomically resolved images, they are depicted as even deeper depressions than the hydrogen
atoms.
In order to gain more insight into the contrast formation mechanism, 3D spectroscopy was
performed as follows: a series of constant height images with decreasing tip-surface
separation were taken over a small (1.8 × 1.8 nm2) area containing both hydrogen-passivated
dimers and a defect (a single dangling bond). A representative image taken from the series is
presented in Fig. 3a. The brighter colours depict increasingly negative frequency shifts i.e.
increasingly attractive interactions. A series of such images forms a 3D field of frequency
shift experienced by a sensor over the surface.
A frequency shift vs. distance curve over a randomly chosen site extracted from the 3D
dataset is presented in Fig. b together with a force vs. distance curve calculated according
to the procedure proposed by Sader and Jarvis. The force curve shows significant interaction
as far as 2 nm away from the surface. Therefore, the curve is dominated by long-range
interactions, perhaps due to a relatively large tip radius of curvature.
The long range forces are not site-specific and, hence, the curves taken over different sites
on the surface are virtually indistinguishable at this scale. As a result, in order to
focus only on the short range, chemically specific forces differences between the forces
over the characteristic sites are analyzed (as described above for the Si(100)H surface). The
position between the dimer rows did not show any contrast evolution upon decreasing
the tip-surface distance until a severe tip relaxation occurs. Therefore, it is likely that the
influence of a short range component is small at that position and the contrast
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evolution over hydrogen atoms or the defect can be analyzed with respect to that site (marked
in Fig. 3a as ‘background’).

Figure 3: 3D spectroscopy of a Ge(001)H surface. (a) A constant-height image taken from a
3D force spectroscopy data set (see text) with highlighted ‘background’, ‘defect’ and
‘hydrogen’ positions; (b) frequency shift vs. distance dependence (circles, scale on the right
axis) over an arbitrary point within the scan area taken from the consecutive images and the
force vs. distance curve calculated from the frequency shift data (line, scale on the left axis).
In summary, NC-AFM spectroscopy reveals different local chemical activity of a defect, most
likely a dangling bond, with respect to the passivated Ge(100) surface in the vicinity of the
defect. The difference is marked by the 100 pm-long span of the attractive short-range
interaction between the tip and the defect. In contrast, hydrogen-filled bonds do not exhibit
any chemical activity and there is no site specific interaction between the hydrogen and
the tip until the tip apex enters the range of the overlapping electronic states. Thus, it is
shown that the NC-AFM is capable to image and differentiate at the atomic scale
species of contrasting chemical properties.

3-T2.1 Molecular orbital imaging on hydrogenated semi-conductor surfaces
(Man month real/ foreseen P1: 4.98/0; P8: 1.66/3; P9: 7.5/7.5; P10:6/2.5; P11:10/0)
The objective of this task is to master atomic scale molecular orbital imaging on Si(100)H and
Ge(100)H surfaces to be able to follow the change of these states in real space when an STM
or AFM controlled conformation change is performed on the molecule or when a QHC
molecule logic gate is in action. Mastering molecular orbital imaging is also important to
probe the co-facial π−π like electronic contact between a molecular wire and its dangling
bond surface interconnection atomic wires. The molecular system studied by P11-Singapore
was a single pentacene on Si(100) and its surface conformation change as discussed in Task
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2-T1.3 to control the conductance of a surface dangling bond wire. The molecular system
studied by P10-Krakow was the PTCDA molecules adsorbed on a Ge(100)H surface to first
trouble check how those molecules are diffusing on such passivated surface. Notice also as
demonstrated in Task 3-T2.2 below that P10-Krakow is now mastering dangling bond atomic
scale wires fabrication on Ge(001)H for interconnecting those molecules one by one.

a) The pentacene on Si(100)-(2x1) Latch system
In Year 1 of AtMol, P11-Singapore objective was to use a single pentacene molecule as an
electronic molecular jumper between two dangling bond wires on a Si(100)H surface (see Fig.
4 below and also Task 2-T1.3). It turns out that the conductance of the atomic scale devices
shown in Fig. 4b and 4c are almost identical, as demonstrated previously by P11-Singapore.
This indicates that the tunnel current in the device shown in Fig. 4b will most certainly pass
through the underlying substrate rather than through the molecule itself. But it was also
demonstrated theoretically in Task 2-T1.3 that a pentacene molecule can be best employed as
a molecular latch if it is well positioned along a single-atom-wide dangling bond wire.
Given the results recalled in Fig. 4, and as an important “control” experiment, P11-Singapore
studied during Year 1 the molecular orbital imaging and conformation switching of a single
pentacene molecule adsorbed on the clean Si(100)-2x1 surface. Note that for a latching effect,
it is not necessary to start with a Si(100)H surface since what is important here is how the
pentacene molecule can change its adsorption conformation geometry directly on a small
active portion of the Si(100) surface (see Task 2-T1.3). The conformation switching was
confirmed by a careful LT-UHV-STM constant height molecular orbital dI/dV mapping
(similar to that carried out for a single QHC molecule logic gates on Au(111) as described
below for Task 3-T2.4).

Figure 4: The calculated ASED+ structure of a pentacene molecule adsorbed on a H:Si(100)(2x1) surface. (a) The pentacene molecule is pinned on the surface via four dangling bonds;
(b) the pentacene is pinned to the surface via four dangling bonds and is interacting with two
atomic wires. Fig (c) shows a Si(100)H surface with two dangling bond wires separated by a
tunnel junction comprising three H atoms. Importantly, this shows the same junction
conductance as the pentacene-based device shown in (b).
A typical large area LT-UHV-STM image of pentacene molecules adsorbed on the Si(100)(2x1) surface is shown in Fig. 5a below. The image indicates a random distribution of the
pentacene molecules with the molecules mostly parallel to the silicon dimer rows (i.e. A-type
molecules). The molecules of perpendicular orientation (B-type) were also found on the
substrate but in much smaller amounts.
A closer look at the STM images (Fig. 5) reveals the molecular structure in more detail. The
A-type molecules show two different structures with two tetra-dimer configurations having
two lobes (A2) and four lobes (A4) respectively (Fig. 5b and Fig. 5f respectively). The type B
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molecule was found to have only one tetra dimer configuration on the Si(100) surface
(Fig. 5j). The four-lobed A-type conformation was reported previously. However, it was
referred to the main impurity of the pentacene which is pentacenequinone (C22H14O2) or the
A2 type. In the P11-Singapore experiments, the majority of the molecules are presenting this
conformation on the surface, excluding the proposed impurity explanation. The second
hypothesis is the different geometry of the molecules on the surface which is supported by an
ASED+ adsorption geometry optimization followed by ESQC STM image calculations (Fig.
5e and 5i) provided by Task 2-T1.4.

Figure 5: Experimental LT-UHV-STM images of pentacene molecules on Si(100) surface.
(a) The bright features are the pentacene molecules, the dark features are the Si(100) surface
defects resulting from the surface preparation (image size: 100 nm × 100 nm). The molecules
are found to align either parallel (b-i) to the silicon rows or perpendicular (j-k). (Each image is
2.5 nm ×2.5 nm2. Set points: (a,b,f,j) -2.5 V, 50 pA; (c,g) 3.2 V, 50 pA). (d,h,k) a schematic
cross section of each identified conformation is indicated with the corresponding ESQC STM
images (e) for (d), and (i) for (h).
The LT-UHV-STM images taken at positive bias voltages (empty states) show that the
number of lobes in the A2 and A4 molecules is the same as that observed at negative bias
(filled states) (Fig.5c and Fig. 5g respectively). This shows that the two middle lobes of the
A4 molecules are characteristic for both occupied and empty states of the pentacene
molecules. Moreover, the four features of the A4 molecules are observed for the molecule in a
wide range of bias from -1.4 V to -2.5 V (Fig. 6a to c).

Figure 6: LT-UHV-STM images of the A4 (bottom) and B molecules on Si(100) surface at
different bias voltages. Size: 7 nm × 7 nm. (a) -2.5 V; (b) -1.9 V; (c) -1.4 V; (d) dI/dV image
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of a single pentacene molecule in an A4 bonding geometry (2.5 nm × 2.5 nm ; -1.7 V; set up
feedback current 50 pA).
The difference between the conformations is not only morphological. Spectroscopic dI/dV
spectra recorded on a single molecule reveal a number of characteristic features of the
pentacene molecular electronic states when chemisorbed on the Si(100) 2x1 surface (Fig. 7).
The most prominent peak at -1.7 V is attributed to A4 molecule and has the most intensity
over the small central lobes. Additional small peaks can be seen for the A4 molecules at -1.9
V having maximum intensity over the outer largest lobes (Fig. 7a). The peak at -1.7 V is also
present for the perpendicular B-type molecules (Fig. 7c). In agreement with Ref. 8 the peaks
corresponding to the states of pentacene molecules were observed only for negative bias
voltages. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the molecule cannot be seen
because it is suppressed by the band gap of Si(100), the dI/dV spectra being recorded at low
temperature. The spectra were not taken with the same tip leading to additional peaks
appearing in some of the cases. In order to obtain similar tip conditions a characteristic peak
of Si(100) at -1.5 V was used as a standard. dI/dV mapping (using lock-in detection) recorded
on a molecule in the A4 geometry provided a high quality constant height map of this
molecule (Fig. 6d) revealing its electronic transparency map exactly at the maximum of the
tunnel resonance of the STM junction. The molecule appears slightly asymmetric with respect
to the short axis. This might be caused by the presence of defects at the neighbouring area of
the surface.

Figure 7: dI/dV spectra of a pentacene molecule on Si(100) measured at various points across
the different molecular conformations. Set-point tunnelling conditions: -2.5 V, 100 pA. A
molecule with four lobes reveals the most number of additional peaks corresponding to the
low-lying electronic states of the molecule.
The four-lobe configuration of an A4 molecule is metastable. One can easily and irreversibly
transform it into a very stable two-lobe A2 configuration using the STM tip apex in a
manipulation mode. This single molecule manipulation can be performed in two ways: in a
vertical or a lateral mode. In a vertical mode, the tip is stabilized over the molecule at certain
setpoint conditions. Then feedback loop is open and the tip is approached to the center of the
molecule until there is a jump in the current corresponding to the switching of this molecule
from the A4 to the A2 configuration. In the lateral mode, the tip is stabilized very near to the
surface over the middle of the silicon dimer row on the right or left side of the molecule
(along long axis of the molecule). Then, the feedback loop is opened and the tip is moved
laterally towards the middle of the molecule until there is an increase in the tunneling current.
The results of these vertical and lateral manipulation events are shown in Fig.8.
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A switched molecule has generally the same dI/dV spectroscopic characteristics as compared
to a native A2 molecule. This configuration change is mechanically irreversible indicating
that the A2 conformation is more energetically favourable than the A4 one on an Si(100)
surface. Furthermore, there is no lateral shift of the molecule after its conformation change
with respect to the surface Si(100) atoms. A silicon surface lattice analysis provides the exact
surface position of the molecule. The centre of the molecule is located in between the
dangling bonds. This excludes the possibility of a “butterfly” conformation (Fig. 8) as
reported earlier. Knowing the adsorption site of the molecule reduces the number of possible
attributed conformations on the surface (A 3D view of those conformations is given in Fig. 9b
to 9d In the case of vertical switching, the most probable conformation changes were
observed when the STM tip was approached to the centre of the molecule. This confirms that
the conformation shown in Fig.9c most likely takes place on the surface.

Figure 8: LT-UHV-STM images of a pentacene molecule on the Si(100) surface before (a,c)
and after (b,d) a conformational switching between the A4 and the A2 configurations. Vertical
(a,b) and lateral (c,d) manipulation. Set point: -2.5 V, 50 pA (see Fig. 3-T2.12 for a detailed
identification.). Notice the double tip effect on (d) after the switching.
According to the results achieved in Task 2-T1.3, a pentacene molecule chemisorbed in
conformation A4 along a Si(100) dimer row will be the “OFF” state of the molecular latch
and the conformation A2, its “ON” states. What is important in this design is that the P11Singapore experimental results demonstrate the preservation of two free dimer rows
underneath the pentacene molecule in the A4 geometry (Fig. 9c).

Figure 9: A 3D representation of the possible conformations of a pentacene molecule
chemisorbed on a Si(100) 2x1 surface along the dimer rows, calculated using ASED+. (a) is
the butterfly, (c) is the A4 and (d) is the A2 conformation.
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Those two free dimers provide the necessary destructive interference path for the electronic
latching effect to occur. Of course, the latching effect can appear here very strong since it is
very difficult after switching to the A2 configuration to return to the A4 conformation. One
interpretation is that the LUMO state, which plays an extremely important role in the
electronic excitation of a conformational change (between the A2 and the A4 geometries) is
located in the energy gap of the Si(100) surface. A new design for the molecular latch will be
pursued such that its π* electronic states will be located outside the gap energy range,
enabling a stronger latching effect to occur a positive bias voltage.

b) The PTCDA molecule adsorbed on Ge(100)H
P10-Krakow has considerable experience in achieving intramolecular contrast by STM for
several organic molecules - such as PTCDA, violet lander, and helicenes - adsorbed on
semiconductor surfaces. However, reports of the imaging of organic molecules on the
Ge(001)H passivated surface are scarce in the literature. In Task 3-T2.1, the goal of P10Krakow was to exploit the qPlus sensor AFM-STM technique for intramolecular imaging on
Ge(001)H. This aim was difficult to achieve in Year 1 for two reasons. First, a hardware
upgrade of the Q-sensor SPM was necessary because during the P10-Krakow measurements
considerable cross-talk between the STM and AFM channels was experienced. Second,
similarly to the case of pentacene on Si(100)H surface, conjugated molecules are very mobile
on passivated Ge(001), even at low temperatures.
In light of these difficulties, and due to the fact that the qPlus technique itself is very
demanding, P10-Krakow decided to explore the behaviour of prototypical planar conjugated
molecules, i.e. PTCDA, on bare and H-passivated Ge(001) with a variable temperature SPM
(VT-SPM). The aim was to narrow the sets of parameters needed for efficient molecular
orbital imaging on a single molecule physisorbed on a passivated semiconductor surface.

Figure 10: UHV-STM images of PTCDA molecules adsorbed on a bare Ge(100) surface and
deposited at a very low coverage. The image on the left was taken at a -2V negative sample
bias while the one on the right at a + 1V positive bias voltage. Both of the uppermost images
are 25 x 25 nm2 and the current set point was 2 pA. Streaky lines suggest that mobile
molecules are present. The two zoom in are presenting the ground state and the first excited
images of a single PTCDA molecule adsorbed perpendicular to the Ge(001) dimer rows.
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It is possible to image single molecules on bare Ge(001) surface, even at room temperature
(see Fig. 10). Nevertheless, molecules still remain mobile, as evidenced by presence of
streaky lines on STM scans. Different images of the PTCDA molecules have been obtained
for negative (occupied-states imaging) and positive (empty-states imaging) bias voltages,
similarly to the case of PTCDA/Si(001) This phenomenon is under investigation. Notice that
deposition at higher coverage rate did not result in the formation of an ordered layer.
On the H-passivated Ge(001) surface, PTCDA molecules are very mobile and it is not
possible to image them at room temperature. With the use of a flow cryostat in VT-SPM, it
was possible to lower the temperature of the sample down to 100 K. Nonetheless, trials to
image single molecules were not successful, suggesting that a further lowering of substrate
temperature is needed. However, it has to be pointed out that it is highly probable that
imaging of single PTCDA molecules even at 4K may appear extremely challenging, as it was
in the case of pentacene on the Si(001)H surface.
.
A further lowering of the temperature of the Omicron VT-SPM used by P10-Krakow was not
possible. Therefore P10-Krakow had decided to increase the deposition time. At higher
coverage, PTCDA molecules start to form ordered islands up to several hundreds of
nanometres in length, tenths of nanometres in width, and either a single or multiple molecular
over layers in height (Fig. 18). Molecular ordering in the first over layer is difficult to resolve
and this is still under investigation. In higher coverage over layer, molecules form an herringbone structure similar to the structure of the (102) surface of a PTCDA molecular crystal.

Figure 18: STM images of a multilayer of PTCDA molecules adsorbed on a Ge(001)H
surface. Left image: 50 x 50 nm2 and right image: 10 x 10 nm2, current set point 1.5 pA, bias
voltage -3.5 V.
Although the way to fully resolve molecular ordering in the PTCDA islands formed on a
Ge(001)H surface required further investigation, some conclusions can be drawn. First, single
isolated molecules can be observed on a bare Ge(001) surface even at room temperature,
whereas on passivating layer it was possible to image only molecular assemblies. Typical set
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of parameters for imaging single molecules on clean Ge(001) surface, for tungsten etched
STM tips, is 1-2pA for current set point and either -2V (occupied-states imaging) and +1V
(empty-states imaging) for bias voltage. Molecular islands formed on the Ge(001)H surface
were observed at the same current set points and at bias voltages in the range - 2 to - 3.5) V.
Second, the high mobility of PTCDA molecules on the passivated surface and the formation
of ordered islands (resembling molecular ordering in the PTCDA crystal) is a good indication
that PTCDA molecules are indeed electronically decoupled from the Ge(001)H surface.
Therefore, in order to use single molecules for logic gates implementation on a Ge(001)H
surface, molecules will have to be immobilized at the goof surface location. One way to
achieve this goal is to introduce functional groups which will anchor the logic gate molecule
on the constructed dangling bond wire atomic scale interconnection circuit.

c) Mechanical manipulation of molecules on semiconductors
Using the work of P10-Krakow and P11-Singapore, P9-Nottingham went a step further by
imaging individual C60 molecules adsorbed both clean Si(100)-c(4x2) and Si(111)-(7x7)
surfaces and then on a Si(100)H surface with a QPlus NC-AFM microscope pushing also for
molecular manipulation and spectroscopy. Since previous studies have demonstrated how to
manipulate a single C60 molecule by STM manipulation, P9-Notthingham had selected the
C60/Silicon system to now gain insights into the ability to controllably manipulate a molecule
on a semiconductor surface using a NC-AFM. Notice that a high precision positioning of an
individual adsorbed molecule is a prerequisite for imaging the molecular orbitals of this
molecule and to construct & interconnect single molecule logic gates (see Tasks 3-T2.3 and 3T2.4 below). Therefore, the results described in this sub-section will underpin progress for the
planar atomic scale technology to be developed in 4-WP2 using large gap semiconductor
surface where the use of NC-AFM microscopes will be compulsory.
Even on clean silicon surfaces, C60 molecules (which are covalently bound to the substrate)
are easily moved at relatively small set point frequency shift values (i.e. relatively small tipsample forces). In particular, it is not possible to simultaneously image an adsorbed C60
molecule and to achieve an NC-AFM atomic resolution of the surrounding substrate. As such,
P9-Nottingham has adopted an approach whereby the set point frequency shift of the NCAFM was adjusted for the adsorbed molecules to interact only weakly with the tip apex (see
Fig. 19 below). This setting limits the NC-AFM imaging resolution. But and as described
below, it enables the location of the molecules on the surface for subsequent high precision
spectroscopy and manipulation experiments
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Figure 19: (a) Dynamic STM imaging of C60 molecules adsorbed on the Si(111)-(7x7)
surface; (b) qPlus NC-AFM image of the same molecules taken with a relatively low
frequency shift set point so as not to inadvertently displace (or pick up) a fullerene.
Application of higher tip-sample forces (during ∆f(z) spectroscopy or imaging) enables the
controlled transfer of a molecule from a silicon surface to the tip of the NC-AFM microscope.
Using an approach pioneered by Giessibl, the Nottingham group has exploited the narrow
spatial extent and wide separation of the dangling bond orbitals on the Si(111)-(7x7) surface
to determine the orientation of the molecule adsorbed at the end of the tip (see Fig. 20).

Figure 20: Controlled transfer of a single molecule – in this case, C60 - to the apex of the tip
of an STM/AFM. The dangling bond orbitals of the adatoms of the Si(111)-(7x7) surface are
used to “inverse image” the tip and provide detailed information on molecular rotation and
tilt. Figures C-E show the dynamic STM images obtained when the tip is in a double bonddown, single bond-down, and pentagon-down orientation, respectively. However, NC-AFM
can also be used to image the structure of the C60 adsorbed at the end of the tip with atomic
resolution (see Fig.21).

Figure 21: Atomic resolution imaging of a single molecule probe. The (7x7) unit cell
dimensions are highlighted by dashed lines in (A)-(C). (A) Pentagon-down orientation; (B) In
this case only two atoms of the fullerene cage are observed - the molecule is oriented such
that a single or a double bond is closest to the surface; (C) Here there is a larger molecular tilt
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so that one atom of the C60 cage is preferentially imaged. (D) Profile along the dashed line
shown in (C). The inset is an FM-AFM image of the same area as (C) but acquired at a higher
frequency set-point.
This is an important capability as the geometric and chemical structures of the tip determine
its imaging and manipulation characteristics; as described below, manipulation processes
which are possible with one type of tip apex will be precluded by another. The ability to
image and spectroscopically characterise the tip apex is essential for the type of precise and
reproducible molecular manipulation required to fabricate single molecule logic gates (Task
3.T2-4).Fig. 20 illustrates how the orientation of a C60 molecule at the end of the tip can be
ascertained from the apparent shape of the adatoms on the (7x7) surface in the dynamic STM
imaging mode. Simple, and computationally inexpensive, Hückel theory molecular orbital
calculations are sufficient to provide a good match to the experimental data and to ascertain
the orientation of the molecule at the apex of the tip.
In the context of the AtMol, arguably the most important result of P9-Nottingham on single
molecule manipulation is that termination of the tip with a molecule greatly facilitates
controlled and reproducible positioning of an adsorbate on the surface with the tip of a NCAFM. A silicon-terminated tip, for example, interacts very strongly with the molecule giving
rise to manipulation behaviours which are difficult to reproduce. On the other hand, a tip
which is terminated by a molecule enables highly reproducible spectroscopic data (Fig. 22 a)
and enables molecular controlled manipulations (Fig. 22b).

Figure 22: (a) Measuring the pair potential for two C60 molecules (one adsorbed on the tip,
the other on the surface). Good agreement with the analytical Girifalco potential for fullerenes
is found. Insets show the positions at which the spectra were taken and an NC-AFM image
showing “sub-atomic” contrast for the adatoms of the Si(111)-(7x7) reconstruction,
confirming the presence of a molecule at the apex of the tip. (b) NC-AFM manipulation of a
C60 molecule on Si(100)-c(4x2) at 77 K. The discontinuity in the image, arising from a
(deliberate) tip-induced molecular hop, resulted from ∆f(z) spectroscopy carried out above the
molecule at that point. The spectra indicate that the manipulation of the molecule arose from
an interaction with a C60 cage adsorbed on the tip. Attempts to carry out manipulation with
molecule-free tips were much less successful.
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Notice that the molecular manipulation in Fig. 22b was carried out on the bare rather than Hterminated Si(100) surface. Although P9-Nottingham has succeeded in imaging fullerene
molecules on an Si(100)H surface in STM mode, no convincing NC-AFM images of
molecules physisorbed on Si(100)H surface was recorded. This echoes the experience of P10Krakow discussed above. Nevertheless, a suitable tip apex functionalisation as described
above will facilitate “non-perturbative” imaging and manipulations of weakly adsorbed
species on Si(100)H such as the coronene and acetophenone molecules described in Tasks 3T2.1 and 3-T2.4.

3-T2.2 LT-UHV-STM & NC-AFM Dangling bond wire constructs on Si(100)H,
Ge(100)H & MoS2
(Man month real/ foreseen P8: 0/3; P9: 7.5/7.5; P10: 14/2.5; P11: 10/0)
A precise atomic scale technology is required in Unit 4 to construct dangling bond atomic
scale wires and circuits on the surface of a passivated surface to test in a planar technology the
classical atomic scale logic gate designed in Task 2-T1.3 and to prepare the atomic scale
planar interconnections of molecular circuits and logic gates. For all those applications, one
cannot rely on statistical nanometre scale (and not atom by atom) prepared surface wires
which may be reserved for interconnects between the nanoscale and the mesoscopic scale.
This Task is devoted to the exploration of a reliable way to construct atom by atom those
circuitry whose conductance properties were discussed in Task 2-T1.1. Notice that the
experiments described in the following are quite slow in term of through put. AtMol partners
are believing that after establishing reliable ways of constructing atom by atom, the
“industrialisation” of those technique passing for “construction” to “fabrication” will follow.

a) LT-UHV-STM Dangling bond wire construction on the Ge(100)H surface
Only very few examples of DB nanostructures constructed on the Ge(100)H surface have
been demonstrated. Pushing mor in this direction, P10-Krakow has now constructed
atomically clean and ordered dangling bond wires but also obtained the first characterization
of Ge(001)H-DB lines running across the Ge(100)H surface reconstruction rows.
The construction of a given DB atomic scale line is performed with a standard vertical atom
manipulation procedure when the STM tip apex is located over a selected passivated dimer.
Then, the STM feedback loop signal is turned off and the tunnel junction bias voltage is
increased for a certain period of time. When the hydrogen is desorbed, a sudden rise of
tunneling current is observed. Described procedure allows for the creation at will of DB
atomic scale wires and small circuits (see Task 3-T2.3 below). In Fig. 23, the step by step LTUHV-STM construction of a DB atomic line running across a reconstruction row of the
substrate is presented.
To interpret the images obtained from the STM measurements, the surface images were
theoretically calculated by P11-Singapore, using the ESQC scattering matrix approach as
incorporated in a surface Green-function matching (SGFM) method. A tungsten tip was used
to calculate those images in order to reproduce the experimental conditions. The calculated
images of the Ge(100)H surfaces match very well with the experimental images, confirming
the relaxed conformation of the surface DB dimers on a Ge(100)H surface. In this constructed
DB line, simple atomic structure with 1, 2, and 3 DB dimers in length are buckled to one side
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with a buckling angle of about 19 degrees as studied in Task 2-T1.1. This buckling was
confirmed by comparing STM scan by STM scan the experimental and the calculated scans
using the Ge(100)H-dangling bond dimer surface structure optimized in Task 2-T1.1. A small
difference in corrugation between the two still exists due to the tip apex structure difference
between the one used in the calculation and the one in the experiments.

Figure 23: LT-UHV-STM experimentals and ESQC calculated images of a progressivelly
STM constructed dangling bond atomic wire on the Ge(100)H surface (top row) and a
comparison with the theoretical calculations carried out by P11-Singapore.
In order to investigate the electronic structure of those DB wires, P10-Krakow had also
performed a series of STS measurements. The differential tunneling conductance dI/dV for V
in the range from – 0.5 V to 1.0 V was recorded in a so-called intermediate STS mode where
the feedback loop is turned on between any two I(V) characteristics recording. For dI/dV
mapping, a grid over a 2.5 nm × 2.5 nm surface area was used. The results obtained for 1, 2,
and 3 DB dimers aligned perpendicular to the reconstruction rows, for a fully hydrogenated
Ge(100) surface, and for a Ge(100)-c(4x2) surface at 4 K are presented in Fig. 24. The dI/dV
spectra for Ge(100)-c(4x2) (green curve) and Ge(100)H (light blue curve), averaged over
several unit cells, clearly shows the broadening of the surface band gap after the
hydrogenation procedure, which significantly increases from 250 mV for bare Ge surface to
about 800 mV for Ge(100)H. In the dI/dV spectra for 1, 2, and 3 DB dimers, the data are
integrated over the whole nanostructure area in order to average out effects arising from
inevitable fluctuations. Most notably, in an energy range from + 0.5 eV to + 1.0 eV, there is a
pronounced DOS maximum which is gradually shifting towards lower energies (within the
band gap range of the Ge(100)H surface) when the length of the DB wire increases.
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Those STS experiments confirms that conductance channels are created by the construction of
a dangling bond line on a Ge(100)H surface as calculated in Task 2-T1.1. Here, those
channels are accessible only via vertical STS experiments. It remains to perform “planar” STS
experiments to confirm the surface electronic transmission spectrum calculated in Task 2T1.1 by interconnecting in a planar way those DB wires. Unit 4 will provide to AtMol this
capability.

Figure 24: Experimentally measured standard constant current (1 nA, -0.5 V) STM images
(upper row) and the STS data taken for the corresponding 1, 2, and 3 DB dimers, a fully
hydrogenated Ge(100) surface, and bare Ge(100) c(4x2) surface.
b) Dangling bond creation on H:Si(100) studied via STM experiments and NC-AFM
simulations
On a Si(100)H surface, P9-Nottingham has pushed a bit further the atom by atom H extraction
by using its qPlus NC-AFM in an STM mode using an STM voltage pulsing technique similar
to the one employed by P10-Krakow. Indeed single H atom can be very precisely extracted as
presented in Fig. 25 where on purpose a positive bias voltage image was used to locate all the
H atoms one by one on the Si(100)-2x1-H surface reconstruction. En route for a force
extraction without any bias voltage pulse applied, P9-Nottingham was confronted with a key
difficulty: the short voltage transients (~ 100 ms) required and the resultant transient current
intensity signaling one H desorption leads to a spontaneous self-oscillation of the tuning fork
of qPlus sensor and thus produce a tip crash.
Since there are important advantages associated with a manipulation driven by force rather
than by a tunneling inelastic electronic effects, P9-Nottingham had progressively pursed in the
direction of abandoning the STM process for a complete use of the NC-AFM. The problem
with a pure NC-AFM extraction is that the passivated tip state giving rise to the inverted
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contrast most commonly observed during NC-AFM of Si(100)H (see Task 3-T2.1 above)
precludes the extraction of a H atom. Therefore, before continuing those extractions
experiments, DFT calculations were performed by P9-Nottingham. It was shown that a clean
H3 tip apex (i.e. a tip terminated in a single dangling bond) is also incapable of extracting a
hydrogen atom from Si(100)H by a simple physical approach. Calculations using more
complex tip structures will be pursued by P9-Nottingham and P5-Barcelona in Year 2 to
optimize this force extraction process either in the attractive mode or in a weak repulsive
mode.

Figure 25: Creation of single dangling bonds on the Si(100)-(2x1)H surface using voltage
pulses. The image in (a) shows two DB features created prior to the scan. In (b) a third DB
feature has been generated in the lower half of the image.
Using also DFT simulations, P9-Nottingham had also explored how to transfer a H atom from
the tip to the surface. This would enable unwanted dangling bonds to be “repaired”. Fig. 26
shows that a tip terminated in an “ideal” H3 configuration, with a terminating silicon atom
back-bonded to three nearest neighbours, is incapable of transferring a H atom to the surface.
A more complex tip structure – in this case, involving a dimerisation of the apex atoms – is
necessary to provide the appropriate energy landscape for transfer of a H atom to the surface.

Figure 26: H-atom deposition (extraction) dependence on tip type. The H3 and dimerised tip
structures have their apex dangling bond terminated with hydrogen to simulate the simplest
possible atom extraction (deposition) experiment. Calculated force curves are shown for an
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(a) H3 and (b) dimer tip at two different lateral positions corresponding to 0 Ǻ and 1.5 Ǻ
offset. Snap shots at 0 Ǻ offset show H3(c,d) (dimer (e,f)) tip at point i(iii) on the force curve
during approach and retract illustrating that the tip has retained(deposited) the hydrogen.

3-T2.3 Surface QHC atomic logic gates
(Man month real/ foreseen P8: 6.09/0; P9: 0/12; P10: 5/0)
In order to construct surface atomic logic gates, P10-Krakow has focused on the construction
of stable DB atomic scale wires extended over sizable areas to start to follow the planar
circuit design proposed in Task 2-T1.3. The dangling bond circuitry were constructed by-tip
induced hydrogen desorption from Ge(100)H surface as described in Task 3-T2.2 above. In
Year 1, the P10-Krakow experiments demonstrate that indeed the design proposed in Task 3T2.2 is realistic, can be constructed and is stable at least at LT in the UHV (See Unit 1 for the
packaging future work). Very long DB wire were also constructed up to 10 nm in length and
one atom in width to demonstrate that the planar interconnection strategy developed in Unit 4
is now fully compatible in dimension with the atomic scale construction technique developed
here in Unit 3. Since the dangling bond logic gates are requiring molecular latchs to input and
hold the data during the logic gate functioning, P8-Dresden had studied specific latching
molecules starting from the proposed acetophenone molecule of Task 2-T1.3 whose latching
effect had been theoretically studied in Task 2-T1.2.

a) The construction of the dangling bond logic gate circuitry
During this first AtMol year, P10-Krakow had succeeded in constructing atom by atom very
long single dangling bond atomic wire up to 10 nm in length (Fig. 27 below). Contrary to the
usual very fast high voltage pulse scanning used to extract randomly a lot of H atoms, P10Krakow had extracted each H atom one at a time reaching the best possible atomic scale
ordered DB wire. The length of this wire is compatible with the metallic nano-pads separation
which can now be reached under an atomic scale interconnection machine developed in Unit
4. ESQC STM image calculations as presented in Task 3-T2.2 above were very useful here to
determine the exact buckling like surface atomic scale structure of the Fig. 27 DB wire.

Figure 27: A 10 nm long DB wire constructed atom by atom on the Ge(100)H surface and
extending in a direction perpendicular to the hydrogenated surface rows, filled states STM
image (lower panel, 2×10 nm2) and schematic geometrical model (upper panel). Color coding:
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light grey – surface hydrogen atoms, red and yellow – buckled (up and down respectively)
surface Ge atoms exposing dangling bonds at the vacuum interface. Tunnelling current 1 nA,
bias voltage 0,5 V. 20 H atoms have been step by step extracted.
Those experiments have also demonstrated that a long atomic scale DB wires is stable and
that its construction is only limited by the quality of the hydrogenated semiconductor surface,
i.e. by the density of native surface defects which are inevitably present on the Ge(100)H
surface. Here, the NC-AFM strategies started to be explore in Task 3-T2.2 above by P9Nottingham has the potential to “correct” for these defects, substantially increasing the total
surface area where DB circuitry can be constructed.
The second issue explored by the P10-Krakow experiments was the stability of the DB atomic
scale circuitry constructed respecting atom by atom the dangling bond logic gate structures
proposed and simulated in Task 2-T1.3 above. These small surface DB circuit must contain
not only DB’s distributed across a Ge(100)H dimer row, but also nearest neighbours DB
located over the very same hydrogenated surface row. Therefore, due to significantly stronger
electronic coupling between DBs parallel to the dimer rows that perpendicular (see the surface
structure relaxation in Task 3-T1.1), it was of prime importance to construct those simple DB
logic gates as proposed in Task 2-T1.3 and to trouble check their surface stability. As now
demonstrated by P10-Krakow, structural fluctuations take place even at LT from at least for
the follower DB gate as presented in Fig. 28. This comes from the fact that the structural
buckling order along the DB wire constructed in Fig. 28 contradicts the relaxation of the DB
dimer along a dimer row. This competition occurs already for 2 DB’s. This points out that the
next design of surface DB logic gate will have to take into account the surface relaxation
phenomenon.

Figure 28: DB wires constructed on the Ge(100)H surface. (A) filled state STM image of DB
atomic scale wire containing 3 DB dimers (6 DBs); (B) structural model of the wire; (C) STM
image revealing fluctuations after desorption of following hydrogen atoms; (D) structural
model of the fluctuating system, color coding: light grey – surface hydrogen atoms, red and
yellow – buckled (up and down respectively) surface Ge atoms exposing dangling bonds at
the vacuum interface, green – fluctuating atoms, image area: 2,5×2,5 nm2, tunnelling current
1 nA, bias voltage 0,5 V.
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A nice experimental proof of this competition was given by P10-Krakow which also
succeeded to construct a small 2-input like small DB circuit by extracting the gate input atoms
one lattice constant away from the DB wire. This is presented in Fig. 29 with the
corresponding atomic scale surface structure. Here and when a larger separation between the
neighbouring DB’s is respected, the surface structural fluctuations are no more observed. The
Fig. 29 simple circuit is a very nice experimental demonstration that the atomic scale
construction technology is now able to provide the dedicated DB circuits designed in Unit 2.
This is encouraging for the design of not only semi-classical DB circuits but also of QHC DB
logic gates which may be a good users of the moderate electronic decoupling between the
input dimers and the core of the DB wire as obtained in Fig. 29.

Figure 29: DB wire fabricated on the Ge(001)H surface; (A) filled state STM image of DB
wire containing 5 DB dimers (10 DBs), (B) structural model of the wire, (C) STM image
showing the same DB wire structure but containing now two additional DB dimers (4 DBs)
revealing stability of the entire structure, (D) structural model of the final structure, color
coding: as in Fig.1, image area: 3,5×3,5 nm2, tunnelling current 1 nA, bias voltage 0,5 V.
b) The 4-acyetylbiphenyl molecule Latch
Inputting data on the Fig. 29 DB circuit requires 2 molecule latchs as designed in Task 2T1.3. The simple acetophenone molecule proposed there and whose latching effect was
simulated in Task 2-T1.2 is a very small molecule which will diffuse hardly on the Ge(100)H
and Si(100)H surface even at low temperature as experienced even for larger molecules like
PTCDA in Task 3-T2.1. In view of the problems in P8-Dresden to prepare a Si(100) 2x1
surface on the Creactec machine during this year, it was decided first to start to study the
acetophenone and derivative family of molecules on a simple Au(111) surface and in parallel
to send one P8-Dresden member to P11-Singapore at the beginning of AtMol year 2 to pick
up the Si(100) and Si(100)H surface UHV preparation process which start working there. To
get more information about the electronic spectroscopy of this family of molecules, starting
with the Au(111) surface is a very good choice because as noticed in Task 2-T1.3 and in Task
3-T2.1, the latching effect requires the STS access to the p* excited states of those molecules
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which are better identified first on Au(111) where no surface nor bulk electronic gap is
existing.
Acetophenone is predicted to switch its conformation from a perpendicular to a parallel to the
surface one on a Si(100) 2x1 surface when a bias pulse is applied to the STM junction (See
Task 2-T1.2). To experimentally demonstrate this switching behaviour, P8-Dresden started to
focus first on achieving molecular orbital imaging and manipulation of this acetophenone
molecule. P8-Dresden started by depositing the molecules on Au(111) to determine the
deposition parameters. Since at room temperature, acetophenone is a liquid, a precision leak
valve was installed on the P8-Dresden LT-UHV-STM machine for the deposition. This
process was quite unreliable in getting a controlled surface coverage.
In Figure 30a, an LT-STM image is presented for an acetophenone coverage of about one
monolayer on the Au(111) surface. The molecules are assembled in groups of two, three and
four randomly on the substrate. In order to obtain single isolated molecules, the deposition
time and the pressure during deposition were reduced. An image resulting from this change in
deposition parameters is shown in Fig. 30b. One can observed single protrusions. However,
due to their round shape, it was difficult to distinguish the acetophenone molecules from
defects.

Figure 30: LT-UHV-STM images of acetophenone molecules on Au(111) with coverage of
1 ML (a) and only single molecules (b). The fuzzy appearance of some molecules is due to
site-specific binding strengths with the surface. Parameters: I=100 pA, V=-0.5 V, (a) 30x24
nm², (b) 50x40 nm².
Given the challenges in the preparation and the difficulties in the identification of the single
molecules in the STM images, P8-Dresden and P1-Toulouse decided to study a slightly
modified molecule. By bonding a new phenyl group to the already existing phenyl of the
acetophenone and a 4-acyetylbiphenyl molecule is obtained. Using the Task 2-T1.4 tools,
P11-Singapore had determined the surface conformation of this new latch molecule
confirming that there is still 2 surface conformations as presented in Fig. 31 below with one
preserving the butterfly like adsorption so useful for the data input on a DB circuit.
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Figure 31: The ASED+ optimised adsorption conformation of a 4-acyetylbiphenyl molecule
adsorbed on an Si(100)2x1 surface showing the up and down (butterfly) surface conformation
of the first phenyl.
This new molecule has two advantages as compared to acetophenone: (1) at roomtemperature, it is in a solid-state phase, which allows for a much easier deposition and (2) it
can be expected to appear in an elongated shape in STM images which is much easier to
detect. P1-Toulouse was called to purify more this 4-acyetylbiphenyl commercial product to
reduce the amount of impurity to be deposited on the Au(111) surface.
By studying the surface adsorption and molecular orbital imaging of the 4-acyetylbiphenyl
molecules on Au(111), P8-Dresden practice a new method for the controlled positioning of
supramolecular structures on a metal surface. This will be very useful for the construction of
molecular logic gates. When deposited at room-temperature, 4-Acyetylbiphenyl (ABP) selfassembled into supramolecular structures on a Au(111) surface. In Fig. 32b an LT-UHVSTM topography image of a tetramer of ABP is presented. The molecules are organized in a
windmill structure. The windmill structures occur in two mirror symmetric forms as a
consequence of the pro-chiral nature of the single molecules.

Figure 32: (a) Molecular structure of a 4-Acetylbiphenyl (ABP) molecule (left and right
chirality). (b) LT-UHV-STM image of self-assembled tetramers of ABP on Au(111) (left and
right chirality). Following the P1-Toulouse ESQC STM image calculations described in Task
2-T1.4, a tentative molecular model of the structure is superimposed to the experimental STM
image. The dashed lines symbolize the intermolecular bonds. Image parameters: 38.4 x 72.1
Å², Bias= -1 V, I=2.9 nA.
In an attempt to change the conformation of at least on molecule in a windmill structure, a
bias voltage pulse was applied. Then, P8-Dresden observed that a windmill can be laterally
manipulated across the surface and that the 4 molecules of the structure are moved
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collectively at the same time. For this molecular manipulation, the STM tip was positioned on
one molecule of a windmill (see Fig. 33 top row, black crosses) followed by applying a
voltage between tip and sample. During the pulse the feedback loop was closed to ensure a
fixed current. In Fig. 33, the topography images were taken before (top row) and after (bottom
row) the manipulation.
By comparing the initial with the final images, several types of movements can be
distinguished. For negative voltages, P8-Dresden found predominantly a translational
movement. The direction of the movement is away from the position where the pulse was
applied. For positive voltages and additional to a translational movement, a rotation of the
full structure was also observed. Then, for sufficiently high positive voltages, a reorganization
of the structure occurs. Note on Fig. 33 that the direction of the translation is now reversed
compared to the negative bias i.e. the center of the supramolecular structure moves now
towards the position of the tip. For translational movements, P8-Dresden observed lateral
jumps of the supramolecular structures typically in the order of a few Angstroms. The
rotational movement, which was mainly observed at positive voltages, resulted in rotations of
15° or 30° in clockwise or anticlockwise direction. Given the windmill structures are chiral,
the a preference in one or the other direction was investigated. Out of the 200 rotational
events measured, no significant preference for one or the other rotation was observed:
independent of the chirality, clockwise as well as anticlockwise rotations occur with no
apparent directionality.

Figure 33: LT-UHV-STM topography images of self-assembled ABP on Au(111) taken
before (top row) and after (bottom row) applying a voltage pulse between tip and sample at
the position indicated by the black cross. A negative voltage pulse leads in the majority of
cases to translation, whereas a positive voltage pulse leads to either translation or rotation or
for sufficiently high voltages to reorganization of the supramolecular structure. Note the
direction of translation is reversed for the positive voltages. The white dashed lines are a
guide for the eyes and the grey crosses indicate the position of the tip, when the voltage pulse
was applied. Image parameters: I=50 pA, Bias=-0.1 V; +0.1 V, size 50 x 50 Å². Manipulation
parameters: I=1.7 nA, -2.3 V, t=20s; I=0.5 nA, Bias=+2.5 V, t=10s.
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In order to understand these manipulation events, P8-Dresden had systematically analyzed the
tip height traces taken during the time of the voltage pulses. Two examples of such traces, one
for the positive voltage and one for the negative voltage, are shown in Fig. 34a. A jump in the
trace indicates a sudden change in the conductance at the position of the tip. The change in
conductance is due to the movement of the molecules of the supramolecular structure
underneath the tip, as different parts of the molecules are probed after the movement. For
positive voltages we usually see an increase in tip height (i.e. increase in conductance),
whereas for negative voltages we usually see a decrease in tip height (i.e. decrease in the
conductance) for the first jump. These findings can be correlated with the fact that for positive
voltages the structure moves towards the tip, where the conductance is higher, whereas for
negative voltages the center moves away from the tip, where the conductance is lower. After
the first jump, more jumps can occur. In the case of the positive voltages, a random
fluctuation of increases and decreases are observed, whereas in the case of the negative
voltages each additional jump leads to a further decrease of the conductance. This shows that
in the case of positive voltages an attractive mechanism is present, leading to a self-centering
of the supramolecular structures underneath the position of tip, whereas for negative voltages
a repulsive process is apparent, kicking the molecules away from the tip. From the time it
takes for the first jump to occur, the rate as well as the quantum yield of the event can be
deduced, that is the probability by which a movement is triggered per electron. Plotting the
rate, which is simply the inverse of the average time it takes till the first jump, as a function of
current, a linear dependence is found indicating a one electron process.

Figure 34: Statistical analysis of the voltage pulses: (a) Tip height measured as a function of
time during a positive and negative voltage pulse on a supramolecular structure. (top)
Bias=+2.6 V, I= 0.25 nA (bottom) Bias= -2.3 V, I= 3 nA. texc refers to the time needed to
excite an event. (b) Quantum yield as a function of the voltage of the pulse.
Guided by the results of the manipulation, P8-Dresden had applied the voltage pulses
consecutively on a windmill. In Fig. 35 such a manipulation procedure is presented. The left
image shows the initial position and the right image the final position of the structure after
applying several voltage pulses with the same location of the tip with respect to the structure.
At the bottom, the intermediate positions after each pulse are shown. This demonstration
shows that the structure can be manipulated in a defined direction over a large distance.
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Figure 35: Controlled lateral manipulation using consecutive voltage pulses. (a) Linear
movement (total traveling length after six pulses is 36 Angstrom). (b) Atomic-scale
construction by bringing two supramolecules together. Manipulation parameters: 2.3 V,
1.7 nA, 10s. Image size: (a) 68 x 80 Å², (b) 132 x 76 Å².
Applying voltage pulses on the other molecules of the structure, resulted in movements in
different directions. Thus, by selecting the correct molecule on which the voltage is applied
the direction of the manipulation can be chosen and the supramolecular structure can be
directed to any desired position on the surface. On the right of Fig. 35, two supramolecular
structures were assembled together.
In order to understand the manipulation behaviour and to gain further information on the
electronic structure of the supramolecular structures, P8-Dresden measured the conductance
spectrum of the STM junction with a windmill in the junction. A spectrum taken on top of the
position, where the voltage pulse is applied is shown in Fig. 36. To ensure stable conditions,
P8-Dresden had recorded this spectrum in closed feedback loop conditions at a low 25 pA
current intensity. For positive voltages, a large tunnel resonance was observed which can be
assigned to the first π* excited states of a 4-Acetylbiphenyl molecule whose main spatial
component can be its LUMO. The position of this resonance coincides very well with the
measured quantum yield threshold (see Fig. 34). This suggests that the electronic inelastic
channel for the molecule to rotate is located at this 2.2 V. By measuring the dI/dV
conductance map at this energy (see Fig. 36 right), the corresponding molecular orbitals
superposition corresponding to this π* like electronic state are spatially mapped. In the centre,
this conductance dI/dV map shows a windmill like appearance with additional maxima at the
periphery.
It is now very important for DB logic to determine the exact spatial location of those inelastic
channels to be able when this molecule will be used as a latch on a DB atomic scale circuit to
trigger the switching properly, for example by a lateral planar DB circuit. This will depend on
how the observed very active mechanically π* states are or not hybridized with the semiconductor DB surface state. Currently, calculations are performed by P1-Toulouse first to
gain a deeper understanding of the electronic structure of the planar adsorbed 4Acetylbiphenyl molecule, second to identify the collective mode of surface manipulation on
Au(111) and finally to study this molecule on the Si(100) 2x1 and Ge(100) 2x1 surfaces.
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Figure 36: Scanning tunneling spectroscopy: dI/dV spectra taken on top of the
supramolecular structure (black) and an off spectrum taken on the bare Au(111) surface
(grey). The inset shows an STM image taken at 0.1 V. On the right a topography image and a
dI/dV conductance map are shown recorded at a 2.2 V bias voltage (LUMO).

3-T2.4 Surface molecule logic gates
(Man month real/ foreseen P1: 2.24/0; P8: 4.44/6; P9: 0/3; P10: 0/2.5; P11: 24/0)
Due to the problems encountered by the AtMol partners in imaging and manipulating
physisorbed molecules on passivated semiconductor surfaces (see detailed discussion in
Section 3-T2.1), the AtMol consortium decided that P11-Singapore would pursue the
exploration of QHC single molecule logic gates on the Au(111) surface starting from month 1
to leave time for P8-Dresden to study a first latch molecule on the Au(111) surface (see Task
3-T2.3 above) and to modify its Createc LT-UHV-STM machine to accommodate the
preparation of Si(100):H surface (see Task 3-T2.1). The contribution of P1-Toulouse was
necessary to identify the molecular structure skeleton of the single molecule logic gate and
compare it with the dI/dV molecular orbital mapping taken from a QHC single molecule logic
gate i.e. trianthracene, using its combined LT-UHV-STM & NC-AFM microscope.
During this first period, P11-Singapore has explored how to use single coronene and
trianthracene molecules to perform logic operations. P11-Singapore and P1-Toulouse
pioneered this research field in 2011 by showing experimentally how to use Au adatoms as
logical inputs on a trinapthylene molecule functioning like a QHC NOR logic gate. At that
time, trinaphthylene molecules were synthesized by P4-Taragona and the theory and
interpretation was mainly performed by P1-Toulouse. It was therefore important to build on
this collaboration in AtMol to boost QHC single molecule logic gate studies.
The logic gate experiments were performed using the P11-Singapore Createc LT-UHV-STM.
In these experiments coronene or trianthracene molecules were deposited on a Au(111)
crystal which was previously cleaned using standard preparations methods, evaporation
parameters were tuned to get sub-monolayer coverages. After molecular sublimation the gold
crystal was transferred to the STM chamber and cooled down to 7 K. The coronene molecules
are commercially available but the trianthracene was custom synthesized and highly purified
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by P4-Taragona (see Section 2-T2.4). The P1-Toulouse experiments were performed on
Cu(111) and NaCl bilayer/ Cu(111).

a) Coronene: A single molecule multi-terminal atom counter
P11-Singapore demonstrated during this first period that by breaking coronene’s molecular
orbital symmetry after contacting it with single metal atoms, this molecule performs like an
analogue counter counting the input atoms one by one. For this purpose, the spatial
distribution of the molecular states of a single coronene molecule, which was electronically
interacting with one or more Au atoms, was mapped by means of STM electron tunnelling
spectroscopy and STM differential conductance imaging. The motivation to use coronene
(C24H12) arose from the theoretical demonstration by P1-Toulouse that in a mono-electronic
approximation, its HOMO is gradually stabilized by adding step by step Au atoms at each of
its external phenyl rings.
Fig. 37 shows a topographic STM image of a number of coronene molecules adsorbed on a
Au(111) terrace. The characteristic “herringbone” reconstruction of the Au(111) surface is
also resolved. The central coronene core appears featureless while six lobes corresponding to
its outer phenyl rings are also observed.

Figure 37 : LT-UHV-STM constant current images of 2 coronene molecules adsorbed on a
Au(111) terrace. (Bias voltage-2.5V, size: 12 x 12 nm2)
To perform the atom input on a single coronene, Au adatoms were extracted from the
substrate surface after softly indenting the STM tip, a now standard procedure in the field of
single atom and molecule manipulations. Thereafter, the Au atoms and a single molecule were
brought in interaction by manipulating each of them using the STM tip. The influence of the
number of interacting Au atoms as well as the atom-molecule relative position with respect to
the molecule frame on the coronene’s orbital distribution was investigated by contacting a
coronene molecule simultaneously with up to three atoms. The Au atoms are here used as
analogue inputs on the coronene. The STM tip is used to monitor the effect of the inputs by
measuring tunneling electron spectra on the molecule away from the position of the
coordinated Au.
Atom manipulation experiments carried out to form atom-molecule contacts show that
manipulated single gold atoms tend to arrange selectively in a conformation in which a gold
atom is always underneath an outer phenyl ring. The other possible coordination sites are not
sufficiently stable. Consequently, further attempts for creating atom contacts at other different
positions relative to the molecule were unsuccessful. Spectra taken after contacting a
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coronene with one atom at any of the six peripheral phenyl rings show invariably that the
peak corresponding to the coronene’s ground state (i.e. effectively the HOMO monoelectronic state) shifts in energy by almost 200 mV, as presented in Fig. 38.
To investigate how multiple inputs affect coronene’s electronic structure and its spatially
delocalized frontier molecular orbitals, a single coronene molecule was contacted with more
atoms, two and three atoms, at positions indicated in the sketch in Fig. 37. The corresponding
spectra and STM topographic images of each Au(n)-coronene are also shown. All of the
spectra taken from an atom-molecule complex with pairs of atoms bound to a coronene at the
positions (1,2), (1,3) and (1,5) show a resonance at negative voltages corresponding to the
HOMO electronic state. This resonance is systematically shifted down in energy relative to
the peak position of a single coronene’s HOMO state and all of the shifted peaks lie within a
~200 mV voltage window. Moreover, attaching three atoms to a coronene molecule at
positions (1,3,5) resulted in an even larger shift of the HOMO peak up to -2.0 V. This shows
that single and multiple atoms binding to a single coronene change its original molecular
electronic structure and that each subsequent atom input results in very clear energy shifts of
distinctive resonances in the tunnelling electron spectra.

Figure 38: dI/dV spectra and STM topographic images of a single coronene and Au(n)coronene, where the numbers used as prefixes indicate the position of the Au atoms input with
respect to coronene six external phenyl rings visualized as lobes e.g. 1,3,5-Au denotes a
coronene bind with three Au atoms at the lobes 1, 3 and 5.
Electronic structure calculations were performed by P1-Toulouse using the semi-empirical
EHMO and PM6-SCF methods in order to understand the effects of single and multiple Au
atom-coronene coordination and how these changes are captured in the tunnelling electron
spectra. The results of the calculations, shown in Fig. 39, conform with the experimental
spectra showing that after coordinating the coronene with a single Au, the electronic states
corresponding to coronene’s HOMO and LUMO shift both to lower energies. Also as a result
of the atom-coronene coordination, a state attributable to a SOMO originating from the 6s
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state of the Au atom appears within the HOMO-LUMO gap. The calculated spatial
distribution of the SOMO shows that electron cloud is localized at the Au atom’s vicinity.
Similarly, the calculated electronic structure of atom-molecule complexes made of two and
three atoms coordinated to a single coronene, with the atoms following the conformations
investigated experimentally, show that electronic states corresponding to the HOMO state
shift away monotonically relative to the Fermi level with each additional contacted atom (with
the three atom-coronene complex presenting the largest shift). The interaction of the Au 6s
atomic orbital of each Au atom input with the states of the coronene frontier orbitals gives rise
to the energy shifts observed in the spectra. Moreover, the calculated spectra of multi-atom
coordinated coronene (Fig. 38) reveal the existence of electronic states in between their
HOMO and LUMO gap. Spatial electron distribution maps calculated for all Au(n)-coronene,
(n: 1, 2, 3), show that for molecular orbitals corresponding to states laying in between their
respective HOMO-LUMO gap the electron density is highly localized at the binding Au
atoms. These highly localized molecule orbitals at the contacting Au atoms intermix with the
extended metal surface states screening and precluding them from showing up in the
experimental spectra.
According to Figs. 38 and 39, it turns out that the coronene ground state is shifted linearly
down in energy relative to the substrate’s Fermi level according to the number of atoms
coordinated to it. Each Au atom is like an analogue input and the electronic structure of a
coronene acts like a simple analogue atom counter. Furthermore, one can analytically
demonstrate using a simple tight-binding Hamiltonian how this results from a simple spectral
repulsion effect. This experiment nicely demonstrates how the electronic structure of a single
molecule can be manipulated in a simple way to perform an operation which will have
required the association of many switches or transistors.

Figure 39: The calculated electronic spectra using the semi-empirical PM6-SCF method for
all experimental Au-coronene complexes investigated experimentally.
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These theoretical results could also be generalized to larger nano-graphene objects such as
disks having the same orbital symmetry as a coronene molecule. However, this is not the case
for the next member of the molecular series, the HBC molecule, and it remains to be
confirmed experimentally when this linear relation (as a function of the nano-graphene
diameter) stops. This is of importance because in the QHC approach of designing logic gates,
one still needs a spatial extension of the molecule to design complex logic functions (see 2T1.3). Proving that after such an extension, it is still possible to capture electronically the
coordination of Au inputs positioned far away from the STS output measurement location is
very encouraging for classical to quantum information conversion and its transfer information
along a single conjugated molecule. This is the reason why after measuring the linear shift
effect on a coronene molecule P11-Singapore focused its attention on trianthracene, a longer
QHC NOR gate, rather than on the shorter trinaphthylene.

b) The Au-Trianthracene complex as a QHC logic gate
A trianthracene molecule synthesized by P4-Tarragona (Task 2-T2.4) has one phenyl ring
more per branch than the QHC NOR gate trinaphthylene molecule. As a consequence, its
HOMO-LUMO energy gap is smaller. To ascertain whether a full elongation of the molecule
preserves the QHC NOR logic function observed in trinaphthylene, P11-Singapore has also
used single STM Au atom manipulation to contact a Au atom on each of the two input
branches of the “Y” shaped trianthracene molecule. Here each Au atom is acting like a
classical digital input i.e. 0 or 1. This classical binary information is converted in quantum
information manipulated by the trianthracene electronic structure to perform the expected
QHC digital logic operation. Moreover, the effects of each logical Au input combination on
the electronic states of the molecule are traced by STM mapping the differential conductance
in real space and also by taking dI/dV spectra at the output branch of the molecule.
Before exploring the logic function performed by this molecule, P1-Toulouse performed a
detailed mapping of the position of the phenyl ring skeleton relative to recorded dI/dV
constant current maps of the molecular electronic states. These dI/dV maps were recorded at
voltages corresponding to the principal tunnelling resonances observed on a trianthracene
molecule and are necessary to measure the tunnelling spectra since the tip apex must be well
positioned at a maximum of the lobes of those states on the branch selected as the output of
the logic gate. They are also essential to determine how the phenyl skeleton is positioned with
respect to these “molecular orbital” maxima. For this purpose, P1-Toulouse used its combined
LT-UHV STM and NC-AFM instrument to record simultaneously on the same molecule a
constant current dI/dV map and a NC-AFM force shift map.
Single trianthracene molecules, adsorbed on Cu(111) and on a bilayer of NaCl/Cu(111), were
imaged by a combination of LT-UHV-STM and dynamic atomic force microscopy using a
NC-AFM. Cu(111) was used as a substrate in this experiment to grow NaCl mono and double
layers to decouple the molecules from the metallic surface, since the NaCl growth is
facilitated by the use of a Cu(111) surface instead of Au(111). P1-Toulouse had already
demonstrated that this type of dual imaging technique of the molecules used for QHC logic
gates is capable of providing the intramolecular electron density maps of the frontier
molecular orbitals via the STM images, and the atomic scale skeleton via its constant-height
frequency shift NC-AFM images. By recording both images at the same time, P1-Toulouse
confirmed the lateral distribution of the trianthracene valence states electronic density map as
compared with its atomic scale intramolecular structure.
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The trianthracene molecule adsorbed on Cu(111) was first imaged by P1-Toulouse in
constant-current STM mode (Fig. 40). It appears as a triangular shape with its sides aligned on
dense atomic rows of the substrate. As usual for single molecules, the image extends largely
beyond the molecular skeleton. No intramolecular contrast is discernible in this type of image,
regardless of the imaging conditions. NC-AFM constant-height images of the frequency shift
over a Trianthracene also adsorbed on Cu(111) are presented in Fig. 41. They were obtained
with the tuning fork sensor oscillating in a constant amplitude mode, while keeping disabled
the STM distance feedback loop. The molecular contrast observable in the images appeared
while the tip-substrate distance was progressively decreased. Note that in the lower part of
Fig. 41, a deformed atomic resolution image is observed as a result of the molecule being
captured by the tip. In both Fig. 41a and Fig. 41b intramolecular contrast is observed and can
be easily correlated with the atomic structure of the trianthracene molecule.
To obtain a better correlation between the molecular ‘skeleton’ and the spatial localisation of
the molecular states on a trianthracene molecule, P1-Toulouse recorded the same dual images
after adding an NaCl bilayer between the Cu(111) surface and the molecule.

Figure 40: (a) Molecular model of a Trianthracene molecule. (b) Constant-current STM
image of a single molecule adsorbed on Cu(111). Size: 4.5 nm x 4.5 nm. Imaging conditions:
Vt = -210 mV, It = 0.65 nA. (c) is a to-scale superposition of (a) and (b).

Figure 41: Constant-height NC-AFM images of the frequency shift over a trianthracene
molecule adsorbed on Cu(111) obtained with two different tips. Size: 3 nm x 3 nm. Imaging
conditions: (a) and (b) Vt = -800 mV, A = 100 pm. (c) and (d) Vt = 0 V, A = 30 pm.
By depositing trianthracene on a NaCl bilayer the molecules are decoupled electronically
from the metal surface enabling the full electronic state spatial distribution mapping of a
single trianthracene molecule. The constant-current STM images of a molecule adsorbed on
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NaCl/Cu(111) are presented in Figs. 42a to 42c. The observed contrast strongly depends on
the bias voltage. For bias voltages between approximately -2.6 V and 1.4 V, the overall shape
of the molecule is clearly distinguished, but no intra-molecular contrast was observed (Fig.
42b). Below -2.6 V, a complex shape, presenting nodal planes separating well-defined lobes
was observed (Fig. 42a). The strong similarity between this image and the electronic density
map of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the free molecule (Fig. 42g)
highlights that, below the metal Fermi level, the first electronic resonance in the STM tunnel
junction is dominated by the HOMO. This is confirmed by the ESQC image shown in Fig.
42d), calculated at the electronic incident energy of the HOMO resonance peak of the
electronic transmission spectrum of the tunnel junction. Similarly, the image obtained at 1.6 V
(Fig. 42c) shows the characteristic features of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of the molecule, as confirmed by the comparison with the electronic density map of
the LUMO of Fig. 42h. Here again the calculated image (Fig. 42f) reproduces well the
experimental data (Fig. 42c).
To confirm the interpretation of these STM images, NC-AFM constant-height images of the
frequency shift over trianthracene molecules adsorbed on NaCl are shown in Fig. 43. Two
molecules are imaged in Fig. 43a as “Y” shaped depressions on the NaCl layer, indicating that
the tip-substrate distance is too large for the tip to sense the repulsive short-range forces
responsible for the intramolecular contrast. Only van der Waals forces contribute to the
image. In contrast, clear intramolecular features can be observed in Fig. 43b.
These results enable a correlation of the nodal features observed in the STM images,
corresponding to the spatial distribution of trianthracene molecular states, with the phenyl
skeleton. Knowing experimentally the position of the spatial maximum of molecular states as
a function of the molecular structure, P11-Singapore has explored the QHC logic function
provided by a trianthracene molecule.

Figure 42: (a), (b) and (c) Constant-current STM images of a trianthracene molecule
adsorbed on NaCl/Cu(111). Imaging conditions: (a) It = 2 pA, Vt = - 2.7 V, (b) It = 3 pA,
Vt = 1.1 V, (c) It = 3 pA, Vt = 1.6 V. (d) and (e) Calculated images from the model shown in
(e). (g) and (h): HOMO and LUMO of the free molecule calculated for an electron density of
10-5 Ǻ-3. The scale is the same for all of the images.
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Figure 43: Constant-height images of the frequency shift over trianthracene molecules
adsorbed on a bilayer of NaCl on Cu(111); (a) Size : 4.4 nm x 4.4 nm. Imaging conditions: Vt
= 0 V, A = 50 pm. (b) and (c) Size : 2.32 nm x 1.57 nm. Vt = 0 V, A = 30 pm.
As in the coronene experiments, single Au adatoms were produced from the gold substrate by
controllably indenting the STM tip. They were subsequently brought into electronic
interaction with the two selected input branches of a single trianthracene molecule. With this
procedure, it is possible to set the Au-trianthracene configuration corresponding to the (0,0),
(0,1), (1,0) and (1,1) logical inputs by considering each Au atom coordinated to the molecule
as a “1” logical input and a bare non-coordinated molecular branch as a “0” logical input.
The comparison of the dI/dV map of the ground state of a trianthracene molecule on Au(111),
at the bottom left corner in Fig. 44, with the STM images of the same molecule on
NaCl/Cu(111) (see Fig.41) confirms that this molecule is physisorbed on Au(111) and serves
as guide to determine the exact position of end phenyl rings to input single Au atoms.
During the atom manipulation and coordination processes, P11-Singapore found out that it
was possible to contact adatoms not only at the last phenyl ring of the anthracene branches
(positions labelled α and β on the molecule model in Fig. 44), but also in between the
molecule centre and the last phenyl ring, at positions labelled α’ and β’. That is in contrast
with what was observed in the Au-Trinaphthylene experiments where adatoms were
invariably coordinated to end phenyl rings. Fig. 44 shows STM topography images and dI/dV
maps of all Au-Trianthracene conformations investigated where 0 and 1 inputs are labelled
according to their attachement site on the molecule.
The dI/dV maps in Fig. 44 show how Au atoms coordinated to a molecule affect the
delocalized electronic states corresponding to the HOMO of bare trianthracene. Higher
differential conductance is observed at the selected output branch and viewed as brighter
lobes in the maps corresponding to (1,0) and (1,1). While the map of the molecule input (0,1’)
shows higher localized conductance at the position where the gold atom is bind to. It was not
possible to record a dI/dV map of an Au-Trianthracene bi-metallic complex in the (1,1’)
conformation.
The dI/dV spectra were recorded on every Au-Trianthracene complex by positioning the STM
at the output branch. All spectra were taken using a voltage window going from -2.0 V to 2.0
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V to preserve the molecular integrity. In total, four resonances can be observed on a bare
trianthracene molecule: two at negative, and two at positive voltages. The resonances at
positive voltages are broad and therefore P11-Singapore focused on the negative voltage
resonances since they are sharper and easily distinguished from each other. Two resonances
are clearly observed in the spectrum of a bare trianthracene molecule, see Fig. 45. Au atom
inputs made either at α, β, α’, β’ did result in clear shifts of those resonances and also in the
amplitude decrease of the higher voltage resonance.
These preliminary spectra show that for atom inputs made at α and β, see spectra (0,1), (1,0)
and (1,1), the shifts of these peaks follow the same QHC Boolean logic rules observed for
Trinaphthylene. A Trianthracene is therefore performing a spectral QHC NOR logic gate. The
spectra recorded for Au atoms input at α’ and β’ positions show that (0,1’) or (1’,0) logical
inputs result also in a stabilisation of the HOMO resonance. However and contrary to the case
when atoms are input at the α, β position and additional atom input on (1,1) results in a further
shift to higher voltages.

Figure 44:. Topographic images and dI/dV maps of all Au-trianthracene input conformations
investigated. The input state is indicated by the label in parenthesis where (1,1’) indicates that
one atom was input at the position α and another one at β’. Trianthracene input and output
branches are indicated by “i” and “o”. While the map of the molecule input (0,1’) shows
higher localized conductance at the position where the gold atom is bind to. It was not
possible to record a dI/dV map of an Au-trianthracene bi-metallic complex in the (1,1’)
conformation.
The dI/dV spectra were recorded on every Au-trianthracene complex by positioning the STM
at the output branch. All spectra were taken using a voltage window going from -2.0 V to 2.0
V to preserve the molecules integrity. In total, four resonances can be observed on a bare
trianthracene, two at negative and two at positive voltages. Resonances at positive voltages
are broad and therefore P11-Singapore focused on the negative voltage resonances resonances
presented in Fig. 45 since they are sharper and easily distinguished one from the other. Au
atom inputs made either at α, β, α’, β’ did result in clear shifts of those resonances and also in
the amplitude decrease of the higher voltage resonance.
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Figure 45: The dI/dV spectra of each of the STM-fabricated Au-trianthracene complexes on
an Au(111) surface.
These preliminary spectra show that for atom inputs made at α and β, see spectra (0,1), (1,0)
and (1,1), the shifts of these peaks follow the same QHC Boolean logic rules observed for
Trinaphthylene. A Trianthracene is therefore performing a spectral QHC NOR logic gate. The
spectra recorded for Au atoms input at α’ and β’ positions show that (0,1’) or (1’,0) logical
inputs result also in a stabilisation of the HOMO resonance. However and contrary to the case
when atoms are input at the α, β position and additional atom input on (1,1) results in a further
shift to higher voltages.
All of the resonance shifts observed for a trianthracene molecule take place within a 130 meV
energy window. Interestingly, all the energy shift in spectra from the shorter trinaphthylene
molecule QHC NOR gate also lay within the same energy range. This suggests that the
efficiency of a quantum information transfer along a molecular conjugated board is not
attenuated by increasing the molecule length, from one input branch to the output, with two
more phenyl rings. This is a very important observation for increasing the complexity of a
QHC molecule logic gate and will be exploited more systematically in the second period of
the AtMol project in three directions: (1) by exploring other QHC logic gate functions, (2) by
changing the type of input metallic atoms using Aluminium instead of Au (expecting a more
aggressive influence of an Al coordination) and (3) by a systematic study of the quantum
information transfer rate as a function of the length of the conjugated board using linear
polyacene systems. Note that a polyacene system structure is related to the graphene nanoribbons studied by P6-Berlin and presented in 3-T1.1.
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Unit 4: UHV Atomic scale planar interconnects
AtMol Unit 4 is dealing with the development of planar atomic technology tools to
interconnect atomic scale wires, circuits and logic gates from the top without perturbing the
atomic ordering of the surface supporting those circuitries. The basic instrumentation is a mix
of a near field and of a far field microscope. LT-UHV STM and UHV-NC-AFM are the 2
near field microscopes to be used and integrated under the far field microscope by AtMol.
For low gap supporting semi-conductor surfaces, an UHV high resolution SEM will be used.
For large gap surface (typically larger than 4 eV), an optical microscope will be used. Unit 1
is providing the nano-pad interconnects where UHV multi-probe interconnections will be
landing to perform the electronic contact. Unit 2 is providing the design rules and the
molecules. Unit 3 is providing the atomic scale lateral and vertical atomically precise
technique to construct dangling bond wires and circuits and/or to manipulate the molecule
logic gates to position them at the good location for their interconnects on the supporting
surface. AtMol Unit 4 is providing the UHV interconnection tools with a maximum of 4
STM probes on low gap semi-conductor surfaces and of 10 metallic cantilevers for large gap
ones.
Unit 4 is also developing an atomic scale circuit simulator to be able to deal at the same time
with molecule logic gates and surface atomic scale circuits. This will enable the design of
more complex logic gates and for example to simulate how an array of single interconnected
molecule logic gates can work together.

4-WP1: LT-UHV 4 STM probes systems under an SEM planar testing
(P11-Singapore WP Manager)
The goals of this work package are (1) to establish the surface conductance measurement
protocols for the Omicron Nanoprobe (4-probe) STM systems for both P10-Krakow and P11Singapore, (2) to measure the conductance of nanowires (metallic wires on Ge(001),surface
dangling bond wires on Si(100)H, and single long molecular on passivated semiconductor
surface) and (3) to construct and measure molecular logic gates based on planar surface
atomic wires. Navigation over the surface is facilitated by the very high performance 4 nm
resolution UHV scanning tunneling electron microscope available in both interconnection
machines, and each metallic nano-pad will be contacted by the tip of an UHV-STM (see in the
Unit 4 introduction). All the atomic scale technologies developed in Unit 3 will be transferred
to a dedicated LT-UHV-STM included in the interconnection machine’s UHV-chamber.
During this first AtMol year, the main work of P10-Krakow and P11-Singapore was to learn
how to run their UHV atomic scale interconnection machine and to start to record 2-probes
surface conductance.

4-T1.1: Surface conductance measurement using multiple metallic nano-pads
with a small inter nano-pad distance down to surface contact
(Man month real/ foreseen: P1: 0.4/0; P10: 12/5; P11: 8/1.5)
This task was carried out in close concert between P10-Krakow and P11-Singapore. Since
both partners have the same UHV nanoprobe-UHV SEM system from Omicron, there was
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frequent exchange between P10-Krakow and P11-Singapore about the optimisation of the
systems (electronics, mechanics, SEM resolution …). The team members also met up at the
various AtMol meetings/workshops (Toulouse, Singapore, Krakow, Barcelona) in order to
share experiences coordinate experiments and present their findings.

a) Single-probe measurement and SEM calibration
For P11-Singapore, the installation of the interconnection machine was only completed in late
2010. Therefore and at the beginning of the Atmol project in 2011, an important initial task
was to test and verify the operations of the SEM and of the four STM probes using Au(111)
and MoS2 as substrates.
First, the SEM was calibrated using Au nano-islands on a MoS2 substrate as presented in
Fig.1. As discussed in Task 1-T3.1, MoS2 was selected because of the development of the
UHV-transfer printing machine which is requiring an UHV-SEM in direct relation with the
UHV printer chamber. Here, P11-Singapore verified that the UHV-SEM is capable of a 4 nm
resolution as specified by the Zeiss SEM manufacturer. Secondly, sharp W-tips with tip apex
sizes well below 100nm were fabricated and UHV cleaned. P11-Singapore demonstrated
using the Matrix STM software that the 4 STM tips can be brought down to contact with the
tip navigation been guided by the in situ UHV-SEM.

Figure 1: The high resolution scanning electron microscopy image of Au nano islands on
MoS2 (Area 511nm × 303nm, 9kV/100pA, WD 12.8 mm). The Au/MoS2 sample is used for
the calibration of the electron microscope. Here, the Au/MoS2 sample was prepared ex situ
and moderately clean after its introduction in the nanoprobe UHV chamber. Scale bare: 30
nm.
An example of this navigation under the SEM is presented in Fig.2 below. Each tip had been
step by step scanned in x and y direction by their STM scanner to bring them at 90 nm for
each other. Notice the little SEM image degradation of the resolution as compared to the Fig.
1 images which occur in Nov. 2011.
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Figure 2: A UHV-SEM image of Au nano-islands grown on MoS2 with 4 STM tips
positioned on purpose nearby the 4 central nano-islands. The top three tips have apex sizes
ranging from 20 nm to 40 nm. The bottom tip has a larger apex radius of curvature ~80nm.
Total scan area 613.3nm × 460nm, Scanning parameters 15keV/100pA, e-beam working
distance WD = 14.1mm. Scale bare: 20 nm.
As presented in Fig. 2, it is at the moment extremely difficult to fabricate 4 tips with the same
apex quality. One solution would be to connect an FIM system on the atomic scale
interconnection machine as developed by P11-Singapore. But there is no more UHV port
available on the P11-machine described in Task 1-T3.1. At the moment, P11-Singapore is
using the UHV-SEM to in situ select the tip with a good aspect ratio and then each tip is
electronically characterized by measuring I-V and I-Z curves on an Au(111) and a MoS2
surface. As in a standard UHV-STM experiment, the Au(111) crystal was subjected to the
sputtering and annealing procedures until large terraces were obtained. Fig. 3a shows an STM
image of the large Au(111) terraces separated by monolayer height steps obtained using the
STM so called ultra-scanner of the P11-Singapore nano-probe system. This demonstrates that
under the SEM gun of the nanoprobe Gemini column, UHV-STM imaging can be performed
still not with an atomic resolution on the version available in P11-Singapore. Fig. 3c shows
the I-Z curve obtained by gently approaching the tip apex to the Au(111) surface. The
saturation at 333nA is caused by the saturation of the preamp at the W to Au(111) electrical
contact. The corresponding ln(I) plot clearly demonstrates a “jump to contact” indicating a
very good control of the tip approach to the metal surface, a very important point for the
AtMol objective to contact the metallic nano-pads from the top using an STM multi-probes
system.
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Figure 3: (a) A typical STM topography image of Au(111) taken using the high resolution
scanner in the UHV-Nanoprobe. Steps can be clearly seen. The bottom SEM image shows the
apex of the tip used for these measurements. (c) I-Z measurements on Au(111) showing good
control on the tip. The jump to contact can be clearly seen in the ln(I) curve( RED curve). (d)
The I-V shows a contact resistance close to the quantum resistance (12.4kOhms) after
subtracting a 20kOhms series resistance.
P11-Singapore had investigated the tip characteristics of all the four tips in detail using those
I-V measurements. The corresponding I-V curve clearly shows a very good ohmic behaviour
at contact giving rise to a resistance of ~ 39.4kOhms. This is fairly close the theoretical value
of a quantum of resistance (~ 12.4kΩ) after subtracting a 20kΩ protective resistance added on
each feedback side of the control.

Figure 4: STM Tip characterization under the SEM using an MoS2 sample. (a) Typical I-V
curve (forward and backward sweeps) using single W-tip. The tunnelling conditions are
+0.8V/80pA. (b) A typical I-Z curve for MoS2 substrate. The slope of this curve gives us the
work function (~ 5eV) matches very well with the available values from the literature. (c) The
SEM image of the tip used to measure the I-V and I-Z curve.
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Next, P11-Singapore had studied the behaviour of its UHV nanoprobe system on an MoS2
surface which is of interest to AtMol as presented in Task 1-T3.1 for contact nano-island
growth but also because MoS2 is a semiconductor with a low electronic band gap of ~1.2 1.3eV in the same order of magnitude than Si(100) 2x1 and Ge(100) 2x1 as studied in Unit 3.
As compared to these 2 surfaces which require a very specific surface preparation, a clean
fresh MoS2 surface can be obtained by a simple mechanical exfoliation technique followed by
a 300 °C degassing in the UHV. In Fig.4a, a typical I-V characteristics on an MoS2 surface
and using a single W-tip is presented. This is a typical room temperature non-linear I-V curve
for a semiconductor different from the metallic linear I-V presented in Fig. 2d.

Figure 5: (a) Topography image of MoS2 obtained by scanning the surface using high
resolution scanner at 300K, Scanning parameters: 0.7V/1.7nA, Scan area 345nm × 345nm).
The line scan across the step edge shows a height of 0.87nm. (b) The Au nano-island on
MoS2 surface taken at 300K. Scanning parameters are -1.1V/60pA. The triangles are just a
guide to eye.
The corresponding I-z curve in Fig. 4b gives a work function of ~5eV which is in excellent
agreement with the value found in the literature. Fig. 4c shows an SEM image of the W-tip
used for those measurements. The same tip was used to scan the MoS2 surface and some Au
nano-island on MoS2 surface. Figure 5a is a topography image of one such surface obtained
using the high resolution scanner on the P11-Singapore Nanoprobe system. Mono-atomic
steps on MoS2 surface can also be detected as on the Au(111) surface. But atomically
resolved images on this MoS2 surface under the Nanoprobe are more challenging due to a
need for a further optimization of the system mechanical stability. Figure 5b shows the Au
islands on MoS2 surface imaged by the STM. These islands appear rounded due to the
convolution of the tip. This effect may be reduced with sharper tips which are concurrently
being pursued. The triangles shown in the image are to guide the eye.

b) Two-probe surface conductance measurements
For surface conductance two-probe measurements under the SEM, the sample needs to
electrically float from common ground to ensure a current flow only from one tip to the other.
At the same time, each tip is the tip of an independent STM which requires its ground and a
tunnel current passing through the surface to be stabilized. For P11-Singapore, the floating of
the sample is operated during a short period of time using an original home-built control box.
Fig. 6 is presenting the detail electrical circuit tips configuration during a two-probe
measurement.
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Figure 6: The electrical circuit diagram to pass during a short period of time from a 2
independent STM configuration to a floating 2 tip surface measurement.
Computer control of the two-probe measurement employs the same TTL signals (+5V) that
define the 4 time delays for signal stabilization during a spectroscopy measurement on the
Omicron Nanoprobe system. These signals can be obtained from the central real time
controller (CRTC) of the MATRIX controller and are used to trigger the external circuit of a
home-built control box to log the bias and current data respecting the 4 time delays. In Fig. 7a
and 7b, an example of the bias ramp and current recorded is presented within the time window
bounded by the 4 delays.

Figure 7: An example of the (a) bias ramp and (b) current recorded within the time window
bounded by the 4 delays. Note that T1, T2, T3 and T4 are typically set to 0.01 s in our
measurement and the time-scale for these signals have been exaggerated in (a) and (b) for the
purpose of clarity. (c) The corresponding I-V graph give a total resistance of 41.3 kΩ for the
2-probe measurement. (d) SEM image of the actual 2-probe surface measurement of
Au(111)/Mica corresponding to the I-V graph in (c).
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The corresponding I-V curve Fig. 7c was reconstructed using the Fig. 7a and 7b curves. A
total resistance of 41.3 kΩ was found on this simple test example with the two STM tip in
contact with the Au(111)/mica surface and maintained 378 nm apart as determined by the
SEM image Fig. 7d.
The surface resistance of low resistivity materials like Au cannot be measured with a great
precision through such 2 probe procedure. However, It was important to validate the
measurement chain on the Nanoprobe system. P11-Singapore is now progressing in
measuring the surface conductance of the low gap semi-conductor surface discussed in Unit 3
with such a technique.
After a careful characterization of the Nanoprobe STM tips as described above, P11Singapore had measured the surface conductance of a MoS2 surface using two STM tips. Fig.
8 shows representative I-V curves recorded at 30K using the electrical diagram presented in
Fig. 6. The distance dependent two probe I-V measurements were recorded by a systematic
variation of the inter-STM tip on the surface measured with the SEM. At this stage and on
MoS2, the minimum probe separation achieved before contact due to mechanical instability is
about 30 nm. I-V curves for smaller distances will be measured once tips with apex diameter
less than 20 nm will be available and this work is currently in progress. There is a clear
distinction between these two curves obtained for tip separations of 1.6 µm and 133 nm. For d
= 1.6 µm, the I-V curve is non-linear. Similar non-linear I-V curves are obtained for probe
separation up to 1µm. For separation less than 1 µm, a transition from non-linear I-V (for d >
1000 nm) to linear I-V (for d < 100 nm) was observed at 30K as presented in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Two tip I-V curves on the MoS2 surface recorded at 30 K. (a) STM Tips separation
of 1.6 µm (b) STM Tips separation of 133 nm. A transition from a non-linear I-V to linear I-V
was observed at a separation of about 1 µm, as explained in the text.
The offset along voltage axis corresponds to the bias for normal tunnelling condition as
indicated inset Fig. 8a. More systematic studies will be done in the coming months towards a
complete understand the surface conductance of MoS2. In order to reduce the probe-probe
distance further, a new process is under testing (see for example Fig. 2 above) to fabricate
STM tip with an apex size varying between 30 nm to 50 nm. More optimization is needed in
this regard as to decrease the apex size below 20 nm.
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b) Two probe measurements on the Au/Ge(001) surface system
In parallel to P11-Singapore, P10-Krakow had tested its own UHV Nanoprobe system on the
Au/Ge(001) surface system. The gold deposition was initially performed at low temperature
(LN2) on the Ge(001) surface. A subsequent thermal annealing of the Au clusters/Ge(001)
surface led to development of a mixed crystallographic structure of flat gold islands
distributed over well-ordered wire domains. For example, if the sample temperature was
increased and kept at 720 K for 15 minutes, islands with an average diameter of 150 nm were
found on the surface uniformly covered with well-defined and oriented wires as described in
1-WP 3. Taking advantage of this Task 1-T3.2 preparation procedure, P10-Krakow performed
surface conductance measurements as a function of the inter probe distance using the multiple
Au nano-islands as stable Ohmic contacts between the STM tips and the surface. A schematic
outline of the experiment is shown in Fig. 9.
Depending on the annealing conditions two different interfaces on the surface can be
obtained. The first, in which the gold islands are connected by gold nanostructures on the
Ge(001) surface, and the second, in which the gold islands are surrounded by the gold wire
“halo” but different island/wire domains are separated by defected Ge(001) areas with partial
reconstruction. Therefore, we measured the surface conductance between islands either
connected, or not connected by the gold wires. Measurements were based on direct contact
between the W-tip probes and Au islands of 150 nm ÷ 500 nm in size. This allowed to
decrease the 3D bulk resistance in measurements and to remove uncertainty connected with
resistance of the contacting tip. The resistance for each island separation was extracted from
the slope of I vs. U dependence taken within the voltage range: – 0.5 V ÷ + 0.5 V.

Figure 9: A schematic view of the 2-probe surface conductance measurements. The SEM
image shows 2 STM tips of the instrument approaching Au islands at selected inter-probe
distance. For each combination of the island pairs I(U) dependence was measured as
visualized in the plot at the upper right corner. Lower left corner of the drawing shows a high
resolution STM image of gold island on top of the well-defined nanowires assembled by Au
deposition and thermal annealing at 770 K (tunnelling parameters: sample bias = -2 V; I = 20
pA).
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b1) Two probe measurements for Au/Ge(001) - uniform nanowire coverage between the
Au island contacts
The two probes were manually driven to the islands for the I(U) characteristics between each
tip and the sample to satisfy the Ohm dependence. When connections between tips and
sample were satisfactory, the I(U) dependence between the two tips was recorded. The whole
measurement procedure was repeated for various inter-probe distances as presented in Fig.10.

Fig.10 2-probe resistance measurements as a function of the probe separation for Au/Ge(001)
system annealed at 720 K. Au probe islands were interconnected by the surface network of
well reconstructed nanowires.
Following the work by Hofmann & Wells, 2-point probe (2pp) sample resistance can be
approximated by the solution of the Poisson equation written for an idealized situation, such
as for a homogeneous 2D or 3D conductor, zero resistance of the probes and
spherical/cylindrical contact shapes. In such a case the measured resistance U/I is related to
2D sample conductivity σs by the relation:

R22Dpp =

1
U
 s−r 
=
ln 

I πσ s  r 

(1)
where s is the spacing between contacting tips, and r is the radius of the contacts (in this case
the size of Au islands).
It is clear from Fig. 10 that the resistance measured by the two STM tips in the distance range
between 500 nm and 10 µm and for the case of a uniform nanowire surface coverage has a
logarithmic dependence which is in good agreement with theoretical predictions of the model
(1). It is also consistent with the concept of a one-dimensional electron liquid system formed
on the Au/Ge(001) surface as proposed by Schaefer et al. Also the model parameters r and σs
are quite realistic in the context of our experimental conditions.

b2) Two probe measurements for Au/Ge(001)-nanowire domains separated
The same experimental procedure was used for surface conductance measurements for the
second surface interface of the Au/Ge(001) system prepared by annealing at 820 K. The
results are presented in Fig. 11 together with the fit of the R dependence on the inter-probe
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spacing. Also in this case a reasonable fit of the experimental data to the logarithmic
dependence is clear, although the scattering of the data points is much larger than in the case
of uniform nanowire coverage.

Figure 11: 2-probe resistance measurements as a function of the probe separation for
Au/Ge(001) system annealed at 770 K. Au probe islands are surrounded by nanowires but
separated by defected Ge(001)domains.
This effect was expected, since the separation of the nanowire “halos” with the defected areas
of partially reconstructed Ge(001) is not controlled in this experiment and has a wide random
distribution. The model parameters r and σs are quite realistic again. The probe size, i.e. the
Au island size is definitely larger in the case of higher temperature annealing (as confirmed by
SEM and STM measurements), and σs is expected to be smaller (by factor of 2 in the
experiment) than in the previous case of uniform 1D wire coverage.

b3) Two probe conductance measurements for clean reconstructed Ge(001)
In case of clean (2x1) reconstructed Ge(001) surface the measurements were performed using
a direct STM tip crash-contact with the sample. This approach unavoidably leads to an
increased contribution of the 3D bulk resistance in the measurements and to uncertainty
connected with resistance of the contacting tips. The P10-Krakow goal was here to compare
the resistance vs. probe separation dependence for the system dominated by 3D bulk
conductance with the 1D/2D nanostructure covered surfaces described in the previous
sections. The comparison is presented in Fig. 12. The surface resistance R is considerably
higher for a clean Ge(001) surface with no significant dependence on the inter-probe
separation s, as it would be expected for 3D conductor. Since the tip probes are directly
penetrating the sample in uncontrolled way, some additional resistance of the tip contacts can
contribute to R and relatively large scattering of the data points. Nevertheless, clear difference
in character of R vs. s dependence between clean Ge(001) sample and the two cases of
Au/Ge(001) interface is apparent.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the 2-probe resistance measurements as a function of the probe
separation for Au/Ge(001) system self-assembled by annealing at 720 K (solid line –
resistance dependence fitted to the experimental points from Fig. 7), at 770 K (broken line –
resistance dependence fitted to the experimental points from Fig. 8), all data points for clean
reconstructed Ge(001) surface are plotted as squares.
The unique properties of the Au/Ge(001) system, i.e. co-existence of Au islands on nanowire
domains seem to offer good Ohmic contacts for multi-probe conductance measurements.
Tunnelling current spectroscopy measurements reveal that there is no gap in the surface band
structure of the wires and the 2-probe conductance measurements indicate a 2D character of
the surface resistance dependence on the inter-probe separation. Our results confirm that 2point probe sample resistance measurements could be adequately described by solution of the
Poisson equation written for a homogeneous 2D or 3D conductor as proposed in the work by
Hofmann & Wells.

4-T1.2: The conductance measurement of a finite length surface atomic wire
(Man month real/ foreseen P10: 0/5; P11: 0/1.5)
This Task was supposed to start month 6. Due to the delay is mastering the UHV transfer
printing of metallic nano-contacting pads and also to the delay in running faithfully the AtMol
interconnection machines at work, this task will start during the second AtMol year when
those interconnection machines will be fully stabilized. Notice also as already notices that for
example the P11-Singapore UHV preparation of a clean Si(100) and Si(100)H surface is
taking more time than expected due to repeated failure UHV conditions on the P11-Singapore
interconnection machine. The corresponding workforce was redistributed in Task 3-T2.2, 3T2.3 and 4-T1.1.

4-T1.3: The conductance measurement of a long molecular wire in a full planar
configuration
(No input this year, start month 12)

4-T1.4: Semi-classical surface atomic wire logic gate circuit
(No input this year, start month 12)
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4-WP2 : NC-AFM N-metallic cantilever system under an optical microscope
planar testing
(P1-Toulouse WP Manager)
In parallel to the development of an atomic scale planar technology for interconnecting
molecule logic gate and dangling bond circuits assembled and constructed on a passivated
small electronic surface gap semi-conductor surface (gap around 2 eV, see 4-WP1 above),
AtMol had decided to explore the generalisation of those atomic scale processes to the surface
of large gap semiconductor surface that is for gaps around 5 eV. The main advantage of those
surface will be the large minimisation of the surface leakage current between the metallic
nano-contacting pads deposited (grown) of those surface and the possibility to nanofabricated
large metallic interconnecting circuitry working at room temperature. The major difficulties to
be worked out in this 4-WP2 are the use of a very specific interconnection machine requiring
an optical navigation system to locate the interconnections on those surface precluding any
proper use of SEM as in 4-WP1 above and the necessity to grow in-situ using an MBE
technique binary semi-conductors materials like AlN and GaN. All the other task of this
workpackage will generalise and beneficiate from the Unit 3 UHV techniques.

4-T2.1 Static and dynamic nanostencil interconnects fabrication on metallic nanopads on a large electronic gap surface.
(Man month real/ foreseen P1:0.32/6)
The goal of this Task is the growth of the metallic interconnection circuitry an contacting
nano-pads through static and dynamic nano-stencil mask on the surface of large gap materials
like AlN(0001) and GaN(0001) in order to decrease the surface leakage current which are
going to introduce cross-talk between molecule and/or atomic scale circuit when there
density will increase on those surface.
Due to the delay on the assembly of the MBE chamber dedicated to the growth of the AlN
and GaN semiconductor and interconnected in UHV to the P1-Toulouse micro-clean room as
described in Task 1-T1.4, P1-Toulouse had not started to study the nano-stencil growth of
those interconnection circuitry this first AtMol year. Nevertheless, P1-Toulouse had started
the UHV adapted stencil design and the metallic micro-combs fabrication necessary for the
final electrical interconnects to the macroscopic scale. For the micro-combs, P1-Toulouse had
worked out with the laboratory of photonics and nanostructures (LPN-CNRS) to fabricate
new micro-combs with a very high resistivity between the metallic cantilevers. For the stencil
P1-Toulouse had performed FIB drilled tests on commercial Silicon nitride membrane and
Silicon carbide membrane. These tests will now allow P1-Toulouse to choose the good
membranes for the fabrication with the new P1-Toulouse laser lithography and FIB with
specific P1-Toulouse designed stencils. All these nanofab process are now awaiting the grand
opening en Avril 2012 of the new P1-Toulouse Pico-Lab which was programmed a year
before and which was shifted in time due to some delays in the renovation plan of this 2500
m2 brand new Pico-Lab building. P1-Toulouse anticipates a boost in those activity in the
AtMol year 2 and will provide the necessary human resources to do so.
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4-T2.2: Surface conductance characterization using multiple metallic nano-pads
(20 nm)
(No input this year, start month 12 and will certainly be shifted by a year due to the
MBE set up, see explanations in Task 4-T2.1 above)

4-T2.3: Atomic manipulations to form atomic chains on GaN, AlN, NaCl and
interconnects.
(No input this year, start month 12 and will certainly be shifted by a year due to the
MBE set up, see explanations in Task 4-T2.1 above)

4-T2.4: The conductance measurement of a long molecular wire in a full planar
configuration
(No input this year, start month 12 and will certainly be shifted by a year due to the
MBE set up, see explanations in Task 4-T2.1 above)

4-WP3: Logic gate and interconnects scalability in a planar configuration
(P11-Singapore WP Manager)
The goals of this work package are to develop a quantum chemistry model of surface leakage
current between 2 metallic nano-islands positioned at a distance below 10 nm on a passivated
moderate gap doped semi-conductor surface and second to develop a full atomic scale circuit
simulator taking into account this leakage current to establish a complexity roadmap for
atomic scale molecular computing. This work package comprises a 2 tasks of which Tasks 4T3.1 started in 2011 in accordance with the project schedule and parts of Task 4-T3.2 were
brought ahead of into the work year 2011 too. In this section, the progress and key
achievements for both tasks carried out by partners P1-Toulouse, P5-Barcelona and P11Singapore are reported.

4-T3.1: Calculation of the surface leakage current between N metallic nano-pads
on a doped semi-conductor surface
(Man month real/ foreseen P1: 0/0.75 and P5: 0/3.75)
P5-Barcelona had started calculations to determine the surface current leakage in different
atomic scale devices that present an active surface and a doped bulk silicon body. The effort
has been divided in two parts. One study concerns the formation of gold-passivated silicon
interfaces which is fundamental to unravel the type of electric contact that can be achieved
with gold pads as is being experimentally pursued by P10-Krakow and P11-Singapore. Using
density functional theory (DFT) calculations, P5-Barcelona had started to calculate the
configuration energies of different gold clusters (increasing size) on bare and H-passivated
Si(100)-2x1 surface. Geometrical arrangements, electronic structure and Schottky barriers
will be calculated from those calculations.
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The second study concerns the total energy calculations of substitution dopant impurities in Si
bulk. A surface segregation of those doping impurities is awaited on the surface of such doped
materials which can have a bad influence on the performance of surface atomic scale devices.
To this end, the energies of P and B atoms replacing a Si atom at the different sites of the Si
surface and bulk system were started to be calculated by P5-Barcelona at the DFT level. Once
this study will be completed, P5-Barcelona will evaluate the effect of the dopants on the
surface conductance between 2 metallic nano-pads. Those calculation will then be used to
parameterize the N-ESQC code to have access to large surfaces as discussed in Task 4-T3.2
below.

4-T3.2: Complex QHC logic gate and their N-ESQC full surface circuit
simulation
(Man month real/ foreseen P1: 0.16/3.5; P5: 0/1.15; P11: 3/3)
In parallel to the DFT calculations performed by P5-Barcelona in Task 4-T3.1, P11-Singapore
had started applying the N-ESQC technique at the semi-empirical level of approximation to
calculate the surface leakage current intensity for surface devices described by a very number
of atomic orbitals and to work on optimizing the N-ESQC code to exploit computing
parallelism when possible. Note that this work was supposed to start month 24 in AtMol. It
had been brought forward by P11-Singapore to provide timely forecast of the behavior of
large atomic-circuit architectures which will provide crucial guidance for the design and
construction of the actual devices in 4-WP1.
The multi-electrodes, multi-channels scattering matrix calculations presented in the following
are involving thousands of atoms. It would demand an enormous computational power for
self-consistent methods at any level to calculate the corresponding full scattering matrix
explaining why P11-Singapore had decided to remain at the EHMO approximation of the NESQC technique. The EHMO parameters were optimized in order for the Si(100)H surface
electronic band structure to be similar to the one obtained with density functional theory (DFT)
calculations (See Task 2-T1.1 for a more detail calculations of those band structures).
Electron transport calculations were carried out by N-ESQC to study the tunneling leakage
current through a large Si(100)H surface. The T(E) multi-channels electronic transmission
spectra were calculated per pair of nano-electrodes. Fig. 13 above is presenting those T(E)
through a junction made of the central Si(100)H surface but perfectly interacting with 4 semiinfinite Si(100)H slabs. Whatever the electronic Bloch wave propagation direction, there is of
course no electronic transmission over the Si(100)H surface electronic band gap energy range.
This gap is 2 eV when propagating in the direction parallel to the dimer rows and a bit larger
when propagating perpendicular to them. Surface defects or dopants in the bulk under the
central surface will certainly increase T(E) in this band gap energy region but this has not
been considered since the DFT calculations which are supposed to define a news set of semiempirical electronic structure parameters are not fully completed (see Task 4-T3.1 above).
As presented in Fig. 13b, when the metallic pads are physisorbed on the Si(100)H surface, the
T(E) are no more zero in the surface gap energy range and a tunneling transport regime results.
With a small surface band gap, the “parallel to the dimer rows” surface direction leads a large
T(E) as compared to perpendicular direction. In the Si(100)H surface band gap region, the
resulting surface conductance decreases exponentially as a function of the distance between
two nano-pads as already discussed in Task 2-T1.1.
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Figure 13: (a) A finite size central Si(100)H surface of 1344 atoms perfectly interacting with
4 semi-infinite Si(100)H slabs. (b) Same 4 terminal tunnel junction with semi-infinite Au
nano-pads adsorbed on the surface of the Si(100)H slabs. The T(E) transmission spectra
between slabs 1-2 (continuous line), 3-4 (wide dashed line) and 1-3 (narrow dashed line) are
plotted for all the cases.
The variation of the conductance with the inter nano-pads distance is given by the exponential
law G(d) = G0 × e-βd. As presented in Fig. 14, β = 0.20 Å-1 for a surface tunnel junction
parallel to the dimer rows and β = 0.42 Å-1 in the perpendicular direction. As demonstrated in
Task 2-T1.1, this comes from a smal tunneling electron effective mass and to a small surface
electronic band gap in the direction parallel to the dimer rows.

Figure 14: Variation of the Si(100)H surface conductance as a function of the distance
between two semi-infinite metallic nano-pads presented in Fig. 1b. This is compared with the
conductance decay between the same Au nano-pads but without the Si(100)H surface (fast
decay triangle curve).
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This large intensity of surface leakage current highlights the extreme care required for a
surface logic gate design to avoid such gate being short-circuited by the Si(100)H surface. For
example and according to Fig. 14, an 1.7 nm surface inter nano-pad distance will lead to a
100 pA surface leakage current intensity for a 0.1 V bias voltage in a direction parallel to the
dimer rows. This is quite large for surface molecule logic gates when interconnected by
surface dangling bond atomic scale wires.
The G0 contact conductance can be calculated by intersecting the Fig. 14 conductance curves
with the ordinate axis. For a direction parallel to the dimer rows, G0 = 31.23 nS and G0 = 1.22
nS perpendicular to them. These are typical values for Van der Waals like electronic contacts
with no hybridization between the Au nano-pads and the Si surface atom orbitals. Those
values will be better determined when Task 4-T3.1 will have delivered a more optimized set
of parameters starting from DFT calculations.
In Fig. 13, the central Si(100)H surface was described by a slab of 5 layers of Si atoms. The
influence of the number of layers was also tested in comparison with the band structure
obtained with DFT. The increase of the number of layers in the surface slab reduces the
surface gap. But the surface leakage current intensity is converging very rapidly after 6 to 7 Si
layers in the surface slab.
P11-Singapore had determined the demand of N-ESQC in computation time as a function of
the number atomic orbitals in the simple 2 terminal Si(100)H surface tunnel junction
presented in Fig. 15. Table 1 is giving the number of atomic orbitals required to describe this
surface junction for various inter-nano-electrode distances. The Si(100)H surface junction
presented in Fig. 15 has a 22.7 nm inter electrode separation with 7497 atoms that is 20937
atomic orbitals. The T(E) calculation through this junction required 157 hours of
computational time on a Fujitsu BX900 system with 3888 CPU and 11664 MB total memory.
Fig. 13 is presenting the calculated T(E) for different inter-electrode distances.

Figure 13: (a) a very long 2 terminal Si(100)H surface tunnel junction with its two semiinfinite Au nano-pads also adsorbed on Si(100)H slabs. The two Au terminal electrodes are
separated by a distance of 22.7 nm. The total amount of atoms in the system is 7497 that is
20937 atomic orbitals. (b) The electronic transmission spectra of this surface junction with
different inter-electrode separation between 4.2 and 22.7 nm.
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Table 1: The number of atomic orbitals required to describe the Fig. 15 surface tunnel
junction in N-ESQC as a function of the inter-Au distance in nm.

P11-Singapore had also performed some calculations to compare the influence of more Si
layers in the Si(100)H substrate slab for the simple case of a 8.1 nm inter-electrode distance.
An increase of the number of Si layers from 5 to 9 in the slab leads to a reduction of the
surface electronic band gap from approximated 2 eV to 1 eV as presented in Fig. 16.

Figure 16: Comparison of the T(E) for a 2-terminal tunnel junction of 8.1 nm with semiinfinite Au nano-pads on Si(100)H slabs of 5 layers (blue) and 9 layers (red) respectively. The
EHMO parameters in the case of 9 layers must be re-parametrized to match the good surface
band structure.
Very large 2 nano-electrode Si(100)H tunnel junctions up to 100.000 atomic orbitals have
been tested to prepare the design of large dangling bond surface logic gates. Almost 400 Gb
were needed for 100.000 atomic orbitals. The computational time increases with a power
2.42. For a surface junction of 100.000 atomic orbitals, a full transmission spectrum demands
291 days of calculations. P11-Singapore is now working on the N-ESQC parallelization to be
able to simulate large dangling bond logic gates in the near future.
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Figure 17: Variation of the CPU time in hours and of the central RAM (Mb) as a function of
the number of atomic orbitals to compute a full transmission spectrum as showed in Fig. 3.
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AtMol Scientific Publications
2011 (more than one partner)
O. Guillermet, S.Gauthier, C.Joachim, P. de Mendoza, T. Lauterbach, A. Echavarren
“STM and AFM high resolution imaging of adsorbed single decastarphene molecules”
Chemical Physics Letters, 511, 482 (2011)
C. Manzano, W.-H. Soe, H. Kawai, M. Saeys, and C. Joachim
“Origin of the apparent (2 × 1) topography of the Si(100) − c(4 × 2) surface observed in lowtemperature STM images”,
Physical Review B 83, 201302(R) (2011)
W.-H. Soe, C. Manzano, A. De Sarkar, F. Ample, N. Chandrasekhar, N. Renaud, P. de
Mendoza, A. M. Echavarren, M. Hliwa, and C. Joachim,
“Demonstration of a NOR logic gate using a single molecule and two surface gold atoms to
encode the logical input”
Physical Review B, 83,155443 (2011)
F. Ample, I. Duchemin, M. Hliwa and C. Joachim
Theoretical comparison between a single OR molecule gate and an atomic OR circuit logic
gates interconnected on a Si(100)H surface
J. Phys. Cond. Mat., 23, 125303 (2011).
W. -H. Soe, C. Manzano, N. Renaud, P. de Mendoza, A. De Sarkar, F. Ample, M. Hliwa, A.
M. Echavarren, N. Chandrasekhar, and C. Joachim,
“Manipulating Molecular Quantum States with Classical Metal Atom Inputs: Demonstration
of a Single Molecule NOR Logic Gate”
ACS Nano, 5, 1436-1440 (2011)
2011 (one partner)
N. Renaud, M. Hliwa and C. Joachim,
“Quantum design rules for single molecule logic gates”
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, 13, 14404 (2011)
J. Meyer, A. Wadewitz, Lokamani, C.Toher, R. Gresser, K. Leo, M. Riede, F. Moresco and
G. Cuniberti,
“Molecules for organic electronics studied one by one”.
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 13, 14421–14426 (2011)
N. Renaud and C. Joachim
Classical Boolean Logic gates with Quantum System
J. Phys. A, 44, 155302 (2011).
N. Renaud, M. Ratner and C. Joachim
A time-dependant approach to electronic transmission in model molecular junctions
J. Phys. Chem. B, 115, 5582 (2011).
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C. Chiutu, A. Stannard, A. M. Sweetman and P. Moriarty,
“Measuring Si–C60 chemical forces via single molecule spectroscopy”
Chem. Commun., 2011, 47, 10575–10577 (2011)
J. C. Tremblay, S. Monturet, P. Saalfrank,
"The
effects
of
electron-hole
pair
coupling
vibrational excitation of NO on Au(111)"
Journal of Physical Chemistry A, 115, 10698 (2011)

on

the

laser-controlled

2012 (more than one partner)
L. Lafferentz, V. Eberhardt, C. Dri, C. Africh, G. Comelli, F. Esch, S. Hecht, L. Grill:
"Controlling on-surface polymerization by hierarchical and substrate-directed growth",
Nat. Chem. (2012), 4, published online:DOI: 10.1038/nchem.1242.
H. Kawai, F.Ample, W. Qing, Y.K.Yeo, M. Saeys, and C. Joachim
Dangling bond logic gates on the Si(100)-(2x1)-H surface
J. Phys. Cond. Mat., 24, 095011 (2012).
R. Thamankar, O. A. Neucheva, T. L. Yap, C. Joachim
“Surface conductance measurements on a MoS2 surface using a UHV-NANOPROBE
system”
in Advances in Atom and Single Molecule Machines, Vol.1, in press, (2012)
C. Troadec, D. Jie, F. Ample, R. Thamankar and C. Joachim
“Solid State Nano Gears Manipulations”
in Advances in Atom and Single Molecule Machines, Vol.1, in press, (2012)
O.A. Neucheva, R. Thamankhar, T.L. Yap, C. Troadec, J. Deng, C. Joachim
“Atomic scale interconnection machine”
in Advances in Atom and Single Molecule Machines, Vol.1, in press, (2012)
2012 (one partner)
J. S. Prauzner-Bechcicki, S. Godlewski, M. Szymonski, “Atomic- and molecular-scale
devices and systems for the single-molecule electronics”,
Phys. Status Solidi A, doi: 10.1002/pssa.201127623 (2012) – accepted 23 December 2011,
issued for January 2012.
C. Joachim, N. Renaud and M. Hliwa,
“The different designs of molecule logic gates”
Adv. Materials, 24, 312 (2012).
D. Martrou, R. Laloo, L. Guiraud, P. Abeilhou, O. Guillermet, S. Gauthier, J. Polesel Maris,
M. Venegas, A. Hinault, A. Bodin, F. Chaumeton , A. Piednoir, H. Guo, T. Leoni
“The DUF Project: A UHV Factory for Multi-interconnection of a Molecule Logic Gates on
Insulating Substrate”
in Advances in Atom and Single Molecule Machines, Vol.1, in press, (2012)
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M. Wojtaszek, M. Kolmer, S. Godlewski, J. Budzioch, B. Such, F. Krok, and M. Szymonski
“Multi-probe characterization of 1D and 2D nanostructures assembled on Ge(001) surface by
gold atom deposition and annealing”
in Advances in Atom and Single Molecule Machines, Vol.1, in press, (2012)
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Unit 5: Management and dissemination
5-WP1: Management and Coordination
(P1-Toulouse WP manager)
(Man month real/ Foreseen P1: 10.2/12.8; P3: 1.13/0)

Reported in the section 2.4 Project Management
5-WP2: Dissemination
(P3-Madrid)
(Man month real/ Foreseen P1: 2.55/1.25; P3: 6.84/7.37)

5-T2.1: Creating and maintaining the project Website
Reported in the section 2.4 Project Management
5-T2.2: General Dissemination of Knowledge and results
a) Press releases
At the kick-off meeting, all the Partners were invited to prepare a local press release in order
to present what the project was bringing locally. Press releases were also prepared in order to
announce the international AtMol workshops. Here are the press releases prepared so far (all
available on www.atmol.eu):
- AtMol launches its second event. International Workshop on Architecture & Design of
Molecule Logic Gates and Atom Circuits.
(Barcelona - January 12-13, 2012) [01-12-2011]
- Creating new advanced R&D tools that can build molecule-sized computer chips
[28-06-2011]
- Ein Molekül, das rechnen kann!
(German press-release) [30-05-2011]
- AtMol launches its first event International Workshop on Atomic Scale Interconnection
Machines
(Singapore - June 28-29, 2011)
[28-04-2011]
- La molecule qui calcule! (French press-release)
[21-03-2011]
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- EU funds the ICT-FET Integrated Project AtMol to explore Atomic scale and single
Molecule logic gate technologies
[20-12-2010]
- Singapore’s A*STAR and FP7 ICT FET Research project "ATMOL" to jointly create a
processor the size of a molecule
[18-11-2010]
- Opening of the Nanostructure Laboratory
in Jagiellonian University Newsletter 43 Winter/Spring 2011, page 3:
http://www.uj.edu.pl/documents/10172/1315002/Newsletter43.pdf
- Laboratorium nanostruktur In Alma Mater no 132,
Luty 2011 (Feb. 2011), page 10, (in polish).

b) The new Springer book series
The scientific coordinator (P1) has negociated with Springer the
edition of a new series of book ‘Advances in Atom and Single
Molecule Machines’. The first volume will be released in April 2012
and will regroup the proceedings of the first AtMol International
Workshop. After this workshop, the P1-Toulouse project assistant
was in charge on consiladating the volume with the authors in order
to gather the texts and to format all the chapters in the Springer book
series format.

Content of the 1st Volume
Chapter 1: High Precision Local Electrical Probing: Potential and Limitations for the
Analysis of Nanocontacts and Nanointerconnects
by Markus Maier
Chapter 2: Ultra-compact Multi-tip Scanning Probe Microscope with an Outer Diameter of
50 mm
by Bert Voigtlander
Chapter 3: Atomic scale interconnection machine
by Olga Alexandrovna Neucheva
Chapter 4: The DUF Project: A UHV Factory for Multi-interconnection of a
Logic Gates on Insulating Substrate
by David Martrou

Molecule
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Chapter 5: Challenges and Advances in Instrumentation of UHV LT Multi-Probe SPM
System
by Wang Zhouhang
Chapter 6: On the Road to Multi-Probe non-contact AFM
by Tobias Vančura
Chapter 7 :Atomically PreciseManufacturing:TheOpportunity, Challenges, and Impact
by John Randall
Chapter 8: Combined STM and four-probe resistivity measurements on single semiconductor
nanowires
by Maxime Berthe
Chapter 9: Contacting individual nanostructures with atomic precision for electronic
transport
by Li An Ping
Chapter 10: Surface conductance measurements on a MoS2 surface using a UHVNANOPROBE system
by Ramesh Mohan Thamankar
Chapter 11: Multi-probe characterization of 1D and 2D nanostructures assembled on
Ge(001) surface by gold atom deposition and annealing
by Marek Szymonski
Chapter 12 Nanometer-Scale Four-Point Probe Resistance Measurements of Individual
Nanowires by Four-Tip STM
by Shuji Hasegawa
Chapter 13: Silicon Surface Conductance Investigated Using a Multiple-Probe
Scanning Tunneling Microscope
by Robert A. Wolkow
Chapter 14: Atomic-scale devices in silicon by scanning tunneling microscopy
by Michelle Simmons
Chapter 15: Electronic Transport on the Nanoscale
by Rolf Moller
Chapter 16: Solid State Nano Gears Manipulations
by Cedric Troadec
Chapter 17: Probing Single Molecular Motors on Solid Surface
by Gao Hongjun
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c) AtMol Partner presentations & posters at international and local conferences

Presentations

S. Hecht
“On Surface Synthesis of Covalent 1D and 2D Polymers”
Makromolekulares Kolloquium, Freiburg, Germany, 26-Feb-2011
C. Chiutu, A. Lakin, A. Stannard, A. Sweetman, S. Jarvis, J. Dunn, and P. Moriarty
“'Sub-atomic' resolution on Si(111)-(7x7) using a C60-functionalized tip”
2nd International Workshop on Advanced Atomic Force Microscopy Techniques, 1 March
2011, Karlsruhe
C. Joachim
“Molecule Logic Gates”
Imagine Nano 2011, Bilbao, 13 April 2011 (Spain)
P.Moriarty
“Mechanical Atom Manipulation (...and the Trouble with Tips)”
Workshop on Atomic Manipulation at Surfaces, 12 May 2011, University of Birmingham
C. Joachim
“Towards single molecule machines for the nanoscale”
IMM Symposium, Inst. For Molecules and Materials, Radboud University, Nijmegen, 16-17
May 2011 (Netherland)
C. Joachim
“Molecule logic gates”
Molecular Logic gates Lorentz Center Workshop, Leiden, 30 May – 2 June 2011 (Netherland)
S. Hecht
“Non-covalent and Covalent Assembly of Functional Nanostructures on Surfaces”
Gordon Research Conference on Chemistry of Supramolecules and Assemblies, Il Ciocco,
Italy, 20-Jun-2011
D. Martrou
“The DUF project : a UHV factory for multi-interconnection of a molecule logic gates on
insulating substrat”
AtMol International Workshop on Atomic Scale Interconnection Machine, Singapore, 28-29
June 2011
O. A. Neucheva
“A complete UHV atomic scale interconnection machine”
AtMol International Workshop on Atomic Scale Interconnection Machine, Singapore, 28-29
June 2011
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M. Szymonski
“Multi-probe characterization of 1D and 2D nanostructures assembled on clean and hydrogen
passivated surfaces of Ge(001)”
AtMol International Workshop on Atomic Scale Interconnection Machine, Singapore, 28-29
June 2011
Cedric Troadec
“Nano-gears manipulation”
AtMol International Workshop on Atomic Scale Interconnection Machine,
Singapore, 28-29 June 2011
R.M.Thamankar
“UHV Nano-probe Surface conductance Measurements on MOS2”
AtMol International Workshop on Atomic Scale Interconnection Machine, Singapore, 28-29
June 2011
M. Szymonski
“Atomic- and molecular-scale devices and systems for the single-molecule electronics”
International Workshop on “New Trends in Molecular Assembling and Electronics:
Experiment and Theory” and 13th International Conference on “Physics of Solid Interfaces”,
Prague, Czech Republic, 4 – 8 July 2011
C. Joachim
“LT-UHV multi-STM nanoscale surface conductance measurement on MoS2”
TRAIN2 workshop on nano-characterization Toulouse, 11-12 July 2011.
L. Grill
“Manipulation of functional matter at the atomic scale by scanning tunnelling microscopy”,
Center for Nanoscience (CeNS) Munich, 15.7.2011
C. Joachim
“Molecule logic gates or surface atomic scale circuits”
AIST Tsukuba, Green Nano-Electronics Center, Tsukuba, 27 July 2011 (Japan)
C. Joachim
“The different possible designs of atomic scale logic gates”
MANA-NIMS keynote speaker, Tsukuba, 28 July 2011 (Japan)
B. Such
“Cryogenic NC-AFM study of a hydrogenated Ge(001) surface”
28th European Conference on Surface Science (ECOSS- 28), 28.08-2.09.2011, Wrocław,
Poland
S Jarvis, A. Sweetman, L. Kantorovich, and P. Moriarty
“What role does orbital overlap play in atomic manipulation?”
14th International NC-AFM conference, Sept. 2011, Lake Constance
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M. Szymonski
“Multi-probe characterisation of 1D and 2D nanostructures assembled on clean and hydrogen
passivated surfaces of Ge(001)”.
5th International Workshop on “Surface Physics: Nanostructures and Surfaces”, LadekZdroj, Poland, 2-5 September 2011
L. Grill
“Characterization and manipulation of single functional molecules by STM: From switches to
wires”
FUNMOLS workshop, Barcelona, 6.9.2011
L. Grill
“Model systems for molecular electronics studied by scanning probe microscopy”
11th European Conference of Molecular Electronics (ECME 2011), Barcelona, 7.9.2011
C. Chiutu, A. Lakin, A. Stannard, A. Sweetman, S. Jarvis, J. Dunn, and P. Moriarty,
“Sub-molecular resolution imaging and orientational control of on-tip C60”,
14th International NC-AFM conference, Sept. 2011, Lake Constance
P. Sharp, A. Sweetman, K. Rietwyk, M. Wanke, C.I. Pakes, and P. Moriarty,
“NC-AFM of H:Si(100) and H:C(100): Improving sensitivity to short-range forces”
DIAMOND 2011, 4-8 September 2011, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany
P.Moriarty,
“Mechanical Atom Manipulation (...and the Trouble with Tips)”
Joint UK-Japan Nanoscience workshop, 7 Sept. 2011, University of Cambridge
F. Krok
“Multi-probe characterisation of 1D and 2D nanostructures assembled on clean and
hydrogen”
7th International Workshop on Semiconductor Surface Passivation, 11-15 September 2011
M. Kolmer
“Printing of dangling-bond nanostructures on hydrogen passivated Ge(001) surface by STM
tip-induced hydrogen desorption”
7th International Workshop on Semiconductor Surface Passivation, Kraków, Poland, 11-15
September 2011
R. M. Thamankar, F. Ample, O. A. Neucheva, K. S. Yong, C. Manzano, H. Kawai, Deng
Jie, C. Troadec, J. Wong H. S., J. Goh K. E., W. -H. Soe, C. Joachim
“Atom Technology Project”
IMRE Scientific Forum 2011, Biopolis, Singapore, 26 Sep 2011
M. Kolmer
“Printing of dangling-bond nanostructures on hydrogen passivated Ge(001) surface by STM
tip-induced hydrogen desorption”
Scientific Cooperation Poland − North Rhine-Westphalia, Conference on Energy and Future
Information Technology, Kraków, Poland 13-14 October 2011
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S. Hecht
“On-Surface Synthesis of Covalent 1D and 2D Polymers”
International Symposium on Functional pi-Electron Systems (Fpi10), Beijing, China, 17-Oct2011
L. Grill
“Conductance measurements of single polymers as a continuous function of their length”,
Transport through molecules Symposium, Berlin, 21.10.2011
M. Kolmer
“Printing of dangling-bond nanostructures on hydrogen passivated Ge(001) surface by STM
tip-induced hydrogen desorption”
4th IRUN Symposium on Nanotechnology, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 28-29 October 2011
C. Joachim
“A little history of Molecular Electronics”
Keynote presentation, IMRE Singapore, 15 November 2011
S Jarvis, A. Sweetman, L. Kantorovich, and P. Moriarty
“Probing chemical interactions at the Si(100):H surface”
UK Condensed Matter and Materials Physics conference, Dec. 2011, Manchester
P.Moriarty
“Mechanical Atom Manipulation (...and the Trouble with Tips)”
Plenary talk at Royal Society of Chemistry one-day meeting on Nanostructured Surfaces, 9
Dec. 2011, London
F. Ample
“Large dangling bond electronic circuits with supporting surface and contacting nano-pads”
AtMol International Workshop on Architecture & Design of Molecule Logic Gates and Atom
Circuits, Barcelona, 12-13 January 2012
F. Novaes
“First-principles simulations of electronic transport with TranSIESTA”
AtMol International Workshop on Architecture & Design of Molecule Logic Gates and Atom
Circuits, Barcelona, 12-13 January 2012
S. Monturet
“A model for inelastic transport throught atomic surface wires”
AtMol International Workshop on Architecture & Design of Molecule Logic Gates and Atom
Circuits, Barcelona, 12-13 January 2012
M. Saeys
“Dangling Bond Logic: Designing Boolean logic gates on a Si(100)-H surface”
AtMol International Workshop on Architecture & Design of Molecule Logic Gates and Atom
Circuits, Barcelona, 12-13 January 2012
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Posters:
S. Jarvis, A. Sweetman, L. Kantorovich, P. Moriarty
“Directing atomic manipulation via tip apex bond angle and position”
2nd European Workshop on Nanomanipulation, June 2011, Tartu, Estonia,
J. S. Prauzner-Bechcicki
“Towards on-surface Bergman cyclization”
International Conference on Engineering of Chemical Complexity, 4-8 July 2011, Berlin,
Germany
S.Godlewski
“Functionalization of the TiO2(110)-(1×1) Surface by Deposition of TPA and PTCDA
Molecules”
28th European Conference on Surface Science (ECOSS- 28), 28.08-2.09.2011, Wrocław,
Poland
B. Such
“Passivated Ge(001) surface investigated by tuning-fork NC-AFM at 4K”
14th International Conference on non-contact Atomic Force Microscopy, Lindau (Germany)
18. to 22. September 2011
Y.T. Leh, C. Troadec, O.A. Neucheva, R.M. Thamankar, C. Joachim, C.M. Ng, A.T.S Wee
"Low Temperature Two Probes Measurement on Au (111)"
2nd Molecular Materials Meeting (M3) Singapore An international conference on "Frontiers
in Materials Science, Chemistry & Physics" 9 - 11 January 2012, Singapore
C. Rauer , F. Rieutord , J.M. Hartmann , A.M. Charvet , F. Fournel , D. Mariolle , C. Morales
, H. Moriceau
"Effect of surface smoothing on hydrophobic Si direct bonding"
WaferBond'11, 6-11 December 2011, Chemitz, Germany
O. A. Neucheva, F. Ample, C. Joachim
“Switching A Single Molecule: Pentacene On Si(100)”
2nd Molecular Materials Meeting (M3) Singapore “Frontiers in Materials Science,
Chemistry & Physics” 9 - 11 January 2012 Biopolis, Singapore
S. Jarvis, A. Sweetman, L. Kantorovich, P. Moriarty
“What role does orbital overlap play in atomic manipulation?”
UK Condensed Matter and Materials Physics conference, Dec. 2011, Manchester
W. -H. Soe, C. Manzano, N. Renaud, P. de Mendoza, A. De Sarkar, F. Ample, M. Hliwa, A.
M. Echavarren, N. Chandrasekhar, and C. Joachim
“Trinaphthylene Quantum States Manipulation With Classical Metal Atom Inputs: Single
Molecule Nor Logic Gate Demonstration”
2nd Molecular Materials Meeting (M3) Singapore“Frontiers in Materials Science, Chemistry
& Physics” 9 - 11 January 2012 Biopolis, Singapore
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d) Focus on AtMol contribution to E-nano Newsletter (issue 22 – August 2011)
The E-Nano Newsletter is published by P3-Madrid since 2005. This three-monthly
newsletter provides scientific articles, reports and general information in the field of
Nanotechnology and more specifically "Emerging Nanoelectronics". This newsletter also
publishes relevant information about Projects funded by the European Commission.
Short facts:
6 pages AtMol contribution
1500 printed copies
Pdf version available for download
The Full version is available online at ISSUU (www.issuu.com) & for download in pdf
format. 245 views in ISSUU since mid-october 2011. The E-nano Newsletter is also available
online at www.slideshare.com providing therefore more visibility to the document – 203
views since October 26, 2011. Dissemination channels such as Twitter started to be used
during period 1 to enhance visibility of AtMol documents.
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e) Public Service Review
Distributed to and read by over 6,000 prominent and influential scientists and
policy makers across the UK and Europe, the publication engages politics,
science and society, spreading and promoting best practice. Furthermore, all
articles appear on www.publicservice.co.uk, the leading portal for public sector
news. The publication is supported by a fortnightly e-newsletter, which is
distributed to over 25,000 experts around the globe. “The AtMol project was

advertised in the PS review on European Science and Technology.
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Available online:
http://www.publicservice.co.uk/pub_selectissue.asp?publication=European%20Science%20and%20Technology

f) Cartoonist intervention
In order to develop a new approach of dissemination, a cartoonist was invited to the AtMol
kick-off meeting under a specific AtMol contract. He drew several dozens of cartoons during
the meeting, with an external point of view. These cartoons are now regularly used on our
website and for general public papers related to AtMol (see for example the e-nanonews
above). A translation of the comments in those cartoons is now programmed.
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5-T2.3: External collaboration
P1-Toulouse communicates widely with the Molecular Scale Devices and Systems
community and in particular with the related FET proactive initiative funded projects to
announce AtMol events. They were always invited to contribute to the Springer book series
with a book of their own and also to the AtMol workshops.

5-T2.4: Roadmapping and focused report
This roadmap will be build up by the AtMol partners as soon as the technological options
explored by the AtMol partners in all the Unit will be step by step validated.

5-T2.5: Industrial scientific workshop
The AtMol partner have discussed a lot during the Kick-Off and the Krakow meeting on how
to deal this type of workshop. Some of the AtMol partners have good relation with the
industry. We have decided to include this worshop along with the International AtMol
workshop series. It is now planed for the third AtMOl year that is in 2013
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5-T2.6: AtMol sessions at High level European Conferences
The AtMol consortium had planned during the Kick-off meeting to organize its own
conference cycle because a few of the techniques and scientific topics explored in AtMol are
very new. It was the case of the atomic scale interconnection machine, with the design
problem for atomic scale logic gate. It is now the case for the new field of “imaging and
manipulation the molecular states of a single molecule in real space and of the UHV-transfer
printing technique. During this first AtMol year, 2 events were organized (as mentioned
above in Task 5-T1.5. The scientific program of those 2 AtMOl workshop can be found on
the AtMol web site: www.atmol.eu:
The International Workshop on Atomic Scale Interconnection Machines

Singapore, SG, June 28-29, 2011
The International Workshop Architecture & Design
of Molecule Logic Gates and Atom Circuits:

Barcelona (Spain), January 12-13, 2012
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5-WP3: Training activities
(P3-Madrid WP Manager)
(Man month real/ Foreseen P1: 0.2/0.25; P3: 0/1.12)
a) Preparation of Winter School in Les Houches
A Winter School will be organised in Les Houches in 2013, January 27th to February 1st. The
topic of this school will be Quantum ressources for single molecule-machines. In 2011,
The scientific coordinator and the project assistant (P1) have contacted Les Houches in order
to prepare our candidacy and this candidacy was accepted. We have now received a letter of
acceptation from the Les Houches school organisation.
b) Students training
Collaboration between P1-Toulouse and P9-Nottingham
Two master students from P1-Toulouse went to P9-Nottingham to work on Q-plus NC-AFM
and on the LT-STM. One of this student is now a P1-Toulouse PhD student working fully on
AtMol, the other one is also preparing a PhD also at P1-Toulouse but not on the AtMol
project.
Collaboration between P10-Krakow and University of Duisburg-Essen
A PhD student from P10-Krakow working on Task 4-T1.1 has been trained for 2 weeks in
The 4-probe UHV laboratory of Pr. R. Moeller at the University of Duisburg-Essen. Prof.
Moeller’s group has the longest in Europe experience in using the 4-probe for surface
conductance measurements for metal nanostructures deposited on various surfaces.
Opportunity to learn from “the first hands” on experimental details of such measurements was
very beneficial for a successful execution of the Task 4-T1.1 using Au nanoislands assembled
and manipulated on Ge(100).
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2.4 Project Management
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Unit 5: Management and dissemination
5-WP1: Management and Coordination
(P1-Toulouse WP manager)
(Man month real/ Foreseen P1: 10.2/12.8; P3: 1.13/0)

5-T1.1: Contractual, Financial and Legal management
The AtMol contract was signed up by all the partner in November 2010.
The AtMol consortium agreement was signed in early December 2010 by all the AtMol
partners and the signed version was sent to them in January 2011 by the P1-Toulouse project
assistant. The project assistant was hired to support the scientific coordinator on all the AtMol
management aspects.
The P1-Toulouse had processed to the first payment sharing and communicated about the FP7
financial rules during the AtMol meetings and also by e-mails to ensure that each partner had
the right documents to guide its own financial management.
In June 2011, the AtMol project assistant has asked each partner to prepare a financial sum-up
of its expenses in order to check how much had been spent. As it is generally the case at the
beginning of a project, most partners under spent during the first AtMol 6 months because the
recruitment processes are rather slow. Nevertheless, it was the occasion to remind each
partner of its global budget for the project and of the necessity of monitoring their expenses
and preparing a provisional budget up-to-date all along the project.

5-T1.2: Knowledge management
a) Coordinators visits to partners
The scientific coordinator has made significant efforts to enable all participants to be
synchronized in the project and to explain to each partner team the background of Molecular
Electronic and of Atom Technology. On purpose, he visited each partner lab. in order to meet
both principal investigators and their research team:
1) Madrid (19 January 2011)
2) Singapore (26 January 2011)
3) Toulouse (1 February 2011)
4) Grenoble (2 February 2011)
5) Berlin (15 February 2011)
6) Berlin (15 February 2011)
7) Dresden (16 February 2011)
8) Tarragona (22 February 2011)
9) Barcelona (23 February 2011)
10) Nottingham (16 March 2011)
11) Krakow (22-23 March 2011)
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b) AtMol official Consortium meetings
The official meetings in Gimont (29-30 March 2011) and in Krakow (17-19 October 2011)
were important to share the advancement of the project but also to give indications on what
was expected from now on. The AtMol workshops were also a good opportunity to
synchronize AtMol activities.
c) Web-based management platform
The Intranet was created by Phantoms Foundation (P3) AtMol month 3 and contractual
documents, meeting presentations and minutes and other scientific documents were uploaded
either by the project assistant (P1-Toulouse) and also be uploaded by any partner. All people
involved in AtMol have an access to this platform.
The list of AtMol related publications is also available on the public website with public
images related to the project.

5-T1.3: Project monitoring
a) Coordinator knowledge of staff involved on AtMol
At the beginning of the project, The scientific coordinator visited each partner for one or two
days as indicated in Task 5-T1.2. During these visits, he recalled in detail to each partner
member the aim of AtMol project and how a European Integrated Project works. There were
times for technical discussions on how to realise the tasks planned. This will makes things
easier for scientific and technical discussions in the future. This was also a good occasion to
evaluate the status of the AtMol spirit at each partner location.
b) Presentation of work progress during consortium meetings
The kick-off meeting occurred in March 29th and 30th 2011 in Gimont near Toulouse. This
meeting gathered the principal investigators from each partners and other specific persons
with direct responsibilities in the projects. Everyone presented what would be done during the
first AtMol period. On purpose, open session per Unit were organised for discussions and
coordination between partners with a wrap up at the end of the Kick-Off.
The 2nd Consortium meeting took place in Krakow in October 17-19th 2011. This time, the
young AtMol researchers were invited to join the meeting and to present their AtMol work.
Partners presented their work and discussions slots on specific topics were organised during
evening sessions on: (1) UHV transfer printing and UHV stamp fabrication, (2) atomic scale
interconnection machine (4 probes) technical problem; (3) atomic scale logic gate design and
(4) STM image calculations and interpretation. In order to explain the results of the mid-year
internal financial review, a presentation on management was also done during the meeting.
This was the occasion to inform all the partners about their over or under-spending.
c) AtMol day-to-day monitoring
The scientific coordinator has been in permanent contact with each partner leader in order to
understand how the tasks are progressing, to insure that the full collaboration is effective
between partners and simply to scientifically work with the partners. This has been done by
exchange of e-mails and phone calls. The coordinator is also following all scientific e-mail
exchanges between the different partners to monitor the implication of each one. This leads to
the construction of a diagram signalling the flow of scientific and technical collaborations in
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AtMol during this first year as presented below. On interesting non anticipated flow of
research is the fact that an increasing number of technical process have progressively to be
adapted to the UHV. This was on the AtMol contract for the UHV transfer-printer. But more
are required now like the de-bonder system or specific nano-stencil.

d) Organisation of technical meetings
According to the above diagram, a specific meeting was organised in Grenoble (30th
November 2011) to synchronize better the research on the fabrication of UHV metallic stamps
and on the bonding (and de-bonding) on Si(100)H wafer for their protection and de-protection
(Unit 1, support preparation). Usually, the AtMol workshops are enough for such a
coordination action. But in some cases, especially when heavy cleanroom processes are
involved, it is important to organise a debriefing on specific AtMol topic independent of the
standard international opening provoked on purpose by AtMol in its AtMol International
Workshops. Therefore, only AtMol partners involved in the topic were called for this
meeting.
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5-T1.4: Periodic reporting
The scientific coordinator and its project assistant from P1-Toulouse have prepared guidelines
and defined processes in order to collect the information required for the preparation of the
first AtMol annual report in particular to guide in their action the WP managers. They have
collected the information of each partner concerned by their work package, ordered this
information according to the AtMol roadmap and prepared a coherent description of the work
performed.

5-T1.5: Coordination of meeting organisation

a) Consortium meetings
The AtMol Kick-Off Meeting
The first AtMol meeting was the kick-off meeting in March 28th-30th. It was organised by P1
and P3 in the Chateau de Larroque at Gimont near Toulouse in order to gather all principal
investigators and to officially launch the AtMol project. A first version of AtMol contact
book, with the e-mail addresses of scientific staff working on the project at that time, was
displayed amongst partners.

AtMol Kick-Off Home page (Intranet WEB site – restricted access)
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AtMol Program – Kick-Off meeting (Intranet WEB site – restricted access)
The AtMol Krakow Meeting
The second meeting took place in Krakow. The project coordinator and the project assistant
(P1) had a coordination role. The principal investigator and his assistant of the University of
Jagellionan (P10) were the local contact and in charge of finding the venue and the
restaurants. They also had an informative role during the meeting. The Phantoms Foundation
(P3) was in charge of the WEB site development and maintenance (registrations and financial
aspects of the meeting).

AtMol Krakow meeting Home page (Intranet WEB site – restricted access)
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AtMol Registration (Intranet WEB site – restricted access)
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b) The AtMol International Workshops organisation
The scientific contents of the workshops are described in the task 5T2.6. These paragraphs
only relate to organizational aspects of the workshops.

Singapore, June 28-29, 2011
International Workshop on Atomic Scale Interconnection Machines
Starting in March 2011, AtMol has prepared its first international workshop in Singapore for
June 2011. P3-Madrid was in charge of the website, of the registrations and of collecting the
fees. The P1-Toulouse project assistant was in contact with the invited scientists and had a
coordination role in gathering information for the workshop booklet. P11-Singapore was the
contact for the local service providers (hotel, rooms, bus, catering, ...) and in charge of the
workshop booklets printing.
Short facts: 2 days event, 15 Invited Speakers, 3 oral contributions, 44 participants
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Barcelona (Spain), January 12-13, 2012.
International Workshop on Architecture & Design of Molecule Logic Gates
and Atom Circuits
Starting in August 2011, AtMol has prepared its second international workshop in Barcelona
for January 2012. P3-Madrid was in charge of the web pages related to the event, of
registration and of financial aspects. P5-Barcelona was the local organizer (hotel, meeting
rooms, bus, catering, ...).
Short facts: 2 days event, 15 Invited Speakers, 9 oral contributions, 52 participants
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c) Extra meetings organization
The technical meeting on Units 1 & 3 took place in Grenoble in November 30th 2011. This
meeting was organized directly by P1-Toulouse with P2-Grenoble for scientific part. The
local organization was taken by P2-Grenoble.
Participating members: P1-Toulouse: D. Martrou, P11-Singapore: C. Joachim, P10-Krakow:
P. Piatkowski, R. Zuzak, P2-Grenoble: G. Le Gac, C. Rauer, J.-M. Hartmann, X. Baillin, A.
Thuaire and P9-Notthingam: A. Sweetmann, S. Jarvis, P. Sharp during the vision conference
part.
Outline: Unit 1 objectives, Back-interconnect processes, Metallic stamps, Wafer bonding-debonding
5-T1.6: Exploitation plan of the results
During the first AtMol year, the results obtained were essentially published in the open
literature. It was the same for the conference and seminars given by AtMol partners in diverse
conference during the year. All AtMol partners took care to indicate AtMol support and
AtMol European dynamics during their presentation. An extreme care was taken during the
AtMol International workshop since they were open workshop. The AtMol internal and
strategic discussions were organized as confidential as possible in Singapore and in Barcelona
before or after the workshop and of course with no announcement about those meeting during
the workshop

5-WP2: Dissemination
(P3-Madrid)
(Man month real/ Foreseen P1: 2.55/1.25; P3: 6.84/7.37)

5-T2.1: Creating and maintaining the project Website

a) AtMol Web site development (www.atmol.eu)
A crucial activity for AtMol consists in structuring, developing and maintaining a WEB site
being able to disseminate widely its results, spreading therefore Excellence not only in Europe
but also in other countries. To meet this requirement, the AtMol web site was coupled to the
already existing Phantoms Foundation platform (http://www.phantomsnet.net). AtMol
website is used to advertise events, publications, press releases, jobs positions, images etc.
about AtMol.
A good measure of the success of the AtMol web site is to google “AtMol”. The AtMol
acronyme is appearing first on the list and bounce thanks to many AtMol partner like P2Grenoble and P11-Singapore. The actual “AtMol” occurrence is reaching 87 800 hits. This
AtMol visibility is also re-enforced by the organization of the AtMol International Workshop
(See Task 5-T1.5).
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AtMol Home Page (Public WEB site)

AtMol Consortium page (Public WEB site)
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AtMol Units page (Public WEB site)

AtMol Short Facts page (Public WEB site)
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b) Intranet restricted area
A restricted area (database: documents and internal events) for the Management Board (and
individuals belonging to the project) was implemented during period 1 to allow secured exchange of
confidential documents about the project and to display information on: progress about the project,
calendar, plenary meetings, reports, etc. The AtMol WEB site will therefore foster a high quality of
communication both outside and inside the consortium.
AtMol Intranet – Events
This intranet section was created in order to facilitate internal meeting organisation (Information and
registrations). More pictures are available in the section 5T1.5 describing these internal meetings.

AtMol Intranet – Documents & Users
Short facts:


•
•
•

3 levels for users:
Level 1. - Add, remove, update & read documents (Management Board)
Level 2. - Add & read documents (Members of the project)
Level 3. - Read documents (others)
71 registered users, 109 documents uploaded

About users: First and last name, Institution, country, E-mail address, username, password and
Unit.

Registration Form (only for users with level 1 i.e. consortium partners): Data are sent
automatically by mail to the administrator for authentication. Afterwards the new registered
user has access to the intranet. There are two different lists to present the registered users: one
by alphabetical order and the other one by Unit.
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About documents: (text or presentations, max. 20MB): Title, description, contact person, E-mail
address, date, category and working Group. Only level 1 and 2 users can upload documents.
Documents and publications are listed per Unit and category.
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3.3 Delivrables and Milestones tables
3.3.1 Delivrables
Actual/ Forecast
delivery date

P

C
O

24

24

NA

Yes

1D1.2

Samples with notches and
cavity
SiHx STM and STS studies

11

2

P

36

36

NA

Yes

11

1

P

28

28

NA

Yes

started see 1-T1.3

11

1

R

C
O
C
O
PU

12

24

NA

Yes

MBE Chamber Problem

11

5

R

PU

28

30

NA

Yes

MBE Chamber Problem

12

1
1

P

C
O

40

40

NA

Yes

12

1

P

C
O

48

48

NA

Yes

12

2

P

36

36

NA

Yes

12

2

P

36

36

NA

Yes

13

1
1

R

C
O
C
O
PU

48

48

NA

Yes

13

1
0

R

PU

24

24

NA

Yes

1D1.3
1D1.41

1D1.42

1D2.2

1D2.3

1D2.11
1D2.12
1D3.1

1D3.2

GaN(0001) and AIN (0001)
Growth and
Characterization by NCAFM
Models for reconstructed
surfaces of GaN(001) and
AIN(0001)
STM studies of SiH(001)
surface and in situ electrical
characterization of the
doped Si areas of the
doped Si areas of the: STM
studies of SiH(001) surface
and in situ electrical
characterization of the
doped Si areas of the μnano-via sample
STM studies of SiH(001)
surface and in situ electrical
characterization of the
doped Si areas of the
doped Si areas of the: STM
studies of SiH(001) surface
and in situ electrical
characterization of the
doped Si areas of the nanovia capped
sample
Capped Samples with nanovia
Samples equipped with
micro nano via
UHV transfer printer able to
transfer metallic nano
islands on a millimettre
large surface
Fabrication of metallic
mesa pads onGe(001)
surface pre-patterned with
the 2D islands of metallic

Comments
Contractual
(Yes/No)

Delivery date from
Annex 1 (month)

2

Status (submitted/
not submitted)

Dissemination Level

11

Nature

Stripe shape samples,
samples with notches

WP N°

1D1.1

Lead beneficiary

Deliverable name
version

Del. N°

STM image obtained
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w…

2D1.6

2D2.1

2D2.2

2D2.3

2D2.4
2D2.5

3D1.1

3D1.2

Preparation of Molecular
Nodes suitables as logic
gate molecule
Polymerization of
molecular wires on a metal
surface
Characterization of the high
conductance of the
molecular wires as a
function of their length

R

PU

24

24

NA

Yes

21

5

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

21

5

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

21

1

R

PU

12

12

submitted

Yes

Papers published

21

1
1

R

PU

24

24

NA

Yes

1st paper published

21

1

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

21

5

R

PU

48

48

not
submitted

Yes

Software development

22

7

R

PU

24

24

NA

Yes

First monomer delivered

22

7

R

PU

36

36

NA

Yes

22

4

R

PU

42

42

NA

Yes

22

1

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

22

4

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

31

6

R

PU

20

12

submitted

Yes

paper submitted

31

6

R

PU

24

24

NA

Yes

theory started

Contractual
(Yes/No)

2D1.5

1
0

Status (submitted/
not submitted)

2D1.4

Actual/ Forecast
delivery date

2D1.3

Delivery date from
Annex 1 (month)

2D1.2

Dissemination Level

2D1.1

Comments

13

Nature

Fabrication of metallic
nano-islands on Hpassivated Ge(001)surface
Supporting the
interpretation of
experimental results
Software to simulate
inelastic spectra in STM and
dynamical software to
simulate molecular motion
un…
Design of a surface
molecule logic gate with Au
input
Design of a surface atomic
scale logic gate with
molecular latch inputs
Design of a surface
molecule logic gate with
molecular latch inputs
Implementation of van der
Waals capable functionals
in the Siesta
software&Implementation
of semi…
Preparation of monomers
for very low gap molecular
wires on metallic substrates
Preparation of monomers
for very low gap molecular
wires on insulating
substrates
Creation of semi-classical
molecular circuits based on
various nodes and
connectivities
An efficient Latch molecule
for H:Si(100) surface

WP N°

1D3.3

Lead beneficiary

Deliverable name
version

Del. N°

All along the project
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3D1.3

31

35

35

NA

Yes

Requires the UHV stamps

31

1
1

P

C
O

30

30

NA

Yes

process in discussion

Deposition of gold films
onto the microstamps and
characterization of the
clean stamps
Polymerization on prefabricated pillars
Transfer from metallic
stamp on metallic target
surface
Transfer of molecular wire
from metallic stamp to
H:Si(100) and H:Ge(001)
Transfer of long molecular
wires from metallic stamps
onto Ge(001)
Transfer of molecular wires
from stamp to large-gap
substrates
STM scanning protocols
and parameters fro
reproducible imaging of
orbitals of physisorbed
molecules
Identification of role of
surface states in filtering
molecular orbital tunnelling
channels
Protocols for creation of
dangling bond wires on
H:Si(100), H:Ge(100) and
MoS2
Automated tip apex
optimisation protocols

31

6

R

PU

30

30

NA

Yes

31

6

R

PU

40

40

NA

Yes

31

6

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

31

1
1

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

31

1
0

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

31

1

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

3D2.1

32

8

R

PU

12

12

Not
submitted

Yes

Only for chemisorbed
molecules physisorbed too
mobile

3D2.2

32

8

R

PU

12

24

NA

Yes

Physisorbed molecules
need to be stabilised

3D2.3

32

1
0

R

PU

24

24

NA

Yes

Achieved on Ge(100)H

3D2.4

32

9

R

PU

36

36

NA

Yes

3D2.5

32

9

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

3D2.6

32

9

R

PU

24

24

NA

Yes

3D2.7

32

9

R

PU

36

36

NA

Yes

Automated dangling bond
wire generation
Construction of QHC
surface atomic circuit NOR
and NAND gate on
H:Si(100)
dI/dV characteristics of
NOR and NAND QHC atomic
logic gate

Contractual
(Yes/No)

3D1.11

Comments

PU

Status (submitted/
not submitted)

3D1.10

Yes

Actual/ Forecast
delivery date

3D1.9

NA

Delivery date from
Annex 1 (month)

3D1.8

36

R

Nature

3D1.7

36

1
0

WP N°

3D1.6

PU

31

Lead beneficiary

3D1.5

R

Polymerisation of long
molecular wires on a
passivated semi conductor
surface
Fabrication of microstamps
with predefined shape

version

3D1.4

6

Dissemination Level

Del. N°

Growth and
Characterization of
molecular wires that
contain a logic function
Deliverable name

Test of stability on
Ge(100)H
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3D2.8

32

9

R

PU

48

48

Yes

Theory started

Actual/ Forecast
delivery date

Status (submitted/ not
submitted)

Contractual
(Yes/No)

8

R

PU

36

12

submitted

Yes

3D2.10

Molecular manipulation
routines for connecting a
molecule logic gates to
dangling bond wires
Measurements of the
surface conductance
between multiple metallic
nanopads grown on
semiconductor su…
Characterization of the
surface conductance
anisotropy along and
accross a metallic nanowire
grown on…
Conductance of MoS2 and
H:Si(100) surface atomic
wires
Conductance
measurements for a single
and long molecular wire on
passivated semiconductor
surface in…
I-V characterisitcs of simple
surface atomic circuits

32

9

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

41

1
0

R

PU

24

24

NA

Yes

Work started by P11

41

1
0

R

PU

24

24

NA

Yes

Work started by P10

41

1
1

R

PU

24

24

NA

Yes

41

1
1

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

41

1
1

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

41

1
1

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

42

1

R

PU

18

36

NA

Yes

MBE Chamber Problem

42

1

R

PU

24

36

NA

Yes

MBE Chamber Problem

42

1

R

PU

36

36

NA

Yes

MBE Chamber Problem

42

1

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

MBE Chamber Problem

42

1

R

PU

42

48

NA

Yes

MBE Chamber Problem

4D1.1

4D1.2

4D1.3

4D1.4

41.5
41.6

4D2.1

4D2.2

4D2.3

4D2.4

4D2.5

Planar surface atomic wire
interconnect of a molecule
logic gate
Metal nano-pads on
GaN(0001) or AIN(0001)
surfaces
Nano-electrodes and microelectrodes connected to
metal nano-pads
Surface conductance
measurement on
GaN(0001) and AIN(0001)
Atomic chain conductance
measurement on
GaN(0001) and AIN(0001)
Conductance measurement
of molecular wire
deposited by the UHV
metal stamping

Nature

32

WP N°

Demonstration of a logic
function with an adsorbed
molecule

Lead beneficiary

3D2.9

version

Delivery date from
Annex 1 (month)

Comments

Dissemination Level

Del. N°

Demonstration of
molecular latching for
dangling bond wire circuit
Deliverable name

Published ACS Nano and
PRB (2011), Submitted ACS
Nano (2012)
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4D2.6

42

1

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

MBE Chamber Problem

48

NA

Yes

43

1

P

C
O

48

48

NA

Yes

Work for 2-terminal
leakage started early

43

1
1

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

Work started for up to
about 20000 atoms

51

1

O PU

1

1

active

Yes

Kick Off meeting minutes

51

1

R

PP

1

3

Submitted

Yes

51

1

R

PP

7

10

submitted

Yes

5D1.4

AtMol Internal project
meeting minutes
Annual report to EC

51

1

R

PU

12

14

submitted

Yes

5D1.5

Final report to EC

51

1

R

PU

48

48

NA

Yes

5D1.6

Exploitation plan

51

1

R

48

48

NA

Yes

5D2.1

AtMol website

52

1

C
O
O PU

1

3

Active

Yes

Intranet

5D2.2

AtMol flyer

52

3

O PU

6

15

Not
submitted

Yes

5D2.3

Newsletters N°1-8

52

3

O PU

6

~9

OK

Yes

Delayed in agreement with
project coordinator in
order to have enough
material to display
Published in E-nano n°22

5D2.4

52

3

O PU

24

24

NA

Yes

52

3

O PU

38

38

NA

Yes

5D3.1

AtMol focused report N°1
et N°2
AtMol Industrial scientific
workshop
Short training course 1

53

3

O PU

14

25

submitted

Yes

See Int. Workshop 1&2

5D3.2

Summer Winter school

53

3

O PU

26

25

NA

Yes

Les Houches accepted

5D3.3

Short training course 2

53

3

O PP

34

34

NA

Yes

5D1.1
5D1.2
5D1.3

4D3.2

4D3.3

5D2.5

Contractual
(Yes/No)

48

Status (submitted/ not
submitted)

Actual/ Forecast delivery date

PU

Nature
R

Implementation of multiterminal scheme in
Transiesta
N-ESQC complex atomic
scale suface simulator
including the pads and the
supporting surface
Reaching a surface atomic
scale circuit simulator able
to handle 100 000 atoms
AtMol public website

WP N°

5

4D3.1

Lead beneficiary

43

version

Delivery date from Annex 1
(month)

Comments

Dissemination Level

Del. N°

Conductance measurement
of molecular wire
deposited by the UHV
micro-cleanroom
Deliverable name
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3.3.2 Milestones
Comments

11

2

23

yes/no

23

MS

112

11

2

36

no

36

MS

113

Obtaining
successful
bonded
structures
temporary bonding a full
cap (001) Si wafer on a
full
Obtaining
successful
bonded structures by
temporary
bonding a
cavity etched cap (001)Si
wafer onto
The atomic resolution
after de-bonding

11

11

35

yes

36

First Atomic resolution
images obtained

R

MS

114

11

1

24

no

36

MBE problem at
Toulouse location

P1-

a wafer

MS

121

Large
terraces
on
atomically flat GaN and
AIN surfaces
Fabrication of a complete
back interconnect wafer
with its micro-nano-vias

12

2

40

no

40

First step of the process
tested

a wafer

MS

122

12

11

36

no

36

R

MS

123

12

2

42

no

42

a wafer

MS

131

13

11

24

yes/no

24

UHV transfer printer under
test

R

MS

132

13

11

30

yes/no

30

200 nm large terrace
atomic
resolution
on
Si(100)

R

MS

211

21

1

24

yes/no

24

Work in progress,
paper writting

R

MS

212

Low surface leakage
current after the back
interconnect process
Obtaining
successful
bonded structures by
temporary bonding a cap
(001) Si wafer onto
UHV transfer printing of
Au metallic nano-islands
on a passivated H-Si(100)
surface
Obtainging
successful
procedures for fabrication
of large defect free areas
of atomically flat terraces
Conceptual
characterization
of
transport in atomic and
molecular wires
Software
based
on
quantum
electronic
calculations to predict
inelastic spectra in STM
package te

21

5

45

no

45

Work in progress.

means
verification:

111

Actual/Forecast
achievement date

MS

Achieved (yes/no)

WP
N°

of

Delivery date from
Annex 1

Milestone name

Lead Beneficiary

Milestone
N°

First wafer fabricated

a wafer

R

first

software
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Comments

213

To
determine
the
deficinive architecture of
an atomic scale logic gate

21

11

23

yes/no

23

Determine
for
semiclassical DB logic gate,
paper in press

roadmap

MS

214

21

5

45

no

45

Work in progress.

R

MS

221

22

7

24

yes/no

24

A few new monomers
tried, only one works

R

MS

222

22

11

36

no

36

MS

223

Semi-empirircal
approaches to molecular
dynamics within new
functionnal
Siesta
software. Resuls
Synthesis
and
Polymerization of new
low gap molecular wires
on metallic substrates
Generate
complex
molecular architectures
by combining molecular
nodes with wires
Long latch molecule to
separate enough the
pivot from the head to
limit surface leakage
current between

22

1

42

yes/no

42

A new long molecule latch
manipulated
but
on
Au(111)

product

MS

224

Semi Classical OR and
AND molecule Logic gate

22

1

42

yes/no

42

Dangling bond logic gate
architecture published

product

MS

225

22

8

20

yes/no

20

Long Y NOR gate tested

product

MS

311

31

7

20

no

20

R

MS

312

31

6

23

no

23

R

MS

313

QHC NAND and NOR logic
gate with Au single atom
input
Synthesis
of
well
conducting
molecular
wires from building blocks
on a surface
Formation
of
long
molecules that contains
wires and a logic function
Imaging of molecular
wires
successfulllu
polymerised
on
a
passivatedsemiconductor
/large band gap su…

31

10

35

no

35

R

MS

314

31

11

30

yes/no

30

MS

315

31

6

40

no

40

R

MS

316

Successful preparation of
flat metal-covered micropillars
Imaging of molecular
wires on the microstamps
Successful transfer of
intact molecular wires
from one sample to
another

31

11

42

no

42

R

date

means of verification:

Lead Beneficiary

MS

Actual/Forecast
achievement
dd/mm/yyyy

WP
N°

Achieved (yes/no)

Milestone name

Delivery date from
Annex 1 dd/mm/yyyy

Milestone
N°

product

A few processes have been
explored, not conclusive

R
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Comments

321

32

8

12

no

24

Si(100)H
surface
preparation problems

R

MS

322

32

8

12

no

24

Si(100)H
surface
preparation problems

R

MS

323

32

9

24

yes/no

24

Yes with the LT-UHV STM/
no for NC-AFM

R

MS

324

Reproducible imaging of
molecules physisorbed on
H:Si(100)
Imaging of orbitals of
molecules physisorbed on
H:Si(100) by tunnelling
spectroscopy
Selective desorption of H
atoms by means of the
STM/AFM tip with atomic
precision
Reproducible atom by
atom circuit construction

32

9

45

yes/no

45

First simple dangling bond
circuit constructed

protocol

MS

325

Implementation of a
molecular NAND gate on
a metallic surface

32

8

36

no

36

NOR gate yes, NAND gate
not yet. A new molecule
design but be defined and
the molecule synthezised

R

MS

326

32

8

35

no

35

MS

411

Testing the logic gate
properties of a molecule
contacted with a dangling
bond wire on Si(100)H
Measurements of surface
conductance
at
the
nanometre scale using a
4-probe UHV STM system

41

11

24

yes/no

24

MS

412

41

11

24

no

24

R

MS

413

Conductance
measurement of atomic
wire longer than 10 nm
Successful localisation of
the molecular wire in a
planar configuration at
the 4-probe STM system
fo…

41

10

40

no

40

R

MS

414

41

11

30

yes/no

24

4 ultra sharp tip brought
together with an inter tip
distance below 30 nm

R

MS

421

Bringing 3 ultra sharp
STM tip toward the 3 Au
nano-pads separated by
less than 10nm
Growth of well organized
reconstructed surfaces of
GaN(0001) and AIN(0001)

42

1

30

no

36

MBE problem at
Toulouse location

P1-

R

MS

422

42

1

24

no

42

MBE problem at
Toulouse location

P1-

R

MS

423

Growth of large metal
nanopads on GaN(0001)
and AIN(0001)
Growth of high density of
large metal nanopad

42

1

30

no

42

MBE problem at
Toulouse location

P1-

R

means
verification:

Lead Beneficiary

MS

Actual/Forecast
achievement date

WP
N°

Achieved (yes/no)

Milestone name

of

Delivery date from
Annex 1

Milestone
N°

R

with inter tip distance
down to 100 nm

R
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Comments

424

42

1

45

no

48

MBE problem at
Toulouse location

P1-

R

MS

425

Established protocol for
manipulating
metallic
atoms on GaN (0001);
AIN(0001) or NaCI(001)
Molecular wire connected
to metallic nanopads

42

1

45

no

48

MBE problem at
Toulouse location

P1-

R

MS

431

Calculated two-terminal
surface
leakage
low
current intensity

43

5

40

yes/no

36

Work in progress.

date
from

means of verification:

Lead Beneficiary

MS

Actual/Forecast
achievement date

WP
N°

Achieved (yes/no)

Milestone name

Delivery
Annex 1

Milestone
N°

R

212

